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CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

ITEM NO.1:

10
11

... (gavel) ...
FISCAL YEAR 2005 BUDGET (C.C. No. 03-265)

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Committee on Budget and Finance shall

come to order.

12

Today's the 7th of April, 2004.

Members, we continue the review of the Fiscal

13

Year 2005 Budget consideration from the

14

Administration.

15

of the Department of Fire and Public Safety.

16

let me ask the Staff, do we have any requests for

17

public testimony this morning on the 7th of April?

This morning we continue the review

18

MS. SAKAMOTO:

No, Mr. Chair.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

First

Staff has informed the Committee

20

that there is no request for public testimony.

21

Chair will continue to leave that opportunity open

22

for a short while longer.

23

Mr. Carroll, Mr. Kane, Mr. Mateo, Mr. Molina,

24

Mr. Nishiki, Mr. Pontanilla, and Ms. Tavares

25

present.

This morning we have

Ms. Johnson is excused.
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND PUBLIC SAFETY

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, we left off with the Department of

3

Fire and Public Safety with just the capital

4

improvement program to be reviewed.

5

completed the divisions of the Department.

6

before we start with the CIP portion, are there any

7

questions by the members for either the Chief,

8

Deputy Chief, or other resource personnel?

9

first let me ask, Budget Director, Danny Agsalog,

10

11

We have
So

But

any comments this morning?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

Committee.

13

continuation for the Department of Fire and Public

14

Safety.

15

the -- Chief Carl Kaupalolo and Deputy Chief Neal

16

Bal and our resource person, Mr. Craig Jenkins.

17

they will be able to help answer questions as you

18

might have this morning.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

as you said, this meeting is a

12

And as you see here in front, we have

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Okay, thank you.

Chief Kaupalolo, any

20

comments for the members this morning, either by

21

yourself, your Deputy or of course Fire Fighter

22

Jenkins?

23

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Thank you.

And

Good morning, Chair -- Budget

24

Chair Hokama and members of the Budget and Finance

25

Committee.

We thank you for this opportunity this
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1

morning to be able to work with you on our CIP

2

process.

3

morning Deputy Chief Neal Bal and

4

Craig Jenkins, who will be serving as our resource

5

person this morning.

6

on our proposal, and we ask for your assistance this

7

morning on that.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I guess to reiterate I have with me this
Fire Fighter

Hopefully we can move forward

Thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Deputy Chief, any

comments at this time?

10

MR. BAL:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. JENKINS:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I have no comments.

Mr. Jenkinsr any comments?

No comments, Chair.
Okay, thank you.

Members, under CIP let us
In

14

first take a look at the district of Molokai.

15

the new proposed budget, the district of Molokai

16

does have a project proposed by the Department.

17

is for the Kaunakakai Fire Station.

18

on page 29-8 of your narratives or the Program

19

Budget submittal.

20

Department to give their comments to the members.

21

MR. KAUPALOLO:

It

That would be

At this time let me ask the

Thank you againr Budget Chair Hokama.

The

22

Department would like to request as part of the

23

Mayor's CIP proposal for this year's budgetr

24

new Kaunakakai Fire Station on Molokai.

25

justification is design and research funds for a new
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1

station.

The station right now is -- it's old and

2

inadequate to accommodate the current number of

3

personnel stationed there.

4

almost non-existent for exercising, nor do they have

5

a study area.

6

their study area.

7

outdated also.

8

more feasible to construct a new station, rather

9

than renovate the existing one.

We have limited area to

And the kitchen pretty much serves as
Also, kitchen's pretty much

It's our understanding it would be

Due to its location, during this past -- more

10
11

notably this past storm that we had, due to heavy

12

rainfall, run-offs from the subdivision above and

13

from the lands above caused flooding conditions in

14

the stations.

15

Molokai when we -- Department had the blessing for

16

the multi-purpose brush fire truck may have

17

noticed -- or talked to some of the members there

18

pictures on the wall that indicated the weather

19

conditions there of flooding.

20

some concerns on health and safety issues there.

21

The new station needs to be located at another

22

location.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Some of you who may have gone to

And this also had

Okay, thank you, Chief.

Excuse me.

24

Members, you do see that in the budget request for

25

the upcoming 2005 consideration there is $500,000
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1

for land acquisition, 200,000 for design work, which

2

totals to a request with this upcoming year of

3

$700,000, which if you would consider,

4

part of a total at this point estimated $3.2 million

5

facility.

6

regarding the project.

7

then would be

I will ask Mr. Mateo if he has questions

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chair.

8

And, Chief, good morning.

9

explanation.

Thank you for that brief

And I just wanted to add into that

10

that in addition to the actual flooding on the

11

exterior r we also flood inside as well, both through

12

the sleeping quarters as well as on through the

13

kitchen area.

14

yeah.

15

Chief, are there -- where are you in negotiations in

16

addressing this -- this particular project?

17
18

So the flooding occurs throughout,

And I wanted to ask at this particular point,

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Thank you, Chair.

May I defer the

question to my Deputy Chief, please, Chair?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. BAL:

Please do.

Councilman Mateo, we have -- we had been

21

negotiating with the Ranch, and we have several

22

sites that we have looked at and we are -- we are in

23

communication with the community input also.

24

have pretty much selected a site right now, although

25

it -- it's open for a little more exploration.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And the site of preference right now

2

is that -- are you able to share with us where this

3

site of preference is?

4

MR. BAL:

Yes.

That would be on the east side of the

5

Ranch Camp, near the cinder com where the new road

6

came through.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

So it would be off road

l

the road

8

coming -- taking you from the station outl that

9

would be onto Kamehameha V Highway, the main

10

highway?

11

MR. BAL:

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

14

That's correct.
And this particular site provides

you with what advantages?
MR. BAL:

WeIll one major advantage is that we're out of

15

the flood zone and also the tsunami inundation zone.

16

And that was a priority for the Department because

17

we also are looking at a hardened site when we build

18

this station for disasters or anything like that

19

that people can go to to house and emergency

20

services.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

22

requested

23

acquisition?

24
25

MR. BAL:

l

And the 700 000 that's being
1

this will get us design as well as
Is this fund enough?

Okay, at this time I'd like to defer that to our

program manager, Fire Fighter Greg Jenkins, that has
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9

been dealing with the community there.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. JENKINS:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Jenkins, if you would{ please.
Chair{ Committee Members { on the follow-up,

5

Councilman Mateo, on your first question

6

addition to what you asked the Deputy Chief, in

7

addition to the flooding issues and the design

8

accommodations of the station, there's two -- well,

9

actually one other main point is that currently our

l

in

10

response

11

Kamehameha V Highway.

12

the schools as well as through town.

13

very -- it's an unsafe situation, as it is now.

l

as you asked, take us directly not to
We go past the ballpark and
And it's

So this station would not only facilitate

14
15

taking us out of the flood zone and accommodating us

16

with other advantages { but it would give us a safer

17

response routes to our calls{ not only to Kam 5

18

Highway east and west{ but also to the future

19

community plan development above Ranch Camp that

20

gives us still very good access to the Ranch Camp

21

area.

22

and the reason -- one of the reasons it's ideal is

23

that it doesn't compromise our district boundaries {

24

which are very important to us, five miles east and

25

west and our ability to have that fire protection

And key point of the location of this site{
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1

maintained without compromising those district

2

boundaries to the residents.

3

And then to answer the specific question on

4

price, let me get a resource page here.

Excuse me

5

for one moment.

6

know, is broken down into two parts, the 200 for

7

design and research funds.

8

to share with you how that specifically is defined.

9

It's design/research.

Right now the $700,000, as we all

We're trying to -- want

In order to facilitate all

10

the process of this project, we have to go through

11

many different processes with the Planning

12

Department, et cetera, and we've taken into account

13

all those things.

14

at this time.

15

those monies would be utilized, we can answer that.

16

And that's all.

17

And the money, yes, is sufficient

If you have specific questions on how

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Can you tell me -- because the site

18

is -- I think -- what is the acreage of the site

19

that you're -- your site of preference?

20

MR. JENKINS:

It's approximately five acres.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And this five acres, have you

22

already been in communication with other departments

23

that might be interested in sharing a site location?

24
25

MR. JENKINS:

Yes.

I'll make a brief statement, then

defer to our Deputy Chief on that.

As part of the
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1

design/research phase, it gives us the opportunity

2

to do site work to determine all of the

3

accommodations that site can provide us, and

4

specifically where the station would sit, et cetera.

5

And I'll let the Deputy Chief share with you what

6

process we've been through to describe if the site

7

does provide more.

8
9

MR. BAL:

Councilman Mateo, in the -- in trying to save us

some money with the amount of land that we have

10

available, we explored a possible type of

11

partnership and we negotiated with Public Works.

12

They -- I understood they were looking for spaces,

13

and the spaces that they chose is quite expensive,

14

and I offered a portion of this land

15

was sufficient to take care of their needs.

16

meeting we had indicated that they were very

17

interested in this site.

18
19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

and if it
And the

Chairman, I will

yield at this time.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, thank you, Chairman.

Good

22

morning.

The site that you're looking at,

23

approximately how far is it from where the current

24

fire station sits?

25

miles away?

Is it about a mile away, two

RALPH ROSENBERG COURT REPORTERS, INC.
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MR. BAL:

It's approximately a half mile.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Oh, so it's not that far.

Okay.

3

asked that because I was just curious as far as --

4

if it was, you know, farther away, how would that

5

have any impact on response time to any potential

6

fire.

7

response.

8
9

MR. BAL:

So we'll have very minimal impact in terms of

In fact it betters the response time mainly

because we have a straight shot to the highway or

10

the community, which is right next door to us.

11

the road actually goes right into the subdivision.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:
brush related.

14

past, you know, couple of years, most of the

15

residential fires have occurred more towards

16

Kaunakakai or is it more on the eastern?
MR. JENKINS:

And

Most of the fires on Molokai were

13

17

I

As far as residential areas over the

To answer that question, it's actually been

18

allover the island.

19

unpredictable.

20

fires on the east end as well as town.

21

couple years -- we had a fire I think in the last

22

six months in Manila Camp and then we've had several

23

structure fires in the Hoolehua area this year.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

MR. JENKINS:

Fire, as you know, is very

We've had very significant structure

So no

In addition to our brush fires.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

So not in just one

2

particular area where have most of the fires

3

occurred.

4

you're looking at what additional amenities?

5

bring that up because they had that site

6

inspection

7

joined you for your fire truck blessing, and I

8

notice there weren't very many amenities for the men

9

to experience.

10

11

Okay.

And as far as the new station,
I

Public Works site inspection and we

Could you comment on that as far as

for the new station?
MR. BAL:

We are looking at -- we're taking a lot of the

12

design criteria out of the Wailea station.

13

again, in the interest of saving money and making

14

our -- our money go as far as we can make it go,

15

along with the EA considerations that's involved,

16

we've also taken the EA report from the County that

17

put in the new road, which actually takes up almost

18

half of the frontage -- more than half of the

19

frontage that we're going to be dealing with.

20

there's another cost consideration that is going to

21

be involved with our process when we go to do an EA

22

on our -- that piece of land.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

Chairman.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you, Chief.

Mr. Nishiki.
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VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, I like what Ifve heard so far

2

in regards to site location and discussing district

3

boundaries, because I think that is what the

4

insurance for Molokai residents would personally be

5

concerned about as you site a new station.

6

the concern -- not the concern.

7

fact that youfre looking to perhaps sharing the

8

possibility with other entities that the County may

9

need land for, such as Public Works.

I guess

I also like the

I remember one

10

time they were kenneling -- and I donft know how the

11

Humane Society kennels the dogs, but it was like

12

very inhumane to see where the dogs were being held

13

in Molokai.

14

My question is land that the County may have

15

or the State may have right now on Molokai, did you

16

ever look at what we have there?

17

all?

18

MR . BAL:

Ye s

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

MR. BAL:

I

Do we have any at

we do.
Okay.

And then therefs a possibility for a land swap,

21

but with the negotiations, I felt that the

22

price was right and the land could -- that we do

23

have probably can be better utilized by the

24

countywide for whatever projects that they may be

25

coming up with.

the

Now, therefs -- therefs a very good
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1

price right out there now, but the fact is that the

2

Ranch will -- the provision was that we do our own

3

subdividing zoning and so forth.

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Where do we have land right now on

Molokai?

5

6

MR. BAL:

Kaluakoi, I believe.

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

?:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Oh, okay.

That's too far.

(Inaudible) .
Oh, yeah, that's right.

Okay.

Was

10

there any land bigger than five acres in the areas

11

that you're looking for that could also address

12

district boundaries and perhaps should other County

13

agencies need property they would be in that

14

specific area that you looked at besides this

15

five-acre piece?

16

MR. BAL:

I'll defer that to our program manager again.

17

MR. JENKINS:

Thank you, Councilman Nishiki.

To answer

18

your question, Kaunakakai area's very limited with

19

the lands available, as you know.

20

intensive as far as where the Ranch owns lands that

21

surrounds the Kaunakakai area and the subdivisions,

22

as well as we have a large area of DHHL land to our

23

east and to our west.

24

is also consistency with the community plan and

25

where they want to see growth in those areas.

It's very

One of the issues there is
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anyplace that would accommodate to site of a station

2

was either non-conducive to the location regards to

3

our response needs and being on the wrong side of

4

the railroad tracks with the Kaunakakai stream, for

5

example, or if we did find land available in a

6

larger site, it was too far out of our district

7

boundaries.

8

issues that the Chiefs have already, this was -- on

9

a scale of one to ten of an after thought of where

So to -- to reiterate the ideal site

10

another fire station could go, this was a very ideal

11

spot.

12

13
14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Where was your second choice and how

many acres?
MR. JENKINS:

There was two other site locations that are

15

actually within the same parcel and they're quite

16

large.

17

we're looking at an approximate five-acre site.

18

areas where they were was one was above the hospital

19

and the other one was above a road called Ala

20

Malama, which is at the most mauka and eastern

21

boundary of Ranch Camp.

22

negotiation.

23

concerns in the area of -- one is access to the

24

areas of town and to the other subdivisions where

25

we're using -- for example, in the hospital

The main parcel is 1,700 plus acres, and

Those are still open to

However, they do pose immediate
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location r the hospital's road

2

congested

3

subdivision to get to all of our calls.

4

the infrastructure we would have to put in would be

5

tremendous to support an extra road

6

situation exists at the top of Ranch Camp.

7

are larger sites available that are per the

8

community plan zoned Public/Quasi-Public, but they

9

also lie in the flood areas as well.

10

t

t

which is already

and we would have to respond through the

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

t

As well as

and the similar
So there

So -- because I don't have a

11

map here.

This particular five-acre piece is not

12

part of a bigger piece that we could perhaps

13

subdivide out bigger, get big more area?

14

MR. JENKINS:

Yes, it is.

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. JENKINS:

Oh, it is.

And if you would like to see mapst we do

17

have some maps that you can take a look at.

18

the things that I think you've heard stated is that

19

approximately five acres t and in the research/design

20

phase of the project, we will be able to see what

21

the site could contain as far as sharing that with

22

other public agencies

23

know t

24

been in

25

specifically.

t

One of

as well as the -- so you

to add to the Ranch negotiations that Chief's
t

is they're very open to what our needs our
They haven't locked us into any
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1

specific acreage at all and they're very, very

2

compromising to what our needs would be once we

3

research more on the site.

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Yeah, Mr. Chair, maybe it's

5

for this Administration to address, and maybe Danny

6

knows better than me for sure, of what other

7

agencies may need space where room is really

8

cramped.

9

maybe Police may want to be in an area also.

I mean, if you were to eliminate the Fire,

10

Because you know how that gym and community center's

11

all there and you could surely create more parking

12

maybe.

13

grow, but still, you don't expect it to shrink.

14
15

I don't know how quickly Molokai's going to

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You just need to help me find a way to pay

for it, Mr. Nishiki.

16

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

Now 1 before we continue, I've asked Staff

18

to assist the Department.

19

siting map that we could maybe help the Committee

20

with be more specific on where your number one

21

choice is

22

MR. BAL:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Do you have a map

Ye s .
Department?

OkaYI

okay, okay.

Staff

24

will assist the Department, Members, so you can have

25

a better site.

Do you have something small, Chief,
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1

maybe we could help duplicate for

2

something very large?

3

something more workable.

4

since this is being televised/ why don't we try and

5

put it up on the board, Chief, so that the people,

6

especially of Molokai, if they're viewing this/ they

7

have an opportunity to see where is a potential

8

site.

9
10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

YOUr

instead of

Lance/ I think they have
You know what, though/

I'm done.

Okay, thank you.

We'll take a very/ very

11

short recess so we can help set them up and then

12

we'll return in five minutes.

(Gavel) .

9:29 a.m.

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9: 43 a.m.

(Gavel).

We shall bring the Budget and

16

Finance meeting back to order.

Members/ thank you

17

for allowing the time for us to help set up some

18

charts and photographs so that you have a better

19

understanding of where the proposed new Kaunakakai

20

Fire Station for Molokai is being considered.

21

see, maybe would help if Fire Fighter Jenkins would

22

maybe show us on the color photograph where the

23

existing site is of the current station and where

24

the proposed site is and then some of the more major

25

landmarks such as Kamehameha V Highway, the
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subdivision commonly known as Ranch Camp.

2

MR. JENKINS:

3

Chair?

Would you like me to show you at this timet

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

Yeah t I think the Staff can assist you too.
(Inaudible) .

Bob t you are such a resourceful man.

Thank

you.

8

MR. JENKINS:

9

first.

Okay.

A little background information

This is Kaunakakai town.

By the waYt this

10

is an aerial photograph that was given to us by the

11

Pacific Disaster Center.

12

Department.

13

This is the Kaunakakai town area.

14

station is right at this location here.

15

the most distinguished feature is the roof of the

16

current gymnasium t and we're currently having to

17

respond down this road to get out of town or pass

18

the school areat which is located here.

It was a gift to our

They're a very good resource for us.
The current fire
You can see

The proposed site is this area right here.

19
20

Now

21

fires in '98

22

subdivided road.

23

college t and there is a paved road that extends past

24

that college.

25

current Alanui Kaimiike Road subdivision runs up

1

this particular photograph was after our brush
1

so it doesn't show the completed
And you can see the community

It was called Kaimiike Road t and the
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1

Up this area, through this open pasture, and ties

2

into Kalohi Street right here.

3

paved road that's very large, has good easements

4

that would give us quick access to Kam V Highway,

5

which runs right here east and west, and

6

additionally easy access to Kalohi Street and Ala

7

MalamaStreet -- Avenue, which is indicated right

8

here on this white lettering, to the future proposed

9

subdivisions above.

So there's a current
l

If you -- it's hard to see, but there's a

10

11

line that's distinguished here from the brush fire.

12

There's a fence line that shows the boundary of DHHL

13

to the property, and it's a sloped area in here

14

that's the proposed site.

15

there's a future flood control project that's

16

pending that runs through this area here in the

17

lower lying area.

18

to impact our plans.

19

Kapaakea homestead area from flooding.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we do also know

And it's scheduled right now not
And it's to prevent the

Mr. Jenkins, excuse me, if you can just

21

help inform the Committee of the best of your

22

information what is the existing land use

23

classifications of your proposed site, please.

24
25

MR. JENKINS:

Okay.

The current County zoning is Interim,

as is a lot of the land on Molokai.

The State ag
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1

designation -- I'm sorrYt the State land designation

2

is Ag t and the community plan designation is

3

Public/Quasi-Public, and that is a very large piece.

4

It covers this whole area, including the college,

5

and up into partially more than half of the site

6

that we're currently considering.

7

Above the site, mauka of the road and mauka

8

of the site is designated open space.

9

specific to

And that was

not to any cultural t scenic issues,

10

but more they didn't know what to do with this area

11

on the cinder pit slopes.

12

people that worked on the original community plan.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

So -- and that was per

Hold on, Mr. Nishiki.

14

want to give all the members their first

15

opportunity.

16

a question.

17

Mr. Pontanilla, it's your turn to ask

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Mr. Jenkins, you

18

know, being in Kaunakakai town, you're experiencing

19

a lot of flooding.

20

Department themselves, because you sit next -- or

21

your station is located adjacent to theirs, are

22

experiencing the same problem?

23

MR. JENKINS:

Would you know if the Police

Yes, they are.

And I'll answer the first

24

part of your question.

I'd also like to defer to

25

our Deputy Chief to see if he has any following
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1

comments.

2

does flood out r primarily their dispatch center! and

3

we usually assist them with their flood measures

4

with hose and sand bags r et cetera.

5

in regards to their site r with regards to the site

6

we're proposing! to them at this time it's not --

7

they don't consider it ideal.

8

location.

9

It is a fact that the police station also

In regards --

They consider another

Does that answer your question?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeahr and the reason to not

10

being ideal is -- I don't know if they gave you any

11

comments in regards to that! and if you could share

12

that r if you could.

13
14

MR. JENKINS:

I'd like to defer to the Deputy Chief r

please r on that.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. BAL:

Chief.

Naturally when we first proposed to go and look

17

at this site we approached the Police Department

18

also to see if they were interested in partnering up

19

with this to go up to that site r and they indicated

20

that that is not what they're looking at because

21

they needed a more centralized arear and so they

22

declined.

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

I would think if we need to

24

relocate some facilities that r you know r we take a

25

look at the total requirements for the County.
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1

a good opportunity right now since/ you know/ welre

2

going to be relocating the Fire Department out

3

there.

4

location?

5

MR. BAL:

What is your acreage requirement for this

11m probably going to need a minimum of three

6

acres! and the reason being/ obviously, that we are

7

going to be putting in a heli pad/ and a heli pad

8

will accommodate with all the different sizes of

9

helicopters.

With that much land, weIll be able to

10

deal with that, including the military or the air

11

ambulance or even ours for fire fighting purposes.

12

So along with that weIll put in some fuel tanks so

13

we wonlt have to be slinging fuel over for brush

14

fires.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

And when is your target

16

date in regards to possibility of purchasing this

17

five acres?

18

MR. BAL:

I believe 1111 defer that back to Mr. Jenkins,

19

as hels been dealing with the community and the

20

principals.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

there.

23

MR. JENKINS:

Why donlt you just join us at the desk
Thank you.
Thank you! Mr. Pontanilla.

To add one more

24

thing to Chiefls comments on the police station

25

issues/ I know Chief had talked about having a
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1

location in this site that is hardened to be used

2

for civil defense activities, as well as a possible

3

EOC.

4

or flooding circumstances, we would be able to

5

accommodate a dispatch center and at minimum

6

temporarily relocate those resources to that

7

location, as well as other potential EOC's we have

8

marked out for the island.

9

Defense Administrator as well as the Police

So if there ever became an issue in a disaster

And I know our Civil

10

Department and the Chief have been in contact with

11

State Civil Defense on that issue.

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

13

MR. JENKINS:

That's good.

Specifically to -- if I can get your

14

question one more time so I can answer it the best

15

of my ability.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Kind of lost track.

We can return, Mr. Pontanilla.
Yeah, can we return on that?

19

One more question.

So you've been in touch with the

20

various departments as far as the possibility of

21

relocating themselves?

22

with the Public Works Department and hopefully got

23

their requirements on this re-location here.

24

I'll come back on the second round, Chair.

25

you, Jenkins.

I know you've been in touch
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares r questions?

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I better not.

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And just a

5

clarification on the discussion with Public Works on

6

what their needs are going to be and is it going to

7

be sufficient for their probable growth requirements

8

in the future or is it going to be something that's

9

short lived?

So we need to understand that -- that

10

discussion and that consolidated relationship that

11

you folks are discussing.

12

MR. BAL:

Mr. Kane, thank you.

With the discussions that

13

I had with Public Works, they're actually looking at

14

a half acre, and the amount of acreage that I would

15

have in total should more than suit their needs and

16

allow for expansion or growth.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So just to be clear, and I know that

18

you're not Public Works and so I know you can't

19

speak for them, but is it administrative in nature?

20

Can you help us understand what -- what the needs

21

are as far as how it fits into your plans to

22

consolidate in this area?

23

administrative office site or what is it?

24
25

MR. BAL:

Are they looking for an

Not -- not that I'm aware of.

I believe it's

for their equipment housing and so forth.
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1

Mr. Oshiro is here.

2

question.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

He could even answer that

Yeah t

I don't want to get too far

4

into that.

I just wanted to see if you could

5

provide us with just some detail

6

detail.

7

MR. BAL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

t

little more

Basically I believe it was for their baseyard.

Mr. Chair.

Baseyard facility, okay.

I'm fine,

We can -- I think the last time when we

10

were with the Department itself and we had some

11

discussion, I made some comments regarding land

12

acquisition, and, you know, I made a comparison to

13

the Duke Maliu purchase and how much we spent for

14

that and how this dollar amount seems to be a higher

15

figure than what we talked about with Duke Maliu

16

Park with -- in negotiations with the Ranch.

17

I'm -- I guess when it comes down to it, this land

18

acquisition number, at some point I'm going to need

19

to understand the correlation between that

20

discussion and -- with the land acquisition and this

21

as far as the final price that you folks are going

22

to be working out.

23

reached pretty much a tentative settlement of price

24

or is that something that's -- where are you in the

25

process of discussion for price on this land

So I don't know if you've
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acquisition?
MR. BAL:

Mr. Kane, we are -- we are -- we're looking at

3

of course accommodating, becoming a multi-fold

4

agency sharing project here.

5

do, we left the door open as far as the amount of

6

acreage and of course commiserate with the price

7

of -- we'd like to explore that ourselves, and I

8

believe if the Public Works did come in with us,

9

that would help share some costs here.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And what we wanted to

I guess, Mr. Chair -- and just

11

a comment now.

No questions.

Is I'm interested in

12

the dollar amount for the land acquisition based on

13

whatever acreage is the final -- final size.

14

just be interested in -- I guess when that comes

15

we'll have that discussion at some point, but I'm

16

just wondering if this number is -- I guess the

17

other way that Member Mateo questioned, you know, is

18

it enough?

19

little too generous in an amount that we're

20

providing there and the Ranch looking at that and

21

going, okay, they're willing to spend that, so

22

let's -- let's just keep it there.

23

that range.

24

comparative with Duke Maliu and what we discussed

25

there.

So I'd

And I'm going, well, is this being a

Let's keep it in

So anyway, I'm just looking at

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

We will be bringing back the Department of

2

Public Works in the very near future to continue

3

their review, and so some of the questions you may

4

have regarding shared use of a site for multiple

5

departments can be addressed by Public Works, then,

6

regarding their needs for Molokai.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Thank you, Chair.
Mr. Chair.

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay, my question was the time

11

line as far as the purchasing of the land and so

12

forth.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. JENKINS:

Fire Fighter Jenkins, can you respond.
Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.

I could

15

only describe this process based on past precedence

16

we've had with the most recent projects like Wailea

17

station, and we've studied the environmental

18

assessment and we have all the records from that, as

19

well as the administration -- our fire

20

administration has been in contact with the Planning

21

Department.

22

we need to do, and easily should be able to be taken

23

care of in less than 12 months with what we have

24

now, with the bond also being good for 18.

25

almost like trying to get a safety check for a

And we have a complete road map to what
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1

vehicle.

If you miss one part of the process or

2

don't put something first -- there has to be a lot

3

of things taken care of concurrently.

4

in less than a year we should have everything

5

wrapped up on this project and I can give you more

6

specific details of those steps if you want those.

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

And, again,

Thank you.

Department, I think one of the benefits you

have had is in your strategic plan that you've

10

completed for yourselves r and that I notice under

11

your evaluation Kaunakakai has been noted as being

12

in poor conditions.

13

you have provided today regarding some of the

14

deficiencies and difficulties that for us being the

15

main station of the island does have a major impact

16

on the ability to performr including the need for

17

you to also base from there rescue boat capabilities

18

and( as the -- one of the Chiefs mentioned, your

19

consideration of having an ability to provide and

20

receive chopper services.

It verifies the comments that

My question is, since you mentioned the

21
22

Wailea station as possible ways of saving funds in

23

the design, are you looking at a station the size of

24

Wailea

25

components?

t

with that many bays and all those
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MR. BAL:

Mr. Chair, thatls exactly what welre looking at.

2

Maybe not on the same scale, but the amount of

3

equipment that we cannot house would need at least

4

those four double bays, and we are looking for the

5

future and housing some backup equipment also.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Have you reviewed the ability

7

since welve been very fortunate to be able to

8

qualify for CDBG funds for your Department IS

9

equipment request for Molokai, that you have

10

considered the use of either rural funding, Federal

11

funds or CDBG funding as another source of how to

12

assist the County in providing this new station?

13

MR. BAL:

1111 defer that to Mr. Jenkins.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. JENKINS:

Fire Fighter Jenkins, if you would, please.
As far as our CDBG programs, working in the

16

Department lIve been fortunate to participate with

17

the Chiefs on that.

18

comes down to is the priorities that the Chief sets

19

for the Department as far as how to use those funds

20

and what we apply for.

21

based on that -- his decision.

22

funds that have been told to be made available for

23

structures, which is one of CDBGls primary ways they

24

like to use funds, we havenlt determined if thatls a

25

priority at this time from the Chief.

The number one thing what that

So whatever we apply for is
I do know that the
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1

best answer that.

2

projects that he's looking CDBG funding for.

3

this time that's the comments I can give you.

4
5

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I also know he has many other
So at

Chief r where does this project stand in the

Department's CIP priority?
MR. KAUPALOLO:

Thank your Budget Chair Hokama.

We did

7

express some of these issues with the CDBG Director

8

and we were looking at all possibilities.

9

a probability of bricks and mortars that's out

10

11

there r also for purchases of equipment.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

So where is this in the Department's list

12

of priorities?

13

priority for CIP?

14
15

16
17

There is

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Is this the number one department

At this time it appears that we would want

that to be a main concern for us.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Can I take that as yes r it is number one in

the Department's priority?

18

MR. KAUPALOLO:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chair, that's correct.
Are you confident in your current

20

projections that $3.2 million can achieve the

21

objectives of this project?

22

MR. KAUPALOLO:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That is also correct r Chair.
What would be -- are there any anticipation

24

that should this station become built within the

25

proposed time frame, that you're also looking to
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1

replace and provide new equipment to be housed and

2

located at this station?

3
4

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Chair, if I maYr I defer this question to

Deputy Chief Bal r please.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. BAL:

Deputy Chief, if you would r please.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

We have sufficient

7

equipment as it stands for that station at this

8

time.

9

other equipment and also some new equipment that

We

we have -- we need to upgrade some

10

is -- that is coming along on our time liner so that

11

would be one of our major concerns.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

With the ability to haver as you said r the

13

four double bays and other capabilities r should we

14

be anticipating a need to expand the position count

15

for this station?

16

what would be considered?

17

MR. BAL:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. KAUPALOLO:

20
21

And if SOr what are we being --

I'm going to defer that to the Chief, sir.
Chief, if would YOUr please.
Chair, could you just run that question by

me again, please.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

If this station is built according to plan

22

and timetable, is the Department considering

23

requesting this body for additional personnel count

24

to be based out of this new Kaunakakai station?

You

25

know, such as Wailea, Wailea is a full station.

33
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1

fire fighters are manned at that station in three

2

shifts -- you know, over the three shifts.

3

Kaunakakai be asked to be beefed up to a higher

4

level of staffing?

5

that be?

6

MR. KAUPALOLO:

And if so, what number would

Mr. Chair, if I can, I'd like to defer it

7

back to the Deputy again.

8

that.

9

MR. BAL:

So would

He has an explanation for

Thank you.

Chair, we would -- we would be looking at one

10

more position.

11

position.

12

enough to accommodate our off-island fire fighters

13

that -- that have to be -- come in and when they run

14

their time on Molokai, they have to go out and rent

15

another place while they're doing this.

16

proposing that we add two more beds to the size and

17

accommodate our fire fighters off island while they

18

do their tour of duty on Molokai.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That would be for the tanker

And also we're looking at making it large

Okay.

No, and I appreciate it.

And I'm

I just

20

want us to be as best informed as possible what the

21

continuing operating costs would be to this County.

22

So as you say, you would be requesting more likely

23

another position for the tanker driver, which would

24

more than likely be a Fire Fighter III, but we are

25

looking at three Fire Fighter Ills, right, for each
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shift?

2

MR. BAL:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

5

That's correct, Mr. Chair.

round.

Okay, thank you.

That is the future.

We'll continue the next

Mr. Mateo.

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Chairman.

Chairman, thank you.

6

Chief, just to follow up with you to get your

7

feedback on ongoing practice on Molokai right now.

8

There is

9

formed.

there is a work group that had been
It is with Molokai Ranch, the economic

10

enterprise community, and the -- some of the

11

residents of Molokai.

12

gotten together to actually form planning needs that

13

would address Molokai Ranch properties and the

14

development of their properties throughout the

15

entire island of Molokai.

16

things is to take a look at land use.

17

the opportunity of talking with this particular

18

group which is going through

19

in progress as they continue to plan for our island.

20

Have you had the opportunity to talk with them?

21
22
23

MR. BAL:

This is a work group that has

Part of the scheme of
Have you had

it is -- it is work

That's correct, and I'll defer that to

Mr. Jenkins, who has been involved with that.
MR. JENKINS:

Thank you, Mr. Mateo.

Approximately two and

24

a half, three weeks ago we started communicating

25

with the members from that group.

We actually
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1

attended a community meeting.

As you know, the

2

Ranch is involved with that.

3

change for the Ranch to be encouraging that type of

4

process and working with the community.

5

the people that sit on the Molokai Planning

6

Commission are on that community -- that community

7

development committee, and we felt it was very

8

important to take a lead in giving the public an

9

opportunity to be a part of this process, as well as

And that's a very nice

A lot of

10

really try to look at the community plan as a tool

11

in making sure that anything that we're requesting

12

from a public safety standpoint is consistent with

13

the community plan and with the community.

14

tried to take initial input, just in the information

15

we're giving you today is very respective of the

16

people in our community's request of either site

17

location or what we're doing.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

And we

This particular group is

19

doing an incredible amount of work and is really

20

getting the support of the total island community.

21

Are they -- are they receptive to the plans that you

22

have presented to us?

23

MR. JENKINS:

Yes, they are.

In fact, they've given us

24

preliminary verbal support, if you will.

25

do have to go -- still go through our community
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1

planning process through the Molokai Planning

2

Commission, that's the official arm of that, they

3

are verbally supportive.

4

our proposed sites and what we were going to be

5

potentially doing, and they gave us some concerns

6

that we were able to inform them about and it became

7

not a concern.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

And we explained to them

Thank you, Mr. Jenkins.

Thank you,

ChaiT.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina?

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Nishiki?

Yeah, I'm glad Danny asked that

12

question, because if there's one thing we don't

13

want, it's something that the community's going to

14

debate over about.

15

past, not on Molokai, but even on Maui, the State

16

not coming here and telling us their plans or the

17

DLNR not.

18

Public/Quasi-Public use that we put in that Molokai

19

plan for?

20

the community college.

21

community college people have even supported your

22

project being there despite that -- and I don't know

23

if it's going to hinder their plans for expansion

24

for a very important component of the Molokai

25

community.

Because as we've seen in the

Because I had asked Danny what was that

And I thought it was for the expansion of
So you are saying that the

They're behind the site that you've
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selected so far?
MR. JENKINS:

Yes

t

Mr. Nishiki.

Thank you for that

3

question.

4

that came up in our community meeting, in that the

5

college does have plans for expansion.

.6

That was one of the primary questions

you see over there on the far wall t

The picture

if you have a

7

chance to look at itt it does show the current

8

college campus site.

9

development planned just mauka of that site in

And there is future

10

what's now a grass parking area.

11

mauka of that location there's a large open area

12

that's still designated Public/Quasi-Public.

13

the plans that we were told by the community and the

14

college was to have the future gymnasium

15

cetera and that this time there's no -- no way that

16

they see that this fire station would impede that

17

project from happening.

18

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

To the west and

t

poolt et

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?

Yeah t while you're doing your

23

planning of this project, how involved is the

24

Administration?

25

MR. BAL:

And

We keep up -- we keep a running dialogue weekly
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1

and if anything comes

2

down there and we are

3

of time on this, as well as myself and the Chief, to

4

push this forward as quickly as possible.

5

of what's coming up next, maybe our brush fire

6

season again or more floods, we're not sure.

7

like to be proactive and move on with this project.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

UPI

he's either here or we're
Mr. Jenkins has spent a lot

In light

We'd

So who's involved with the

negotiations with the Ranch?

10

MR. BAL:

That would be myself and Mr. Jenkins.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, questions?

Mr. Kane?

No.

Okay.

Any further questions with this?

15

Obviously if it's a land acquisition, it must come

16

back to Council for consideration and decision

17

whether or not to accept that land acquisition.

18

you will have your additional opportunities,

19

Members.

20

regarding this specific project

21

Department and Fire Fighter Jenkins for information

22

provided this morning.

23

So

Seeing there are no other questions
we thank the

l

Excuse me.

My -- excuse me.

May I direct you to page 30-6.

24

Countywide Fire facilities.

25

is for $140,000 for various projects.

The request this year
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1

start with -- Mr. Carroll, I believe Fire comes

2

under you.

3

COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Questions?
Not at this time, Chair.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Chairman.

Maybe if we

6

can just have the Chief explain the use of these

7

funds relative to the construction request.

8

MR. KAUPALOLO:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Mr. Chair, if I could.
Chief, please.
Thank you.

The description and

11

justification for these funds would be the various

12

projects, to include installation of lockers at the

13

stations, security fencing, apparatuses, quarter's

14

roll-up doors, air conditioning systems,

15

interior/exterior painting, the renovation of

16

bathrooms and resurfacing of roadways, roof and

17

station repairs that are in badly need, and repair

18

and finishes of the interior facilities of our

19

kitchens, construct exercise rooms, replace

20

flooring, repair and maintenance of our existing air

21

conditioner systems.

22

justifications for this project request.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

These are some of the various

Chief, looking at that extensive

list, how much of that can be done for 140,OOO?
MR. KAUPALOLO:

We looked at the Countywide projects for
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1

the year and came up to a figure of about 350,000 to

2

try to work through some of these projects that we

3

have, and that's the bottom line that we came up

4

with.

5

able to -- and I haven't really prioritized the

6

needs, but definitely we have the Lahaina Fire

7

Station that's in need -- dire need of a roof

8

repair, and we're addressing that at this time, or

9

making some provisions to do that.

With the figure that we have now, we'll be

We also got the

10

Hana Fire Station out there that has a similar

11

problem with a bad roof situation that's just

12

ongoing.

13

situation, which we're trying to address at this

14

time also.

15

prioritized.

16

12 CIP projects, I would think we would have to try

17

the best we could with the fundings we have to try

18

to mitigate some of these concerns that have been

19

going on this past year or previously.

20

And of course we have the Kaunakakai

So these fundings would have to be

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And from the list that I have of like

Chief, thank you.

I think my major

21

concern would be when you look at an area like the

22

Lahaina station, that their problem has started to

23

compound, yeah, at this particular point.

24

request -- the request for, you know, this

25

particular project -- because that even is not even
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1

identified in the list -- the description and

2

justifications.

3

MR. KAUPALOLO:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Mr. Chair l may I answer that?
Please

Chief.

dOl

Thank you.

Councilman Mateo

l

originally

6

that 150 1 000 that we have there was for -- part of

7

our geographic design to split the divisions

8

this point in time there are other priorities that

9

came up at Lahaina station that

l

and at

which these funds

10

were appropriated fori would be to build more

11

bathrooms.

12

two bathroom facilities, and in the morning it1s

13

quite an inconvenience.

14

of the present condition of the roofs.

15

we would need probably to look at or to come back to

16

this issue of trying to repair the roof or going

17

back to the original intent of trying to get the

18

bathroom facilities updated at the Lahaina station.

19
20
21

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

And then there1s the issues
And

SOl

yes l

So you already do have your

list of priorities that these funds will address?
MR. KAUPALOLO:

I think -- if I maYI againl Chair l may I

answer Mr. Mateo1s question?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. KAUPALOLO:

25

We have 11 people there and we have only

Please,

dOl

Chief.

Councilmember Mateo

l

the priorities are

pretty much self governance at this point in time.
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1

I have really not much of a priority to work with.

2

It's just there, and these are the mitigating

3

circumstances.

4

priorities are pretty much forward right at that

5

you know, this point in time.

6

So, yes, you're correct{ these

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you, Chief.

And I guess,

7

Chief, my only comment or concern would be like, you

8

know, taking a look at what you've shared with us,

9

taking a look at those specific areas that needs to

10

be addressed.

I'm still concerned whether

11

140,000 -- I don't know how much can be done with

12

that amount of money.

13

you, Chair.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

But thank you, Chief.

Thank

Mr. Molina.
Thank you, Chairman.

Chief, just

16

on the security fence, I guess repairs.

17

know if it's repairs or installation.

18

comment on that?

19

like what stations are we looking at for I guess

20

doing some security fence improvements?

21

MR. KAUPALOLO:

22

please?

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. KAUPALOLO:

25

I don't
Can you

Is that -- and can you tell me at

Mr. Chair, may I answer that question,

Please do, Chief.
Thank you.

Councilman Molina, as part of

the issue of hardening stations and also
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1

providing -- after 9/11, there were issues of

2

security within stations.

3

have mitigated us to move forward.

4

station that we're asking for is the Kihei station.

5

And prior to our 9/11 this was mainly because of the

6

number of people that would transit onto the

7

property that created some concerns of potential

8

liability.

9

next to a parkr we have this movement of people onto

And there -- that may
Mainly this

And because it's such an active area,

10

the property at various times of the day and the

11

nightr and this will help us to mitigate those kinds

12

of situations and probably reduce the liability that

13

that mayor may not occur.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Any chance for I guess some of the

15

homeland security funds being used for those

16

improvements there?

17

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Was it eligible for that?

I have not explored that, but I would

18

certainly try to look into that.

19

into that.

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

I have not entered

Thank your Chief.

Thank

you, Chair.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

23

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Mr. Nishiki.

Yeah.

Of the 1,275,000 that was

24

given you -- and it says prior appropriation.

25

don't know how long this has been.

How -- 30-6.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

MR. AGSALOG:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

30-6 on the Program?

30-6, Mr. Nishiki?
Yeah.

Okay, thank you.
Isn't that where we're at?

Yes t sir.
Okay.

How much has been used?

Mr. Chair.
Chief.

Budget Director, do you have a

comment?
MR. AGSALOG:

Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair.

This particular

12

request for the CIP is an ongoing maintenance for

13

their facilities, so it will lapse at the end of the

14

18-months period.

15

cash item on that.

16

year's appropriation for minor maintenance for the

17

facilities in the whole County for the Fire

18

Department.

19

Fiscal Year 2006, we are trying to catch up there,

20

so it should have been 350, but fiscal constraints,

21

you know, we allocate 140 this year and we'll try to

22

catch up next year.

23

since the Fiscal Year 2003 has lapsed, we don't have

24

any more.

25

appropriation was used prior years, but we coulq get

And last year we didn't have any
That's an accumulation of prior

And if you see that the allocation for

So that prior appropriation,

And I'm not sure how much of that prior
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it if that's needed, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So you gave instructions to the

3

Department not to spend that money for any type of

4

facility improvements because you had a freeze on

5

spendingi is that what the reason is?

6

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair.

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. AGSALOG:

They were told not to do projects.

Budget Director.
Thank your Mr. Chair.

I'm not sure the

10

breakdown of the prior year.

11

that we had, 300 appropriation in cash for minor

12

maintenance for facilities, was 2003.

13

last year we didn't have cash for minor maintenance

14

for the facilities for the Fire -- Fire and Public

15

Safety.

16

project that we asked to be hold up for boosting up

17

the carryover savings, if that's what the Councilman

18

is alluding, Mr. Chair.

19

Fiscal Year 2003, I think part of them were used.

20

just cannot tell you right now, but I can get that

21

if that's needed, Mr. Chair.

22

They are not

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I think the last one

Like I said,

this is not one of the

This particular one for

I just -- I just wanted an answer.

23

guess my concern, Mr. Chair, is

I don't know if

24

we have in front of us -- and I'll ask this

25

question, despite it may be a stupid one.
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1

a -- for the Fire Department a roster of current CIP

2

projects and where are they on either initiating

3

those projects or not initiating them or whatever

4

the status is?

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

8
9

Do we have it for this Department?

Mr. Nishiki.
As a general question, despite we're

here.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

I believe -- and the Staff can re-verify

for the Chair.

I believe this Committee did request

10

that information.

11

Department has not been able to verify receptance of

12

the communication.

13

re-transmitting that same request to the Department

14

for a response prior to decision making.

15

Oh

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

A communication was sent.

t

And therefore

okay, good.

t

The

we are

Because I would

16

think that that would be a measurement as to giving

17

more if they've not spent anything at all.

18

again, what is the reason?

19

this Administration stopped them perhaps from

20

spending the money in lieu of their concern for

21

carryover savings or whatever.

22

are valid reasons, I can buy it.

23

but in the same breath I'd like to know if the

24

Administration again stopped these other projects

25

from occurring.

And

t

But today we hear that

So I mean if they
I may not like it,

I don't know if they were cash or
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1

bond or whatever, Mr. Budget Director, but hopefully

2

that will be coming to us --

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

I think --

-- that was part of the -- let me state it

well.

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

-- Mr. Chairman.

Concern.

I believe that was part of the difference

in budgetary approach for the County between the

10

Administration and the Council last year, and the

11

Council chose to proceed on a recommendation from

12

this Committee that was -- we believe was more

13

appropriate, more fiscally responsible, and able to

14

respond to the needs of this community from this

15

government.

16

analysts in the markets will bear us out on who had

17

the better approach to the budget.

18

questions, Mr. Nishiki?

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MS. KOLLER:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MS. KOLLER:

And so, again, you know, the financial

Any further

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Mr. Chair.
Excuse me.

Yes, Tamara.

Just for clarification, we re-checked the

24

letter that was sent to Fire and we did not include

25

the questions on CIP, but we can send another
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1

letter.

What we've done in other departments when

2

we have covered some of the CIP, that question has

3

come up and we've asked for clarification for a

4

status for current year projects.

5

MR. KAUPALOLO:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8
9

Mr. Chair, if I may comment.
One second, please.

Mr. Nishiki, did you

hear the comment from the Staff?
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah.

Because I think that that will

ultimately give this Committee a good idea on

10

whether we wanted to see some of these projects go

11

or not and into making a decision.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

13

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Yeah, thank you.

Thank you.

Chief, comments?
I want to comment on

14

the -- I guess the letter that was allegedly sent to

15

the Department.

16

electronic version on it, and, Mr. Chair, we are

17

working on it to respond in a timely manner.

18
19

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We did receive yesterday an

Thank you very much, Chief.

appreciate your assistance in this.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

I much
Mr. Pontanilla.

Thank you[ Chair.

Chief[ in regards to your request of

22

$140[000[ do you have a priority list of associated

23

costs to the projects?

24

this Committee with that information.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And if you could, provide

Chief, if you would, please.
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MR. KAUPALOLO:

Chair, thank you.

Earlier, as I

2

mentioned, our priorities right now are, you know,

3

trying to get some of these stations that are in

4

dire need of repair, and I can only second guess

5

this 140,000 is going to just -- to address those

6

immediate concerns.

7

going to prioritize and see if we can address the

8

other needs of the

9

leaking station, I have a roof problem, I need to

10

address that, and from there I'd like to go ahead

11

and re prioritize if the funding is still available.

12

Whatever actions we have, we're

s~ation,

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

but definitely I have a

Yeah, if you could provide us

13

that information in regards to what you need do to

14

take care of your fire stations.

15

us an idea, you know, as far as your priority in

16

trying to provide proper maintenance and repair to

17

those buildings.

18

MR. KAUPALOLO:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

At least it gives

We'll be able to provide that for you.
Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
By the answers that the Chief is

22

giving, I'm assuming that everything that's on the

23

list is priority one.

24

situations in some of the stations, they're all

25

priority one.

And if we have some dire

You know, you've got four leaking
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1

roofs, you got to fix four leaking roofs.

2

think what we're trying to get at, Chief, is if you

3

have an approximate cost or estimate of what those

4

repairs are going to cost, even if they are all

5

priority one.

6

to get into roof repair, 140,000 is not going to go

7

very far, unless it's a very small leak.

8

of us just had our roofs fixed recently because of

9

the storm damage, I think we're all kind of aware of

10

But I

Because I cannot see -- you're going

Since some

what these roof repairs cost.
The other -- the other question I have is on

11
12

that six-year CIP -- not six year.

13

you talk about the prior appropriation as being 1

14

1.275 million in the prior appropriation, how many

15

years back does the prior appropriation go?

16

that was not the amount, right, in last year's

17

appropriation?

18

MR. AGSALOG:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. AGSALOG:

On 30-6, when

Because

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Agsalog.
Thank you.

Like I said when I answered

that this is accumulation.

And I know last

21

earlier

22

year -- last year we didn't have the cash to

23

appropriate it.

24

but my understanding is this is a 350 request for

25

minor repair and renovations for -- that doesn't

l

I can -- I can check how far back,
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So I

No, I donlt need to get -- need

5

that information, but I think because the system

6

where you record all the CIP is set up a certain

7

way, that it catches the prior appropriations for

8

CIP projects and it lumps it together.

9

know what the year span is, but there is a year

And I donlt

10

span.

11

gives a -- it gives information that doesnlt need to

12

be given, I guess.

13

see a similar amount every year budgeted or

14

projected out over six years.

15

almost all of the Countywide accounts.

16

But in those programs that are Countywide, it

Because on Countywide ones we

This happens in

So maybe itls helpful to us just as a note

17

somewhere to know how many years does prior

18

appropriation cover in all the Countywides, because

19

it gives you a real

20

flag here because itls 1.2 million plus.

21

prior appropriation welre going -- you know, prior

22

appropriation is singular, so does that mean last

23

year it was or the year before it was one time or

24

you know what I mean?

25

the discussion, but if we can just -- maybe you can

I mean like itls sending up a
In the

Thatls why itls coming up in
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1

work with Finance on how they report it for --

2

especially the Countywide projects.

3

on the individual CIP projects --

4

MR. AGSALOG:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We want to know

Yes.
-- what the prior appropriations

6

were being and we don't care how many years it took.

7

If we started this project ten years ago and your

8

system only covers the last five years, we want to

9

know what that initial amount was that went to that

10

project for plans, design, or land acquisition or

11

whatever so that you get a true picture of the

12

entire project, but in these Countywide ones it's

13

recurring -- every year there's stuff, so I don't

14

know what can be worked out, but it would probably

15

help when it gets to this stage if we know what it

16

covers.

17

MR. AGSALOG:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. AGSALOG:

And, Mr. Chair, if I may.
Mr. Agsalog.
And thank you for that.

I think that would

20

be an enhancement for our Program Budget to annotate

21

that in those Countywide ongoing renovations that we

22

do that is not only one item.

23

tried to be consistent, but we cannot be consistent

24

for an ongoing project.

25

but it's going to be a good enhancement for the

And I understand we

Now -- I realize that now,
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programs that maybe also that we're going to have.

2

And maybe we can agree to two years prior.

3

the same every year, as we show it for future,

it

4

means that that's an ongoing type of project.

So

5

maybe we can have that understanding or put it into

6

the glossary of this particular document we have in

7

the front of it, Mr. Chair, and we would be more

8

than happy to make that enhancement.

9

~,
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

If it is

So, Members, you are

10

aware that that 1.275 number you see in the prior

11

category doesn't really exist for use.

12

you, I would blank it out.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if I were

Ignore it.

It's not available for your consideration.

15

Any other questions in Countywide?

I can just say,

16

Members, in listening to the comments -- and I can

17

appreciate the Chief's advocacy for his stations and

18

his fire fighters, you have, though, Members, in the

19

current budget put forth $150,000 just for the

20

Lahaina station repairs, including the roof.

21

have responded to the needs of our fire fighters and

22

Department, and we do not control the administration

23

of that funds once it leaves us, but you have

24

responded responsibly and have provided resources.

25

So I just share that with you as a reminder of what
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1

has already occurred in past decisions.

2

that, any other questions regarding this, Mr. Kane?

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Saying

Specific to

4

Program 30-6, and to expand on some of the line of

5

questioning, and then overall I would ask that the

6

Budget Director provide a written response to a

7

bigger question that I'm noticing as a trend

8

throughout Countywide through the six-year capital

9

improvement program.

10

Is that appropriate,

Mr. Chair?

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please do.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

First, an observation

13

that 'OS for the Countywide Fire facilities is 140.

14

In '06 it's 560 and then in '07 it goes down and is

15

constant across the board as far as projections.

16

we were to take a moment and go through pretty much

17

most of the pages following that without going

18

before it but after it, we're going to notice '05

19

for police facilities is zero.

20

510.

21

next page, ADA County improvements, zero for '05 and

22

then 400,

23

improvements, zero for '05, 800 for '06, and then it

24

gets halved to 400.

25

Mr. Chair.

Then after that it's 200.

'06.

If

For '05-'06 it's
If you look at the

If you look at Countywide parks

And it goes on and on,
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1

So it seems as though we're -- we're being

2

presented with a budget in CIP that is basically one

3

of deferring ongoing needs of the

4

facilities that we haver doubling it up for next

5

year r

6

beyond.

7

doesn't only happen here.

8

example r in road surfacing, resurfacing.

9

zero in Hana.

of the

'06 r and then cutting back again in '07 and

So there's a concern there.

Because that

It happenings forr as an
There's

There's zero in Kahului-Wailuku.

10

There's zero in Kihei-Wailea.

11

Lahaina for road resurfacing r and then if you look

12

at the numbers, they're projecting that it's going

13

to be doubled next year and then the following year

14

it's going to get halved again.

15

very, very big concern r and I think all the members

16

should be concerned r and I think we need to address

17

this.

18

There's zero in

This is to me a

So I ask what we're looking at in this

19

presentation -- perhaps we need to get a response

20

from our Budget Director through the

21

Administration -- is this the approach, that we're

22

doing a deferred maintenance?

23

bringing it right back to Countywide Fire

24

facilities r the -- the necessities of the

25

requirements to bring the stations back to where

As we sit here today,
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1

they should be, just par, right now they're not.

We

2

heard about the rats last time.

3

about the fire stations' conditions in Molokai, in

4

Kihei with the fencing, with all of these issues,

5

and yet we're seeing a general -- a general approach

6

of deferring and we'll do it next year.

7

to double up our efforts next year and then after

8

that we should be okay based on the numbers that are

9

being projected.

We're listening

We're going

So I hope -- I hope that we can get a letter

10
11

sent out asking if this is in fact the approach that

12

over a long period of time that this Administration

13

is going to take, and I'd like to get a response in

14

writing to that question.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chair.

We shall forward that request to the Budget

16

Office so that Mr. Agsalog can prepare an

17

appropriate response back to this Committee, but the

18

Chair would just, again, share that it is up to the

19

nine of us as the members of this body to make the

20

adjustments we feel is necessary.

21

everything may not be consistent and static, that

22

the continuing changes of environment that impacts

23

our revenues and demands, we will need to take that

24

into account prior to making final decisions on any

25

requests in this 2005 proposal.

And assuming that
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So your comments are well taken, Mr. Kane.

1
2

We shall follow up on that request.

3

wanted to get a report of the existing CIP, but to

4

be fair to the Chief and the Department, we'll allow

5

them to get their information compiled to accurately

6

report back to this Committee.

7

there any other questions to the Fire Department's

8

CIP program?

9
10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

I would -- had

And so, Members, are

Mr. Nishiki.
Yeah, just a general question.

Who

is assigned to handle the Department's CIP?

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Chief, if you would, please.
Thank you.

Our CIP is handled by an

13

administrator in the Department that handles also

14

our finances.

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. KAUPALOLO:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

Would you need a name, Wayne?
No.

Is it done internally with

It is done with
-- the Fire Department, you have

someone --

19

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Internally, that is correct.

20

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.
A Civil Service position?

Is this an Assistant Chief position, the

23

Battalion Chief?

24

Chief, would you say this would be?

25

MR. KAUPALOLO:

What level in your organization,

She handles all of your organization on
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1

the finance side of it, and part of it is our CIP

2

projects, Countywide and stand alone.

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5
6

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions for the Department at

this time, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, following up on that

7

question, I thought was going to ask it, is this

8

position a fire fighter?

9

f"
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chief.

10

MR. KAUPALOLO:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MR. KAUPALOLO:

13
14
15
16

May I answer?

It's a civilian.

Civilian?

Yeah, that's employed in the Department to

take care of those kinds of -COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And this person has what kind of

background to enable them to handle CIP projects?
MR. KAUPALOLO:

In my understanding she's been with the

17

Department for quite a length of time.

18

say over past ten years that this has been something

19

like she's worked

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I'm going to

worked on.
So when you say handles -- or does

21

the CIP, she does the financial part of the CIP

22

projects?

23

MR. KAUPALOLO:

That is correct.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

One quick one, Chief, that -- before we
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1

wrap up your department.

2

more of the smaller CIP programs that you do in your

3

current budget, is that done all in house, including

4

construction management?

5

MR. KAUPALOLO:

Internally I would assume

Mr. Chair, my understanding is that the

6

larger projects are assisted by I believe the County

7

and the smaller projects are handled within the

8

Department as best as we can through our people

9

involved and probably be our Assistant Chiefs.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That would be asked to do some sort of

11

construction management responsibilities?

12

talking about the smaller one, like installation of

13

lockers.

14

MR. KAUPALOLO:

15
16

And I'm

That's -- that's presumably correct.

That

would be their role.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much, Chief

17

Kaupalolo.

Members, any anything else?

18

Chief, thank you very much.

If not,

Members, we have concluded the Department of

19
20

Fire and Public Safety.

21

allow Department of Management to come forward.

22

shall be in recess till 10:55.

23

RECESS:

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We shall take a recess to
We

(Gavel) .

10:43 a.m.
11:01 a.m.

(Gavel).

We shall bring this meeting back
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1

to order.

Before we begin the Department of

2

Management, Staff, Chair will make one last request.

3

Have we any -- any person wishing to testify this

4

day?

5

MS. SAKAMOTO:

No, Mr. Chair.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, we have been notified that there is

7

no request for testimony.

8

7th of April is hereby closed.
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT

9

10

Public testimony for the

CHAIR HOKAMA:

This morning, Members, we shall continue

11

discussions with the Department of Management.

12

do have responses from the Department relating to

13

questions that have been forwarded to them for

14

response under Managing Director Kulp.

15

separate transmittals under the date of April 2nd,

16

2004.

17

Managing Director's Office, and there is also a

18

second communication which is a two-page response to

19

some of the questions raised at the March 23rd

20

request.

21

Director for any comments.

They are two

One is quite a thick response back from the

22

MR. KULP:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. KULP:

25

You

At this time we shall ask the Managing

Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

Good morning.

Good afternoon.

much for having us here today.

Thank you very

At this time we
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would like to say that we're looking forward to

2

explaining what we have here today in the best

3

manner that we can.

4

for the County of Maui for the Department of

5

Management and we're enthused about it.

6

forward to explaining it to the Council, to the

7

people of Maui about the attributes and the

8

direction that we're heading in with this particular

9

budget.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11
12

f'
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We think we have a good budget

We look

Thank you, sir.
Thank you.

I forgot to ask the Budget

Director, you have any comments?
MR. AGSALOG:

No, Mr. Chair, just to say that you've

13

already spoken to Managing Director Jack Kulp and

14

also present with us is First Assistant Ken Taira,

15

and in the gallery Mr. Kulp has all his resource

16

people to answer each divisions as you go through.

17

I think last time we finished with energy, but

18

Mr. Kobayashi's still here to answer questions,

19

should you have any more.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Members, let me first say that we still

21

need to go through MIS.

22

energy.

And a few other

23

energy.

I think we allowed Mr. Kobayashi some

24

comment at the previous meeting.

25

really get into the nuts and bolts of the responses

We still need to go through
well, we can continue

So before we
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1

that we have requested from our questions/ is there

2

any further need for questions under the area of

3

energy management?

4

anything that we could bring Mr. Kobayashi down?

5

would like to try and wrap up those areas that we

6

can and

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares/ do you have

Yeah/ thank you/ Mr. Chair.

I

The

8

energy programs/ I guess Kal went through what they

9

were doing before/ and I didn't have actually any

10

11
12

more questions at this time for the energy program.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

under energy program for the County of Maui?

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

20
21

Mr. Pontanilla/ anything

No/ sir.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina?

Mr. Mateo?

Chairman/ yeah.

Mr. Kobayashi/ if you could please join us

up front/ please.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you/ Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kobayashi/ good morning.

22

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Good morning.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Kal, I guess as we've been going

24

through the budget process/ you know/ we've been

25

seeing the costs -- electrical costs continue to
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1

rise.

Case in point, you know, just -- I guess when

2

we look at a $6 million electric bill for just one

3

division of one major Department, your budget is

4

very small.

5

whether or not, you know, we as a body continue to,

6

say, take a look at alternative, you know, options

7

that this County has.

8

escalate, not only County -- but for the County

9

building and our divisions but, you know,

You know, so I'm just concerned about

Because the need continue to

10

Countywide.

11

your budget and taking a look at what is expected of

12

you as the energy coordinator, you know, I just

13

question your - - this budget and say, you know, can

14

you continue to do your job with this kind of money?

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

MR. KOBAYASHI:

I guess, you know, taking a look at

Mr. Kobayashi.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I can answer your

17

question two ways.

18

properly function with my current budget with the

19

anticipated activities for next fiscal year;

20

however, with the caveat it's always nice to have

21

more money.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

First of all, I do believe I can

Well, yeah.

I was just looking at,

23

you know, because the demand

24

operation.

25

with tangible programs that will benefit this County

you are a one-man

And our expectation of you is to come up
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1

and kind of like get away from our dependency on

2

existing source.

3

this -- this is a realistic amount for you to

4

actually be a lot more aggressive and take up

5

initiatives that will benefit this County.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. KOBAYASHI:

And I just didnrt know whether

Mr. Kobayashi.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I believe I am

8

entering into a very aggressive stage, and that is

9

through our participation in two public utility

10

dockets that will in large part determine what kind

11

of energy future will be in store for this County.

12

These two dockets, while

13

involved, I believe I have enough funds to support

14

my efforts in these dockets.

while it will be very

15

To address the issue of cost, let me also

16

point out that moving away from fossil fuels may

17

actually increase our costs because alternatives are

18

expensive, and thatrs why they havenrt become

19

mainstream in the marketplace.

20

from renewables -- as we move away from fossil fuels

21

to renewables, I donrt want to leave the impression

22

that we will save money.

23

cost of fossil fuels that are allowing renewables to

24

compete because of the higher price.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

So as we move away

It is in fact the high

And at this point,
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Mr. Kobayashi, with all the various County

2

facilities, have you actually done an assessment to

3

take a look at what kind of alternative resources

4

might be available to help us cut down in costs?

5

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Yes, I have, and we are looking at

6

improving that process.

7

projects the reviews involve making sure the

8

equipment -- equipments -- or the specifications for

9

the facilities have energy efficiency built in and

Right now when I review

10

they are optimized, but I think we can do a step

11

further by bringing me in earlier in the process to

12

help further optimize the facilities.

13

if I see a finished product, I'll make sure the air

14

conditioning system's efficient.

15

brought up -- brought in earlier into the process,

16

perhaps we can eliminate air conditioning

17

altogether.

18

Department as to how we can promote higher

19

efficiency for County facilities.

20

~
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For example,

However, if

So we've had discussions within our

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Okay.

Any time in the near future

21

are you -- are you going to be submitting any kind

22

of a report or a list of recommendations to this

23

body in helping us to address some of our I guess

24

high electrical costs?

25

MR. KOBAYASHI:

Other than what I just spoke to, I'm not
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1
2
3
4

so sure what else can be done, quite honestly.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
much.

Thank you.

I'm done.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Chairman, thank you very

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll?

5

last time, any questions for Mr. Kobayashi?

6

Mr. Pontanilla.

7

~.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

One

If we were to go

8

with an alternative other than fossil fuel that's

9

for instance, let's take one of our pumps.

The

10

start-up costs I know would be very high.

Do you

11

have any idea

12

instance.

13

would be the break even point as far as number of

14

years if we -- renewable or continue with fossil?

15

Do you have any idea?

let's take Iao Aquifer, for

If we went to alternative energy, what

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

To run the pumps?

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. KOBAYASHI:

To run the pumps, yeah.

Mr. Kobayashi.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I guess I don't

20

have enough information to respond to that.

There

21

are various types of renewables, and to answer your

22

question more directly, energy efficiency, as

23

opposed to alternative energy, may be more

24

appropriate.

25

good in making sure that the equipment that they use

And our Water Department has been very
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1

are very energy efficient.

2

fuels,

3

point, depending upon what kind of fuels.

4

Regarding alternative

I don't know how to answer that at this

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, what I was looking at is

5

probably, you know, utilizing, I don't know, maybe

6

our own power supply at those locations either by

7

wind generation and solar generation.

8
9

MR. KOBAYASHI:

I believe that looking at our own power

facilities for our large energy users does make a

10

lot of sense.

Even when we use fossil fuels to run

11

those facilities, there are efficiencies -- or fuel

12

efficiencies that can be gained.

13

promote the County looking at self-generation

14

options, we have been lobbying the legislature, with

15

your support I might add, to allow us to wield power

16

and they'll create more logistical flexibility in

17

allowing us to self generate power.

18

unlikely that that bill will pass in this session,

19

but that would have helped us with these types of

20

self-generation scenarios upon.

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

And to help

It seems

Thank you, Chair.

Ms. Tavares, did you have a question?
Yeah, Mr. Chair, the reason I

24

didn't ask any questions at this point was because

25

Mr. Kobayashi's going to be working with our
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Committee on Energy and Economic Development, and I

2

believe that we're going to head for the direction

3

where what it -- what is it that he needs from the

4

legislative branch in order to be able to implement

5

certain programs in the County of Maui.

6

think that's the proper discussion in the budget

7

meeting right now.

8

implication later, but that discussion should

9

actually go on in the Committee.

And I don't

It will have a budget

Because if we are

10

truly the policy setters of the County, then we need

11

to make some policy regarding our energy policies in

12

the County of Maui.

13

through the budget, because we funded the solar

14

roofs initiative, and I hope we will continue to do

15

that, but there are other things that will come

16

about, but that discussion belongs in Committee and

17

not in this venue right now.

18

~.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

We have done some of it already

Thank you.

Thank you, Ms. Tavares.

Anyone else as

19

regard to energy program and Mr. Kobayashi?

If not,

20

thank you very much for joining us this morning,

21

Mr. Kobayashi.

22

believe we did some administration, and then on the

23

Department of Management why don't we go after MIS

24

program.

25

Management Information Systems.

Okay, Members, why don't we -- I

Mr. Kulp, comments regarding MIS,
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MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair r Mr. Verkerke is the head of our MIS

2

Division.

3

well aware, we're expanding that division by seven

4

positions in his department -- his division, and in

5

addition in -- underneath the Managing Director

6

himself the Data Warehouse Administrator and the

7

Chief Information Officer are being requested to

8

have E/Ps, the Data Warehouse Administrator to be

9

funded this year.

He will speak to it.

As I'm sure you're

In a greater sense they are

10

linked together in this, and Mr. Verkerke can speak

11

to the needs that his department has, as well as the

12

integration of these positions with his people.

13
14
15

("-
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Verkerke, your

comments, please.
MR. VERKERKE:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Members of the

16

Committee.

Thank you for this opportunity to

17

provide to you an explanation of some of the

18

specifics included in the budget proposal for the

19

MIS Division for Fiscal Year 2005.

20

request for the MIS Division is dominated by our

21

wish to add seven expansion positions to our staff.

22

These positions are critical for our efforts to

23

provide the County of Maui with the information

24

technology support it requires in meeting its many

25

goals and objectives.

The budget
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With our current staffing levels, the MIS

2

Division falls well short of expectations.

Too

3

often we are only able to provide stopgap solutions

4

in a reactive fire fighting mode in situations where

5

well thought out, properly analyzed, and forward

6

looking solution would have provided the requesting

7

users or department with an opportunity to better

8

meet goals and objectives and thus serve the public

9

more effectively and efficiently.

It is fair to say

10

that the current MIS staff is operating under a work

11

load that provides little opportunity for

12

experiencing the satisfaction of a job well done,

13

while the experience is one of great stress and

14

frustration and concerns for burn out are very real.

15

I know that you are well aware of how much

16

the reliance on information technology has increased

17

over the years.

18

process at the County of Maui that does not depend

19

on some computerized information system or the

20

network infrastructure that provides access to such

21

a system or to the Internet, and yet over the last

22

five years staffing levels of the MIS Division have

23

largely remained static.

24

in FTEs for the MIS Division occurred a few years

25

ago when IT staff in the Prosecuting Attorney's and

It is hard to imagine any business

The most notable increase
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1

Police Department's office -- departments were

2

consolidated into the MIS Division r along with the

3

responsibility for support for those departments.

4

Although this offered the benefits of some economies

5

of scaler no true expansion of our staffing levels

6

was the result.

7

This causes the division to find itself in a

8

position where the ratio of MIS support staff to

9

County employees is at an astonishing level of one

10

to 169.

11

Consulting r an ITEAr found that the median staffing

12

level among all companies in the survey is one to

13

27.

14

County of Maui r more than 75 percent had staffing

15

ratios of one to 45 or lower.

16

much in line with the staffing ratio at Council

17

Service and clerk support, considering the IT staff

18

that is in house and contracted services

19

disregarding the support that MIS provides to those

20

departments.

21

A recent study by Mercer Human Resource

For organizations of a size comparable to the

And that's pretty

and

The addition of the request of seven

22

expansion positions would only improve this ratio to

23

one to 115 or one to 95 if the Police Department is

24

granted its wish to establish its own IT section.

25

We would still be quite a ways off from the typical
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1

staffing levels found in the survey.

The seven

2

positions would include two tech support staff and

3

five systems analysts.
The five analysts are needed to provide the

4

5

MIS Division with an opportunity to start improving

6

its capabilities in information systems security,

7

database administration, ongoing support for the new

8

HR payroll system, and data analysis support for the

9

new the ELlS program, a critical new initiative that

10

will offer the County of Maui its best chance to

11

take the data it creates and maintains and integrate

12

that data so that it can be presented as meaningful

13

information in support of the decision-making

14

processes throughout the County.

15

Director and David Ching have already referred to

16

this effort to bring data warehousing capabilities

17

to the County.

18

explains that initiative and that program, and I'd

19

be more than happy to discuss that with you in more

20

detail.

21

The Managing

We distributed a document that

In our budget proposal for operations

22

funding, you will notice a considerable reduction in

23

our request for software funds.

24

fiscal year, we will complete costly upgrades to our

25

Novel network software and our Groupwise email

During the current
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1

system, so we'll be set for about two to three years

2

in that area.

3

funding for additional licenses and upgrade of our

4

KIVA system, which provides for permatracking,

5

wireless inspections, and RFS capabilities, and has

6

a GIS interface as well.

7

for improved user authentication and access control

8

for our network, integrating netware, and Microsoft

9

active directory, and an expansion of our help desk

10

11

Included in the requested amount is

Also included is funding

system.
You will notice an increase in professional
of $40,000.

This money is

12

service funding for

13

intended to conduct a feasibility and design study

14

for a back-up computing center as part of a project

15

we will start in April -- actually, it will start

16

next week -- to conduct a business

17

continuity/disaster recovery assessment.

18

recognized already that we are quite vulnerable with

19

our existing single computer center in the County

20

building here and we want to be able to start

21

planning for a second location that will provide the

22

County with IT operational redundancy in case

23

disaster interferes with our ability to adequately

24

operate from our computer room here in the building.

25

To that end, MIS also requests funding to provide
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1

emergency back-up power to the present computer

2

room.

3

provide for generator power.

4

$45,000 included in the equipment request to

The amount requested for repair and

5

maintenance services has increased by $45,000 to

6

accommodate the typical cost increase for annual

7

support and maintenance contracts and new

8

maintenance contracts for recently implemented

9

information systems, such as the Prosecuting

10

Attorney's case tracking system.

Our cellular phone

11

funding request has increased to $5,000, as we are

12

providing more and more wireless capabilities via

13

handheld and laptop devices.

14

of wireless connection operates like a data link

15

over cellular networks, eliminating the need for

16

wireless access points, which is especially useful

17

when traveling off islands or in areas of Maui away

18

from the County's wide area network infrastructure.

19

Funding for such wireless access points, hot

20

spots as they're also known, is included in the our

21

equipment funding request.

22

start implementing secure wireless access points at

23

strategic locations connected to our network, and

24

this is the type of access in the industry known as

25

802.11G, typically for the level of connectivity

This particular type

It is MIS's intent to
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1

speed.

2

their intent to provide some of that capability

3

also.

4

locations connected to our network for the

5

convenience of County employees that are largely on

6

the road or otherwise not connected to our network.

7

So this would be placed at strategic

The equipment funding request also includes

8

money for the normal life cycle replacement of about

9

75 PCs and monitors, 25 laptops, and 25 printers,

10

for the replacement of aging network hubs with new

11

switches, for the replacement and expansion of our

12

network and application servers, for the purchase of

13

additional tape back-up equipment, and for the

14

acquisition of video conferencing equipment.

15

Mr. Chair and Members of the Committee, your

16

support for these budget requests will be much

17

appreciated, not only by MIS but throughout the

18

County organization.

19

~.

The Police Department already talked about

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

20

this morning?

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Thank you.
Mr. Carroll, questions for MIS

Mr. Kane?
Pass.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Excuse me.

Mr. Molina?

Mr. Nishiki?

No.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

2

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Just a

3

question for MIS in regards to the study looking at

4

a back-up location.

5

location is going to be?

6

MR. VERKERKE:

Do you have any idea where this

We're doing some scouting for existing

7

locations.

8

be able to say that we have a location picked out

9

yet or have started negotiations with any landowners

10
11
12
13

It's too early in the process to really

for
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So it's going to be away from

this building?
MR. VERKERKE:

It will be away from the building.

We're

14

trying to find a location where if anything would

15

happen to this building or this area, we would be

16

able to continue operating.

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Ms. Tavares?
When you talk about your ratio of

20

MIS staff or technical people to the population, are

21

you counting the entire work force of the County of

22

Maui or only those who are users of the system?

23

MR. VERKERKE:

I'm counting the entire work force because

24

with the completion of the HR payroll project the

25

entire work force in some form will become a user of
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1

our information systems through the time and

2

attendance module, and with it will come a need for

3

support, especially for those that have little

4

experience working with computer systems.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

My understanding when we're
I guess the pilot project is in

6

talking about the

7

Personnel to do the HR system or

8
9

MR. VERKERKE:

Yeah, it's a combined effort between

Personnel, Finance, and MIS.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. VERKERKE:

12

Finance.

And it's more than a pilot project.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. VERKERKE:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
though.

17

crack, right?
MR. VERKERKE:

It's the actual one.

-- full system implementation.

16

Those two departments first,

You're not doing the entire County at one

No, it would -- the new payroll Human

19

Resources System would be available to all the

20

users.

21

It's

the actual --

13

18

is that correct?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So it's Countywide for that one,

22

okay.

Then my understanding was that there would be

23

people assigned in each department or division that

24

would have certain levels of -- I guess be able to

25

access certain levels of inputting so that, you
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1

know, the employee couldn't change somebody else's

2

stuff and all that.

3

those people, whoever was assigned from each

4

department, that would have the various security

5

security levels?

6
7

8
9

MR. VERKERKE:

So you folks would be training

I would like to ask Mr. Ching to answer

that question, because he -CHAIR HOKAMA:

We want the Department's response before a

response from the Mayor's Office.

10

MR. VERKERKE:

I'm sorry, I didn't hear you.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What is the Department's response to

12

Ms. Tavares' question before we get the response

13

from the Mayor's Office?

14

MR. VERKERKE:

Or is there no such thing?

Specifically to the training of staff, that

15

is all part of the project effort.

So the project

16

team and the vendor will organize the training.

17

a rule, MIS provides actually very little direct

18

classroom style training, because that's being

19

handled mostly through the Department of Personnel

20

Services.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As

Okay.

Mr. Ching, can you explain your presence

23

here first before you respond and what is your

24

relationship to the question posed by Ms. Tavares?

25

MR. CHING:

Thank you, Chair.

I'm here because the
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projects that I'm involved in with E-Tech are very,

2

very closely related to all the activities of MIS

3

and they overlap in some areas.

4

human resources project, it is a Countywide

5

initiative that will eventually allow every employee

6

within our County to conduct their own human

7

resources activities, which means accounting for

8

their -- any changes in their employment --

9

employment information, which means their entry of

-

In terms of the

10

their own time and attendance records.

11

eventually allow people to do it on an individual

12

basis.

13

f

80

This will

When we start rolling out the new system, in

14

order to give ourselves time for all the employees

15

to ramp up on how to use the system, certain areas

16

of the organization will be

17

attendance information will be done by time keepers.

18

So assigned people and divisions will begin the

19

process while the rest of the general employee

20

employee population goes through training.

21

will have key users in every department, and right

22

now we're calling them super users, who will have

23

complete training on the system.

24

these will be the people that will be entering time,

25

entering employee changes to information, and at the

the time and the

So we

And initially
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1

same time training their staff on how to use the

2

system so they can do it themselves.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I guess I went over what was

5

the scope of the questions to MIS, but I think it's

6

clearer that this is more the E-Tech project than it

7

is an MIS project, perhaps, and that MIS is doing

8

the support services for this project; is that

9

correct?

Okay, thank you.

So maybe later on when

10

GIS -- or when the E-Tech comes up -- do we have

11

E-Tech yet or we finished E-Tech?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

E-Tech, I believe we did a basic run

13

through of E-Tech, but if the members feel it's

14

important to revisit it, the Chair has no objections

15

to bringing that subject matter back.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, because, Mr. Chair, I see

17

under E-Tech is that ELlS system is under E-Tech

18

also.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

22

Yes, that is correct.
And, you know, I do have some

questions about that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

Members, we do have for

23

you a document entitled Enterprise Land Information

24

System program.

25

has been provided for your information, and we can

It is a multiple page document that
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bring that back unless you have -- you have some tie

2

in right now?

3
4
5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It's at some time we can go

through that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

My question at this point

6

in time is since MIS is requesting seven positions

7

and the Administration chose to ignore Council's

8

policy regarding technology and how we want to

9

address it through a CTO, can this Department this

10

morning explain to the Councilor this Committee

11

more clearly what is the Countywide direction for

12

information technology since this seven is part of a

13

17 expansion position request throughout the various

14

departments?

15

,~
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MR. KULP:

Mr. Director.

Chair, these positions that they're seeking are

16

principally analytical or technicians.

17

technicians, I believe, and five analysts corning in.

18

I think more specifically MIS Division head can

19

speak to it, but the work load that the MIS

20

Department is under right now is extreme.

21

service time after request is not sufficient to meet

22

the needs of the County, in my opinion, and with

23

the -- what they will do and accomplish by

24

increasing this expansion will provide the level of

25

service more closely to what we should be expecting
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out of our Department of MIS.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

So how does, again -- I'm sorry if I'm

3

missing the clarity that I am expecting on what is

4

the Countywide direction.

5

positions, 17 expansion positions for IT, five in

6

police, two in Department of Management, seven in

7

MIS, two in GIS, one in transportation, 17 new

8

positions and I am not clear -- and I don't believe

9

this Committee has been -- been provided a response

Since there is 17

10

that clearly explains what now is the

11

Administration's direction

12

for information technology.

13

MR. KULP:

Countywide direction

Okay, Chair, I'm sorry, I misunderstood you

14

initially on -- your question is very good.

The

15

overall direction in regards with the Police is to

16

allow them to focus the appropriate number of assets

17

on a multi-year, multi-million dollar project

18

without having that intensity diluted with the needs

19

of the remainder of the County.

20

at MIS is to upgrade our level of service for the

21

County as it is standing external of the Police by

22

and large.

The addition here

23

The GIS component here is because GIS is

24

beginning to become a much more important role,

25

especially in the ELlS concept, where this -- the
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1

GIS area will become a major supplier of information

2

going in and also a user of the information coming

3

out.

4

a GIS analyst who will provide them with the ability

5

to model and understand traffic flows and their

6

impacts on the community.

7

Finally the last position in transportation is

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I understand how it fits within the

8

Department.

9

the direction from the Countywide perspective.

10

MR. KULP:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. KULP:

I'm trying to get the understanding of

I would say -- Budget Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

Sorry about that.

I would say that we're

13

recognizing as a community that the IT function

14

provides us with more and more information.

15

information is extremely valuable if we can get it

16

in a timely manner and in an appropriate manner.

17

we don't get that, our decision making is a -- will

18

not be as good as if we do have it readily at our

19

fingertips.

20

be improved if we had better information to act on

21

earlier rather than later.

22

This

If

I believe all aspects of what we do can

If we're able to go ahead and create options

23

and planning, ask ourselves what if scenarios and be

24

able to produce an answer immediately, I can

25

visualize situations where somebody may say what
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happens if we change this neighborhood and you

2

would

3

there we could see the impacts on the community.

4

systems can provide that.

5

we change our operational characteristics in one way

6

or the other, what happens to our systems that

7

support it?

8

is water trans -- water flow through the way we

9

handle our water situations.

IT

The same goes for what if

Maybe this is a road design, maybe this

This information, this

10

power force, it allows us to make better decisions,

11

it should allow us to cut costs significantly over

12

time by lowering error rates.
Also the MIS Department head would like to

13
14

;--.

it would be very helpful if right then and

comment too, if it 1 s possible.

15

MR. VERKERKE:

Mr. Chair, if I may.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Verkerke, please, your comments.

17

MR. VERKERKE:

I think over the years that we 1 ve been

18

trying to find the right structure to support the

19

information needs and capabilities within the County

20

we have learned that a rigid, centralized, or an

21

extremely distributed model both have their

22

strengths, of course, and weaknesses.

23

in the discussions that we 1 ve had over the last six

24

months, or nine months now, in connection with the

25

ELlS effort, the document for which you have, we --
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1

we are attempting to create an environment that

2

we -- that provides us with the flexibility to react

3

to changing information needs and changing

4

technologies.

5

The ELlS program seeks to provide a structure

6

under the proposed CIO position of the data

7

warehousing unit, MIS unit, and a GIS capability

8

that will be able to coordinate and integrate the

9

information capabilities and needs within the

10

County, while not precluding the creation of

11

specific IT capabilities within departments, such as

12

the Department of Transportation and Department of

13

Planning.

14

ELlS program looks to provide a layer above that

15

that is aware and is involved in the creation of the

16

information and the use of that information in such

17

a way that the immediate needs of the involved

18

departments can be addressed while not losing the

19

ability of other departments that are not

20

immediately involved to have access to that

21

information in such a way that it helps in their

22

decision-making process and support of their

23

business process.

24
25

The Police Department, same thing.

The

We're at the early stages of defining the
exact structure of that program, but the goal I
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1

think addresses the need for a structure that's

2

flexible enough to be able to react to the changing

3

circumstances without sacrificing a central complete

4

awareness and management of that information so that

5

it can benefit people that are perhaps casual or

6

external users of that information.

7

kind of provides you with an answer to your

8

question.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I hope that

I appreciate your comments, Mr. Verkerke,

10

and -- I appreciate your comments.

11

mention the CIO, or the Chief Information Officer

12

and again, Members, the department has provided

13

their comments on an April 2nd response back to this

14

Committee as they view the CIO versus a -- or Chief

15

Information Officer versus a Chief Technology

16

Officer, and -- but hearing your comments,

17

Mr. Verkerke, it's interesting that in the proposed

18

budget, while you ask this Committee -- not you.

19

I'm sorry.

20

Administration is asking this Committee on behalf of

21

the Council to review and consider a Chief

22

Information Officer, the Administration is

23

requesting no funding for that position in the

24

budget.

25

the response correctly, that the CIO is preferred

I'm misstating.

And since you

While the

And it's interesting to me that if I read
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because it represents senior management or be a

2

senior manager, then isn't that what the First

3

Deputy to the MD is supposed to do anyway?

4

Mr. Kulp?

5

MR. KULP:

6

the information requirements.

7

responsibilities are more broad based.

8

the position of the CIO could report to the First

9

Assistant as well as several other functions could

The First Assistant's
Somebody--

10

be reporting to the First Assistant as well.

11

CIO's directed focus will be on and singularly on

12

ensuring that the ELlS program and its intended

13

needs are addressed.

The

All throughout this Enterprise Land

14

/'~

Chair, the CIO's position is more focused on

15

Information System, everything is about information

16

here.

17

distributed areas into a central location and

18

re-distributing back out in the most effective way.

19

It's about how we handle information.

20

other hand, can handle the technology aspects of it.

21

The reason it's unfunded at this point is there's

22

much of the structure that has to be put in place.

23

We need the Data Warehouse Administrator at this

24

point to begin to give guidance on the type of data,

25

the consistency of data, the quality of data that

It's about getting information from the
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1

would be required in the database system structure

2

that we're going to develop.

3

Because of the fact that much of the data

4

comes in from multiple sources, we need to ensure

5

that it is all consistent so that it can be utilized

6

in a seamless manner.

7

somebody eventually who would report to the CIO as

8

one of the functioning duties within the whole idea

9

of the CIO office.

That position would be

The CIO then would report to the

10

First Assistant to provide guidance to the Managing

11

Director.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Interesting that one year ago we were told

13

that part of the expansion in your Department was to

14

create additional efficiencies and reduce the size

15

of government.

16

forth initiatives to reach those objectives, but

17

this year we have continuous expansion positions for

18

the continued growth and expansion of this

19

government.

20

originally intended by this Administration to first

21

look at efficiencies instead of expansion?

22
23
24
25

MR. KULP:

Are we in an opposite mode now than

Budget Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:
MR. KULP:

We have not seen any requests to put

Mr. Kulp.

Further down you'll notice that there's a

Management Analyst.

The Management Analyst would
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1

also report to the First Assistant.

2

the Management Analyst, if you look within the

3

operational budget portion of the administrative

4

department itself, you'll notice that there's

5

$80,000 in miscellaneous other costs.

6

is -- that 80,000 is 50,000 dedicated to installing

7

and implementing measurable management techniques.

this with great success within their Public Works.

10

Rian Lau, who is the Assistant State Director of the

11

Small Business Development Center has been

12

assisting.

13

there.

14

there are in the Public Works apparently are, my

15

understanding, have been very successful.

16

indeed next week

17

the 21st 1111 be traveling to Kauai to see their

18

operation up there and the successes of it.

19

('-

Among that

Currently the County of Kauai has been doing

8
9

The function of

He's located in Hilo and he travels

The programs that they're installing up

And

or I should say, excuse me, on

We would like to begin to implement this, and

20

the Management Analyst would be the person

21

installing and implementing that particular program.

22

From that we should be able to gain, improve

23

deficiencies, and better productivity and cut costs

24

that way.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your comment, Mr. Kulp.
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1

I'm sorry, Members, obviously I am kind of strained

2

from the MIS.

3

understanding of what this Department is trying to

4

accomplish.

5

reorganization for the Department that it's part of

6

the ELlS document, and so I appreciate Ms. Tavares'

7

bringing that comment up.

Because I'm trying to get a better

And part of it is with their

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11

Mr. Chair.

Yes, rna' am.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Can I follow up on what your line

of questioning is?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Please.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

On 11-7 in the Program Budget,

14

Goal No.6, says to organize a new division within

15

the department charged with the responsibility of

16

developing metadata standards, system compatibility,

17

generate recurring reports and creating ad hoc

18

reports as needed, provide training for all system

19

users.

20

to right now that would be headed by the CIO?

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. KULP:

Is this the division that you are referring

Mr. Kulp.

That's

Budget Director -- I mean, Budget

23

Chair, yes, it is.

And indeed some of the funding

24

for this will actually come out of the operational

25

budget from my Department too.

There's an
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1

additional $30,000 out of that same miscellaneous

2

account that is for an ELlS consultant this year

3

too.

4

side and 30,000 for the ELlS project.

5

So the 80,000 is 50 on the Management Analyst

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Aside from -- you know when

6

we write these goals for the departments -- I'm off

7

performance measures now.

8

Mr. Chairman.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm on goals,

Yes, ma'am.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

When these goals are written, are

11

they written so the public can understand what they

12

are?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. KULP:

15
16

Department?

Mr. Kulp.

I think I should let the MIS head speak to

whether this is understandable.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

Generally goals that are

17

written in a document like this, which I believe is

18

available to the pUblic.

19

all, understandable by the general public.

20

have to admit, when I read this goal the first time,

21

I went what the heck is metadata?

22

maybe it's something related to metamorphosis or

23

metaphysics.

24

means is that it's the umbrella for all data.

25

That's what I'm going to assume the meaning of

They have to be, first of
And I

And I said, well,

I'm going to assume that what metadata
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metadata is.
But do you guys kind of get my point?

2

How is

3

the public going to understand a goal like this?

4

You guys have got to be able to figure out a way to

5

express your goals in terms that the general public

6

can understand.

7

the general public, and I had to really scratch a

8

lot to figure out what this was, and maybe I figured

9

it out wrong, but I'll ask Mr. Verkerke, you know,

I mean, I consider myself part of

10

if you could shed some light on what the heck is

11

metadata?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Verkerke, if you would, please.

13

MR. VERKERKE:

Mr. Chair, Ms. Tavares, all I can do is

14

apologize for our use of IT lingo and slang.

15

understand that it's hard to understand for people

16

that are not as involved as we are with this

17

technology.

18

future of writing these performance measures in such

19

a way that it can be understood.

20

I

So we will do a better job in the

Metadata is a concept that is used in

21

information technology to talk about the data that

22

describes data.

23

particular piece of information such as the

24

ownership of a parcel, perhaps, the metadata will

25

describe when that information was created, who

It means that if you have a
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1

maintains it/ what the confidence level is/ where it

2

is stored/ what the original source is so that

3

somebody that is charged with making decisions based

4

on the information or do an analysis on such

5

information understands the background and the

6

genesis of that information.

7

A lot of times decision making/ even if data

8

is being provided/ is still largely a guessing game

9

because there is not that background information

10

about the particular pieces of data that are being

11

used in that decision-making process.

12

goal of metadata is to increase the confidence level

13

of the users of the information in the decision

14

making that they base on that information.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17
18
19
20
21

So -- and the

Ms. Tavares.
I wasn't that far off in my guess/

then.
MR. VERKERKE:

I don't know if that's the same as

metaphysics/ but it might be.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No/ no/ not metaphysics/ the

umbrella part.

22

MR. VERKERKE:

That's correct.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The umbrella part/ but -- you

24

know/ and I'm not just -- I just happened to pick

25

this out because it was so obscure to me because I'm
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1

not, you know, a technoweenie, as some people are

2

referred to, but the -- we in government as a whole

3

talk in alphabet soup all the time and the general

4

public canlt understand us either.

5

even more mindful of how we communicate with the

6

public.

7

things, we do need to explain them so that people

8

can understand what we1re talking about, but that

9

explanation helps a whole lot, and maybe now the

So we have to be

And when we use initials and acronyms and

10

public can understand it because we are being

11

televised today.

12

division, and I see the relationship now a little

13

better.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And the set up of this new

Thank you, Chair.
Thank you for that question, because I was

15

going to ask the Department to provide a better

16

explanation.

17

data without knowing what kind of data they really

18

needed.

19

job in explaining the general objective of that

20

requirement.

21

continue to allow other members their opportunity.

22

Mr. Carroll, questions, for Department of

23

Management?

Because I thought they were gathering

But I think Mr. Verkerke did a very good

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I have a lot of questions, but I will

Mr. Kane?
No.

All pau.

Mr. Mateo?
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

10

Same.

Mr. Molina?
Same.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

We're going to stay on this ELlS

thing or moving on?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Well, part of ELlS is also -- takes into

11

account, as I can understand what I've been

12

presented and have read, also includes part of the

13

GIS or geographic information system component, and

14

therefore, I think it's, you know, appropriate that

15

we at least allow that division to give their

16

comments and then we can take it as part of the

17

overall ELlS or ELlS program.

18

the people -- the Enterprise Land Information System

19

program.

20

And let me again for

So, Members, that is the Chair's intent.

What I would like to do, though, is since we

21

are close to our mid-day break, is to try and finish

22 _

up any additional questions under MIS or Management

23

Information Division and then when we return from

24

the mid-day break then we will bring forward the

25

geographic information component, and then we can
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1

talk about the total ELlS program

2

questions to the responses we have received from the

3

Department to questions forwarded earlier last

4

month.

t

as well as ask

Any objections, Members?

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, objections.

Okay, under, again, MIS -- and I would

7

think this is more for the Director.

8

Charter assigns you

9

the functioning of all the departments under the

t

Since the

Mr. Kulp, the ability to review

10

County -- and again, we have -- we will be bringing

11

back Police, but Police has their own IT expansion,

12

five positions, specifically for their departmental

13

needs, including some of the concerns which he

14

mentioned as security concerns.

15

the City and County of Honolulu has approached this

16

concern.

We are aware of how

What is your clear understanding of the IT

17

18

program that is based in your Department that is

19

responsible for all the departments of this County

20

and then what can appear to be a separate component

21

with the Department of Police?

22

can also include in your response, if you1re able

23

to, that how it will interact then, the Police IT,

24

with the rest of the County system.

25

MR. KULP:

And, again, if you

Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

It's a pretty broad-based question.

In regards

3

to my understanding of the IT function is to support

4

the departments' needs for IT services as best it

5

can given the staffing that it has right now.

6

also puts together the network and allows us to

7

communicate amongst ourselves through Groupwise, and

8

it also has our external access through the

9

Internet.

It

To the extent that they've been

10

successful at this has been due in large part to

11

their great dedication and just a tremendous effort

12

they put forth.

13

r"
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They also offer classes in various softwares

14

so that they can educate our employees too on how to

15

utilize the application programs that are available.

16

They maintain our hardware.

17

it becomes obsolete, and they introduce new

18

technology as it becomes available.

19

done this with the Police Department, but with the

20

new program that the Police Department's embarking

21

upon, the Police Department feels that for their own

22

integrity of their system and for the work load

23

that's required, that an internal methodology for

24

them would be more appropriate than having to depend

25

on an overworked IT staff that's trying to catch up,

They change it out as

They've also
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1

rather than trying to move forward in the manner

2

that the Police Department feels is necessary right

3

now, as well as, as you mentioned just recently,

4

they voiced this

5

security issue that they would like to be able to

6

have a little stronger hold over, vis-a-vis FBI and

7

other information that comes into their Department.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

their belief that there's a

And thank you for that response{ Mr. Kulp,

9

but nonetheless, I would think that it would be of a

10

similar concern Countywide that anyone in the MIS or

11

IT program would also need to be cleared for

12

security.

13

embarked on completing an external penetration test.

14

I believe Mr. Verkerke can verify that.

15

part of the continuing assessment of this program is

16

the internal penetration or what can happen from

17

disgruntled employees that have access to the

18

system.

19

Committee will then take the direction that you

20

believe the County's Police Department should be an

21

independent and not interact with the rest of the

22

County's departments.

23

MR. KULP:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. KULP:

And again, the County has already

And that

And so from your comments, I would say this

Chair.
Yes, Mr. Kulp.

There is a certain level of interaction that
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1

will continue to occur as they transfer information

2

back and forth, financial data and other

3

information.

4

aspects I think are external to the County of Maui

5

in the form of national databases of information.

6

FBI is one among several, I imagine.

7

of that is -- they feel is materially different than

8

the security we look at of penetration into our

9

system by hackers or other people.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

However, there is the -- the security

The security

Why wouldn't we use that same standard,

11

Mr. Kulp?

We have valuable information with Finance

12

Department, tax records, a lot of documentation,

13

Department of Corporation Counsel, Prosecuting

14

Attorney, a lot of confidential, secured

15

documentation, either for Grand Jury processing.

16

And so I ask that because if there is some type of

17

outstanding concern -- and, again, Members, the

18

Chair has already provided the opportunity that if

19

we need to go into executive session, we have that

20

capability to do so.

21

Mr. Kulp, I share that with you because we do

22

have that opportunity, that if there is confidential

23

information that in the interest of confidentiality

24

and security, this Committee's able to go to

25

executive session to listen to the reasons for why
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1

we are not able to consider certain options as it

2

regards to the IT program for the county of Maui.

3

MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

I appreciate your comments.

Yes, we do have

6

very important data that must be maintained in a

7

manner that does not allow anybody to access, except

8

for those specified to access that data, and indeed

9

we do have that capability.

This is the feeling

10

that the Police Department has from its

11

understanding from the FBI, and I think the Police

12

Chief would be able to speak better to that security

13

requirement than I would be able to because it is

14

direct knowledge of it.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that.

Mr. Verkerke,

16

you or Mr. Ching any comments before we take our

17

break?

18

MR. VERKERKE:

Mr. Chair r I believe that a more to the

19

point answer to your last question about why donlt

20

we apply the same security measures to general

21

county data will probably be available

22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Not the general County data, but do you

understand what 11m saying about --

24

MR. VERKERKE:

Right.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- there are special documents that
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Corporation Counsel, Prosecutors has, Finance

2

Department has that we wouldn't want anyone to

3

MR. VERKERKE:

Exactly.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

-- anyone to have just general access to,

5
6

,r-,
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Mr. Verkerke.
MR. VERKERKE:

And I think that's exactly -- to assess the

7

risk and the security measures needed to protect the

8

information is going to be one of the main purposes

9

of the internal security assessment that we hope to

10

engage.

11

the risk and the counter measures to be able to

12

meaningfully implement the program to protect that

13

information.

14

will help us provide the guidelines and appropriate

15

approach to protect the information.

16

Department's information is something of great

17

concern, of course/ in the whole context of homeland

18

security and all that, so that effort has really

19

been going on at the Federal level and so the Police

20

Department has the benefit of guidelines issued by

21

the FBI.

22

At this point we do not know enough about

We hope that the security assessment

The Police

At this point there is reason to believe that

23

it may be more stringent than is necessary in

24

general for the County's information.

25

specific areas that should be protected in the same
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manner, we will get those instructions and those

2

guidelines as the results of that internal

3

assessment.

4

with a provider of those services, so we hope to be

5

able to come back with those kind of answers to you

6

in a reasonable time frame.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we have started off the discussions

Thank you.

Much appreciated, Mr. Verkerke.

8

Mr. Ching, any comments before we take our mid-day

9

break?

10
11
12
~.
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13

MR. CHING:

No, Mr. Chair.

ELIS discussion.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I'll just be available for the

Thank you.
Any further questions at this time,

Members?

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Prior to you calling for the recess,

17

there is some information that I'd like to share

18

with the body prior to going into the recess, to the

19

lunch break.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As it regards to this?

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, not in regards to this.

Okay.

Anything as regards to Department of

23

Management and at this specific time the Management

24

Information System?

25

Mr. Kane.

Okay, seeing none, thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

As a matter of

2

information for this body, I have been informed that

3

the Mayor has called for a press conference in the

4

lounge at 1:00 o'clock regarding the -- I'm assuming

5

the status of the air ambulance service.

6

your Chair, I am just going to caution any of you

7

who decide to attend that press conference that you

8

refrain from active dialogue or discussion, because

9

that is an active item in our agenda for the budget,

And so as

10

and that because of Sunshine Law requirements, it

11

prevents you from engaging in a discussion involving

12

things that are actively being discussed here on

13

this floor in the chamber.
So as your Chair, again, I've been informed

14
15

that this has been called upon.

16

the media somehow that there is going to be some

17

discussion among the Administration and the Council,

18

and because of that, I'd just like to inform you to

19

be cautious of any type of engagement because of

20

Sunshine Law issues.

21

:-

Thank you, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's been put into

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you for your comments.

Anyone else?

22

If not, Members, we shall take our mid-day break.

23

We shall return at 1:30 p.m. this afternoon.

24

Recess.

25

RECESS:

(Gavel) .

12:06 p.m.
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RECONVENE:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

1:38 p.m.

(Gavel).

Let us bring this meeting back to

3

order.

4

continuing this afternoon the review of Department

5

of Management.

6

point done with MIS, but the Chair would ask once

7

mor,e if there is at this time any questions for

8

Mr. Verkerke and his area, his division's request

9

under Management Information Systems?

10
11

~.
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We are on the 7th of April, 2004.

We are

We basically I would say at this

Okay.

Yes,

Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, for MIS, if I can find it,

12

on the Program Budget, 11-12, if you look at the

13

equivalent personnel on the first line, it has the

14

Fiscal Year 2004 appropriation as 14 E/P, and then

15

the request is 15 and the expansion is seven, to

16

make 22, but if you add 14 and seven it's 21.

17

where did they go from 14 to 15?

So

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department, if you would please respond.

19

MR. VERKERKE:

Mr. Chair.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Verkerke.

21

MR. VERKERKE:

The 15th position is a position that was

22

transferred out of the Department of Water Supply.

23

Because under the -- as a result of the Charter

24

amendment, MIS is now charged with supporting that

25

Department as well.

So there was a vacancy there
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that was transferred into our budget starting July

2

1st.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh, so that came from the Water

4

Department?

5

integrated back into the County system.

So that part of the Water Department is

6

MR. VERKERKE:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8
9
10

The responsibility for
So you folks responsible for Water

Department's -MR. VERKERKE:

That's correct.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

-- IT.

I'm sorry, Chair.

That's

11

what makes it so difficult to understand this stuff,

12

when there's no notations about where these

13

positions come from or go to.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

r'
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I would have expected a budget amendment.
Yes.

Also, under MIS, what is

your relationship with the parks reservation system?

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Verkerke.

18

MR. VERKERKE:

Mr. Chair, the MIS Division is responsible

19

for supporting the system in the sense that we make

20

sure that the servers that this application runs on

21

works, that the Internet access point is available

22

to users, and that that access from the Internet

23

page to the application is handled securely through

24

the firewall.

25

the parks users use to interact with the system.

We provide support for the PCs that
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So is there a direct relationship

2

between their Reservation System Manager and your

3

office?

4

person and MIS?

Is there any relationship between that that

5

MR. VERKERKE:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MR. VERKERKE:

8

9

I'm not sure -Okay.

who you're referring to with the

Information System Manager.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

position.

11

I think it was.

I think that's a requested

Is that a requested position from Parks?

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We'll double check Parks' request.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

yesterday.

15

yours is more the software and hardware maintenance

16

and backup and all of that stuff?

I know we just had Parks, what,

I can't remember already.

17

MR. VERKERKE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, so

That's correct.
Okay.

Maybe the rest of my

19

question is for David Ching regarding that parks

20

reservation system, because it started out under

21

E-Tech, I think.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. CHING:

Can we get the status of that?

Mr. Ching.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I was involved as a

24

project manager for the implementation of the

25

RecWare centralized facilities reservation system.
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1

And the project was scoped all the way to the point

2

of getting the system in place in Parks and having

3

the system deployed with the capability of

4

centralizing all of the community centers throughout

5

the County into the system.

6

completed.

7

Department's responsible to further deploy the

8

system as they saw fit for other facilities! which

9

included camping permits r which included swimming

10

poolsr fields, anything else that they're -- that

11

they manage.

Once that was completed r it became the

To this point! all that I'm familiar with is

12
~,

That has been

13

that they have -- they have -- they are using the

14

system to do camping permits.

15

quite a bit if not all of their facilities

16

Countywide, and they have the capability to use the

17

system to manage those facilities.

18

managing those facilities with the system r I can't

19

tell you.

20

Because once the implementation was done! the

21

project was over from my perspective.

22
23

They have entered in

How far they're

That's more of a departmental matter.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay, so it's a done project as

far as your program is concerned?

24

MR. CHING:

Correct.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank your
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Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Anyone else under this?

Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Looking at Program

5

sheet 11-9[ Goal 1[ Activity lA, maintain and expand

6

the optic network, when I see optic t do we have

7

optic cables going between all of the different

8

systems that we have?

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Verkerke.

10

MR. VERKERKE:

Thank you

t

Mr. Pontanilla.

We have fiber

11

optic network connectivity for approximately 35

12

or -- I'm getting -- I'm dyslexic, I guess t

13

speaking -- 53 facilities on three islands.

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

MR. VERKERKE:

in

Oh, okay.

The inventory on Maui is pretty well

16

connected

17

facilities being constructed

18

Senior Center.

19

Molokai facilities on line.

20

facility is to Pukoo Fire Station and I'm scheduled

21

to do that this week.

22

trenching to be done at the Public Works facilities t

23

and once that's in place, we'll be able to complete

24

that.

25

t

for the -- with the exception of new
t

such as the West Maui

We are almost finished bringing the

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

The only remaining

Lanai is next.

Thank you.

There is some

And the new HR
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1

system that we talked about earlier, is that going

2

to be interfaced with the existing systems that you

3

have?

I think it's a time sheet and reporting.

4

MR. VERKERKE:

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

Correct.

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

Correct.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?

Mr. Chairman, I know that you have

done some work in regards to looking at and

10

understanding why the separation between the Police

11

and with MIS.

12

say today that they are speaking with I guess the

13

company that represents the Police Department.

14

think the concern that I still have is -- and you

15

brought up the questionable concern about security

16

in which we were told by the Department is the prime

17

reason why the systems have got to be separate.

18

Then we were told here about what the ratio is

19

between people working in the system, I guess, to

20

the amount of people that are affected by the

21

system.

22

However -- and then we heard Jacob

I

My concern I think as was raised in an

23

earlier meeting was if they -- if we allow the

24

system to stand alone, meaning the Police

25

Department, and the amount of personnel that they
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have within that system, I mean, will they have

2

enough work with the amount of personnel that

3

they're going to put into that system?

4

know if this Administration's -- because seems like,

5

Jack, you've been sold on the bill of goods.

6

when we talk to Denny, Denny seems to come from the

7

same mind set as you.

8
9

~,
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And I don't

And

And I don't know how this Council without the
MIS who is knowledgeable about these systems and

10

what our concerns have been, how we're going to get

11

information to make a decision on whether we're

12

going to buy into these guys and the other guys.

13

And it's too bad that we don't have the Police

14

representatives here also in front of us to have

15

this discussion, but I guess my concern is that it's

16

millions of dollars.

17

diming, Denny, and why, perhaps, the Administration

18

has not done more to help us make a decision.

19

Instead you've sold us a bill of goods -- or I guess

20

use has been sold, and yet we're having to prod and

21

find out this information.

22

It's not like small nickel and

So, Mr. Chairman, I know it's a tough task

23

and a policy that we're going to have to make, but

24

we need you guys' help.

25

alone and tell us this is the way we feel.

You guys just can't stand
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there hasn't been provided to us real justification

2

to show us that the security is something that has

3

to be addressed.

4

know everything, but in listening to the Chair and

5

listening to Jacob today, I think that there is

6

questions about the bill of goods that we've been

7

sold, about having to separate the two systems,

8

Mr. Chairman.

9

~
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't know.

I

don't intend to

I would say, Mr. Nishiki, your comments are

10

very valid and timely at this time.

11

your statements would have just reverified why

12

Council years past had a policy decision made and

13

allocated funds for a Chief Technology Officer that

14

would more than likely have made some of these

15

decisions for us, but, again, that position at this

16

point in time does not exist because of either a

17

re-allocation or

18

though, that this County, by being an active

19

participant on the national level with our sister

20

counties nationwide, I can share with you that I do

21

have other options than what is just presented by

22

the two departments.

23

will give you that other option that at this point

24

in time the Chair is leaning heavily towards.

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

re-description.

I would say

I can tell you,

And at the appropriate time I

Thank you.

And I'm glad you have
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that knowledge.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Any other questions with MIS?

And

3

again, to be fair I

before I make that -- make

4

that option available, I think it's more proper for

5

you folks to hear from the two departments.

6

would like to ask that we allow the Geographic

7

Information System people division to be able to

8

present their comments and their thoughts, and then,

9

again, if the Chair still believes it is valid to

So I

10

provide you another option than what has been

11

presented by either Police or any of the other

12

departments that have this type of IT request,

13

including Department of Management, the Chair will

14

be doing so in his -- the Chair's recommendation of

15

the Chair's budget draft.
Any other questions at this time?

16

Thank you, Mr. Verkerke.

Seeing

17

none.

18

forward the Geographic Information Systems Division.

19

Mr. Kulp, any opening comments regarding the GIS

20

program, as it's more commonly known as?

21

MR. KULP:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. KULP:

We shall bring

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

Thank you very much.

Good afternoon.

24

Department is requesting an expansion of two

25

positions.

The GIS

Their work load is increasing yearly.
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1

We believe that this is an appropriate request at

2

this point in time and the division head will brief

3

you on exactly the status of where they're at right

4

now and what they're going to do with these

5

positions.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Medeiros, good to see you.

afternoon.
MR. MEDEIROS:

Good

Your comments, please.

Okay, I'll try to be brief.

Most of you

already -- I mean, we're a pretty public system, so

10

you've already seen most of what we do -- what we

11

do, but I'll go over a little bit of what we've done

12

in the last year and cover some of the expansions

13

that we're requesting this year.

14

want to hit on a few things.

15

provided technical support and mapping support for

16

over a dozen agencies in the County.

17

if you want, but I won't read through it, but it's

18

pretty much across the board, top level, bottom

19

level.

20

geographic level, we do the best we can.

21

using Geographic Information Systems or mapping in

22

their day-to-day work loads in terms of computer

23

stuff, we try to do whatever we can in terms of

24

supporting their activities.

25

Primarily I just

In the last year we

I have a list

Almost any kind of information on a
Anybody's

In addition, we're also providing technical
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1

support for three major RFPs at Planning Department

2

that are of note.

3

which are the folks from Prescott College.

4

includes three different modules, which is the

5

spacial growth, the risk and vulnerability

6

assessment, which we worked on back when we were

7

Project Impact Community in terms of what things are

8

at risk, and then also water impact model.

9

will be able to put a population to any -- almost

One is the spacial growth model,
That

So they

10

any time range, but theylre looking at a 50-year

11

component and then allocate units and then be able

12

to see what the impacts of that in terms of risk and

13

vulnerability and water impacts.

14

work on the technology and provide the base data for

15

them in conjunction with the Planning Department.

So our job is to

The other two contracts are LIDAR base flood

16
17

mapping.

Right now theylre looking at -- and again,

18

LIDAR is another acronym.

19

using lasers to pick up the elevation of land to

20

create a new terrain model to run new flood maps for

21

Kihei.

22

because welre getting other departments and agencies

23

in the State as well as in the County involved, it

24

looks like theylll get more than Kihei.

25

basically weill get more accurate flood maps on a

Basically itls a way of

And because the pricing is fairly good and
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1

range of about 25 percent

2

times better resolution.

3

much better than what's existing.

4

or I take that back, 25
So it's going to be much

t

And the final one, we've done a lot with the

5

GIS-based dispatch with Police Department.

That

6

allows the inputting of an X-Y coordinate into the

7

dispatch system and they can locate a car, say with

8

OnStar, or if you're a boat and you have GPS and

9

you're drifting, those kind of things, and so we

10

worked pretty good with them.

11

we've gotten invited to a few national conferences

12

to present on basically the -- how a relatively

13

middle to small County can approach that.

14

Federal requirements that's coming down the

15

pipeline.

16

the State to be able to move to that, so it's pretty

17

hot stuff.

18

biggest things we've done in the last year.

19

As a result of that,

It's a

And so we're the first of the counties in

So that's primarily the big -- three

In terms of expansion, yes, we're asking for

20

two positions.

21

Technician III -- or II, I should say.

22

V is intended to work on emergency, public safety,

23

homeland security.

24

done in those projects, since Project Impact and

25

with the Police Department, with Fire Department,

It's a GIS Analyst V and a GIS
The Analyst

Because of all the things we've
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1

with Civil Defense, we'd like to get somebody

2

working full-time on that.

3

is for basically tech support, mapping support, the

4

day-to-day stuff when people ask for maps of this or

5

if they need a certain kind of thing.

6

primarily our -- the two positions we're asking for.

So that's

We're also asking for a new plotter.

7
8

plotter's from 1997.

9

back then.

Our

300 DPI, which was very good

Not very good now.

And so we're hoping

10

to get a new plotter.

11

in terms of office supplies and a rounding off of

12

air fare and per diem and some of that.

13

some other small increases, but the big ticket item

14

is the plotter.

15

so if you have questions.

16
17
18

/~

And then the technician

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And then there's other things

And that's basically my overview,

Okay, thank you, Mr. Medeiros.

questions?

Mr. Carroll?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So there's

Members,

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And good

19

afternoon, Managing Director and Mr. Medeiros.

20

question is on 11-14, Details, if you could help us

21

understand the services portion, and although their

22

level request of professional services under 6132,

23

currently we have 50,000 in this area and you're

24

asking for level funding as well as repair and

25

maintenance service contracts, 32,700, this year and
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1

again level funding for next year.

Looking back at

2

the trend of the previous

3

for '03, we're looking at some substantial

4

increases.

or the actual figures

First, is there any tie in to this level

5
6

funding request to the proposed expansion, and

7

specifically if you can kind of give us an idea

8

overall -- or give us a highlight on these two

9

items?

10

MR. MEDEIROS:

Yeah, first of all, if we go back

11

historically a couple years ago we

12

Department that purchased aerial photography and we

13

also purchased the -- an unrestricted license to the

14

parcel data at that time.

15

something like $200,000 total.

16

historically at the professional services number, it

17

dropped off radically after that year.

18

use that as for purchasing updates to the parcel

19

data, the same data sets, and other kind of services

20

that may come along where if a department needs

21

something, they don't have funding, we'll go

22

ahead -- you know, if it's GIS related, we'll go

23

ahead and fund it.

24
25

we were the

That total thing ran
So if you look

Primarily we

So the 50,000 is used along those lines.
Primarily it's there so that we always have an
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1

amount when we go in to get the parcel updates.

The

2

last one we did was something along 15,000.

3

However, real property tax has -- as you've heard,

4

they've done a lot of work in catching up their

5

backlog.

6

to get that all into the GIS, and so that may take

7

the full 50 grand the next time around.

8

normally if we run into an issue that somebody needs

9

something, we use that to try and help folks out.

That's all going to come to us and we have

But

In terms of the 30,000 plus, that's primarily

10

our software licensing.

12

GIS software for our agency as well as other

13

agencies.

14

handle the annual maintenance on their own, but in

15

the future I think we're going to consolidate that.

16

We've not gone down that path yet, just because we

17

wanted to make sure that we were able to handle the

18

total funding when they get to that point.

19

that's what the 30,OOO's for, primarily software

20

licensing, those kinds of things.

21
22

We

and then we license

11

There are still some departments that

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Medeiros.

But

Chair, I

yield.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Molina?

Excuse me.

Mr. Nishiki?
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?

MR. MEDEIROS:

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8
9

In here you

show equipment of purchasing a new plotter.

5

7

Thank you, Chair.

Uh-huh.
What's going to happen to the

old one?
MR. MEDEIROS:

Okay, we have a couple plans on that, and

it depends.

First of all, the new plotter, we'll

10

take a look and see how expensive it is per square

11

foot of paper.

12

resolution, but they use a lot of, a lot of ink.

13

mean, those of you that have printers at home,

14

you've noticed that the nicer the printer, the more

15

expensive.

16

keep the old plotter, do our like rough plots and

17

working copies of the old plotter, and then print

18

only the final copies, the high end stuff off the

19

new one.

20

and we'll basically go until the old one blows up.

The newer ones are very, very high
I

If it is pretty high, we'll probably

That will extend the life of the new one,

21

If it turns out that it's -- you know,

22

because the vendor's always saying it's going to be

23

cheap, oh, you know, but if it turns out it is cheap

24

and we can handle the cost of both the paper, the

25

media and the ink, we've talked to Civil Defense,
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1

asked them if maybe they'd wanted our plotter.

2

could actually hook it up downstairs.

3

the drivers and then they can go ahead and plot

4

whatever maps when they have an emergency.

We'd set up

We wouldn't like just get rid of it.

5

They

We'd

6

pass it along to someone else or continue to use it

7

as a

8

need maybe the highest resolution.

9

for working copies for stuff that doesn't

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

You know, you

10

mention about the Finance Department has a lot of

11

work coming to you.

12

Department and, you know, how long does it take to

13

plot those things in your GIS system?

14

MR. MEDEIROS:

How does the work flow to your

Yeah, in terms of the time frame, a lot

15

depends on the data -- the actual end product that

16

they want and whether we have to create the data to

17

do it.

18

two weeks in terms of the turn around.

19

sometimes we're a lot faster than that if we already

20

have the data.

21

comes from Council, you know, if you already know

22

if you already have the data, you're not going to

23

ask us for anything, right?

24

something that's new, and so it takes us time to

25

build a data set and then to plot it out.

Normally we try to tell everybody at least
And

But generally as in a request that

So normally it's
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The actual plotting is fairly quick.

1
2

you know/ it will -- sometimes an hour/ depending on

3

the amount of detail.

4

longer than just line work, that kind of thing.

5

so -- but/ yeah, normally we do two weeks.

6

of the work requests/ formal requests go through

7

the -- say if it's coming from Council/ it goes

8

through the Mayor/ through the Managing Director/

9

goes through the formal process.

From departments,

10

same thing/ we normally do that.

But on occasion,

11

you know, there's a rush order or something that's

12

fairly minor/ something that, you know, we can get

13

out pretty fast and then we'll just go ahead and do

14

it.

15

t~

I mean/

You know/ imagery will take
And

In terms

I put it in my weekly reports so the Managing

16

Director knows what work we're doing for whom and

17

so -- but it depends a lot on the request.

18

a real simple one, you know, if somebody calls up

19

and says, hey, can you do a map of X/ if it's

20

something we can do in a day or two and it's going

21

to take longer than that for the paperwork to go

22

through, we'll just go ahead and do it.

23

going to be something that's a major kind of a

24

thing, we're going to have to put time in, staff

25

time into it, then we'll say at least, you know,
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1

send the paperwork through, and then normally what

2

weill try to do is get a head start on it.

3

yeah, thatls basically what --

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

And,

And other than the

5

Finance Department, what other departments do you

6

support with your GIS system?

7

/ ,••0"",
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MR. MEDEIROS:

I can read off the list.

Police, Fire,

8

Planning, Water, Public Works, both Wastewater

9

Reclamation Division and DSA subdivisions, Civil

10

Defense, Corp. Counsel, Prosecuting Attorneyls

11

Office, CDBG, which is Mayorls Office, Finance,

12

Transportation, Liquor Control, County Council, and

13

Council Services.

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

MR. MEDEIROS:

Just about everybody.

County Clerk.

Just about everybody.

16

Normally what happens, anybody needs a map for some

17

reason, theylll usually contact us or contact the

18

folks on the fourth floor or Planning, now that

19

Planningls getting more GIS staff, it will go to

20

them, but basically it comes down to the mapping

21

agencies and then -- you know, then weill work

22

together to see whols got the best product or data

23

to get the work out.

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Can we get comments from you about

2

the ELlS?

Like you were hoping I wouldn't ask that

3

question.

Okay, my limited understanding is that I

4

thought that ArcView, which is I think what you use,

5

can do all the things that they're saying this ELlS

6

can do.

7

anywhere near any kind of -- you know, I'm like a

8

real neophyte with these kinds of things, and I'm

9

almost on the verge of asking the Chair to

And, you know, I'm certainly not, you know,

10

commission an audit of our GIS/MIS combination or

11

technology systems and see if we can find an

12

impartial consultant who can review the needs of the

13

County and recommend

14

make recommendations to us.

Because, I mean, we'll get the bells and

15

whistles and we'll hear all the great things about

16

this program and that program and this software and

17

that software, but we're really not in a position to

18

have that depth of knowledge.

19

I don't want to put people in awkward positions,

20

because some people use ArcView and now here comes

21

ELlS, and what is that in relationship to ArcView?

22

Maybe you can address it generally.

23

MR. MEDEIROS:

Okay.

And while, you know,

First of all, if you notice in the

24

report that was written, the ELlS team involves MIS

25

and Managing Director's admin and the E-Team or
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1

Project SERV folks.

So we're not a direct

2

participant in the ELlS/ okay.

3

discussion of GIS in there because we're a

4

technology that a lot of departments find that they

5

need, okay.

6

hardware/software/ to us/ it doesn't change

7

anything.

8

So we'll continue to use ArcView and we're in

9

transition to Arc GIS 8/ which is the most recent

There is a lot of

In terms of what it means in terms of

GIS cannot be done in a non-GIS software.

10

version of the GIS products.

And that will

11

continue.

12

our Department or in Planning or in Police or in DSA

13

subdivisions/ wherever/ you know.

14

offer.

And that's for all GIS/ whether it's in

GIS offers GIS

15

Now/ in terms of how you link other software

16

systems/ other databases together/ you know/ that's

17

a separate issue.

18

and it becomes a very big issue because each

19

software or database design has been designed

20

separately.

21

systems and there is an issue of how you tie in

22

system X to system Y.

Okay.

That is a separate issue/

They've all been these independent

23

How we've done that on the GIS side to

24

prevent that kind of an issue is we establish pretty

25

straightforward standards.

One/ pretty much
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1

everybody, walk in, uses ArcView at least, and

2

that's the starting point, ArcView 3.

3

the same software, and it's the same software used

4

by all of the counties in Hawaii, most State

5

agencies, most Federal agencies in Hawaii, and so

6

that way it's consistent across the board.

7

need ArcView help, I can call Craig Taosaka at State

8

Planning, I can call Ken Schmidt, I can -- at City

9

and County of Honolulu, wherever, you know, Lisa

So if you use

10

Wong at Big Island.

11

was, you know, we standardized on software.

12

was one of the first decisions made.

So if I

Okay, so first thing we did
That

And then second we standardize on the map

13

14

rejections, okay.

This is techno-babble.

It's

15

State Plane NAD 83 meters.

16

of you, but for a GIS person it says this is how

17

we're going to measure the X/Ys.

18

the same base and the same software, everything

19

interchanges.

20

consultant contact us.

21

courses for a map that they're doing.

22

emailed

23

the stuff.

24

the source data.

25

file.

It means nothing to any

As long as you

So just this week we had a private
They were working on golf
They

I said, well, you know, here's

here's

You know, we're kind of busy, but here's
They put it together.

I pull it up in my machine.

Emailed the

I made some
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1

adjustments, because I -- you know, they're in

2

Honolulu, so I know where Sandalwood is opposed to

3

Waikapu Country Club, got the points in the right

4

location, zipped it together and sent it back.

5

me 15/ 20 minutes, but it only did it because

6

they're in ArcView.

7

our data as the base.

8

base.

9

thing.

10

I'm in ArcView.

Took

They're using

We're using our data as the

So it's a pretty straightforward kind of a

So I don't want to get too far into ELlS.

I

11

think ELlS requires some in depth discussion of

12

things beyond just/ you know, the -- how things

13

interface.

14

yeah, you have to know where the data comes from.

15

That's the first thing we had to learn back in --

16

what was it now/

17

it -- you have to know what map projection it's in,

18

because it won't match up if it's not in the same

19

one, what year.

20

for Kaunakakai on the wall NOAA 2000.

21

we -- we use the -- you know, it's like there's not

22

that much aerial photos out there, especially free

23

stuff, so we can look at it and say exactly who the

24

source is and what date it was done.

25

know that.

And then the metadata, yes, we've --

'97/ or before, actually, where

So like the photography -- they had
You know,

You have to

Otherwise you're going to pull up
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1

something from '93 and everybody's going to say

2

where's Wal-Mart, right?

3

mean, that's the kind of a thing we deal with,

4

especially because, you know, we come to your

5

meetings and show stuff on the wall.

People can

6

tell, you know, when things happen.

So, yeah, so,

7

you know, we deal with that stuff from the

8

beginning, so ...

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's

and so -- I

Okay, thanks.

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman.

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Is there any way I can follow up on

14

the line of questioning that Mr. Pontanilla was

15

asking?

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And it's just kind of a yes-no question.
Sure.
Thank you.

Why don't you ask your question.
On the -- on the large format

20

plotter, because of how much of a demand that piece

21

of equipment is going to have for all the

22

departments throughout the County, is that something

23

that could be considered under the equipment that

24

Civil Defense got -- got sent with monies, the

25

millions of dollars that they're going to be looking
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1

at as far as that pot and that this particular piece

2

of equipment could be considered as a high priority

3

to assist all the departments?

4

as a funding question.

5

be considered, Mr. Chair?

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Medeiros.

7

MR. MEDEIROS:

It's possible.

And I only ask that

Is that something that can
And to Mr. Medeiros.

It is not the only large

8

size plotter in the County, though.

That's the --

9

you know, because Water Department has one, Planning

10

Department has one, in fact newer ones than us, and

11

then the fourth floor, the mapping and zoning, the

12

folks doing the community plan stuff on the fourth

13

floor, they have one.

14

one of the first guys to get in there -- I mean, we

15

had one that was even older than the one we have

16

now, which is long gone, but because we purchased in

17

'97 when we got into the project with Council, ours

18

is just getting older.

19

to -- that way.

20

say it's the only one in the County so then you can

21

spend, say, homeland security money on it or

22

something like that.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

MR. MEDEIROS:

25

So ours, because we were like

So as other folks have gone

So it's possible, but it's hard to

But you just --

But they might -- they might be able to go

ahead and get one for themselves, though.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, and I only bring that up

2

because you earlier stated that the function of this

3

machine is going to be for the use -- for everybody

4

to utilize your services for this, not, you know,

5

just for the Water Department or just for that

6

department, but this is the one that's going to be

7

like the catch all for everybody for whatever their

8

needs are, you know, in response to their demands or

9

their requests.

So, again, Mr. Chair, I'm just

10

looking for another way of being able to fund

11

something like this.

12

already approved, you know, the monies that came

13

through for that, and if this is a direction that we

14

could possibly look at as an alternative.

15

And it seems like we've

And then the second question, Mr. Chair, tied

16

into that is for this plotter -- because you also

17

talked about how, you know, technologically

18

advanced -- you know, technological advancements are

19

in such a -- I guess exponential rate, you know, the

20

300 you said back in '97 was good, and here we are

21

seven years later and it's basically out.

22

you've described how you're going to be -- an option

23

of this only going to be used for your final draft,

24

but is it the same if we look at an exponential rate

25

of increase, instead of seven years, in four years
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1

is this going to be considered something that's old

2

and not obsolete but to the point where maybe it's

3

not in our best interest to invest in this based on

4

what you described as we're going to make use of the

5

older one to do all the working drafts?

6

may not be a necessary piece of equipment at this

7

time.

8

that?

9

I don't know.

MR. MEDEIROS:

So this one

Can you help us understand

Yeah, if we take the current one we have,

10

at the time we purchased, it was brand new and it

11

was a lot better than the previous model.

12

just got cheaper memory that they could put into

13

plotters, so it made it a lot faster than the,

14

say -- at that point it was a 650 and we bought the

15

750.

16

buying another one for so long.

17

drive stuff essentially rip apart at one point.

18

mean, it had worn out and we had it serviced instead

19

of replacing it just because we wanted to get as

20

much life out of it.

21

you know, other agencies had bought new plotters and

22

if we really needed to get a high res we could

23

always go and sort of have them do it for us.

24
r~
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25

They had

That's also one of the reasons we held off on
We had the -- the
I

And then other departments

But I think at seven years in, you know, it's
time we do it and we'll probably, on the next
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plotter, make it last as long as possible.

2

then, you know, two years down the road maybe Water

3

will get a new one, you know.

4

to like mass upgrade all the equipment Countywide,

5

but basically, you know, every other year somebody

6

picks up a new one.

7

it's fairly cooperative between the agencies that

8

have the equipment between large document scanners

9

and large plotter, because those things are very

And

And so we don't have

And so it kind of -- you know,

10

expensive and you can't be buying a new one every

11

year, not at 10 or 20 grand a pop.

12
~
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And primarily

13

my observation is -- for me is because of all of the

14

other -- in my opinion, some of the shortcomings in

15

this budget, needs, in my mind.

16

separate -- and this mayor may not come down to

17

this, but separate the what we want and what we

18

need, that kind of thing.

19

cooperativeness throughout the County, we've got

20

several plotters out there, you know, I'm not going

21

to question Mr. Medeiros's comments.

22

maybe this is the point in time that we move

23

forward, but I just -- I just ask the question out

24

loud and in my mind, is this a need or a want?

25

Thank you.

So I'm trying to

I mean, if we've got

You know,
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Excuse me.

Thank you.

I thought that was

2

very good questions and comments from Mr. Medeiros.

3

I would say he's like the father of the County,

4

probably with Walle back there.

5

develop us to be able to get a high quality of

6

product out.

7

think we still made the right decision in keeping

8

this type of programs under the Department of

9

Management.

They've helped

My only comment to you, Members, is I

You just heard Mr. Medeiros tell you

10

the amount of departments that have the use of this

11

division, and I still think we made those right

12

policy calls.
Are there any other questions either for

13

14

Mr. Medeiros in his budget requests in his division?

15

I think pretty much we've covered his equipment

16

request.

17

$20,000 for the plotter.

18

supplemental assistance in furniture, provided that

19

the expansion positions request does move forward.

20

Other than that he has a quite --

The large request of course was the

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

He's asking for some

Austere.

austere request.

He's basically

23

maintaining a flat budget from the current year.

24

Questions in the area of Geographic Information

25

Systems?

Okay, seeing none.

Thank you very much,
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1

Bill.

We appreciate your assistance this afternoon.

2

Okay, Members, let's see, there is one more portion,

3

I think CIP coordination under the Managing

4

Director's Office.

5

down and join us and explain that component of the

6

Department of Management's program.
Mr. Kulp, any opening comments regarding this

7

8
9

So if we can have Mr. Buzianis

area, please?
MR. KULP:

Chair.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

Thank you very much.

The CIP area's of course

12

a very important area for us.

13

methodology for ensuring that the taxpayer's dollars

14

on large construction projects is spent accordingly

15

and properly.

16

department has developed quite a ways, but it's

17

going to move forward.

18

forward in the process of determining and developing

19

a project of various information stages.

20

It's -- it's our

At this time we feel that this

We're looking at pushing

It was alluded to earlier with the energy

21

department, but it would be more than just energy.

22

Moving that information up into the earlier portions

23

of the A and E portions of it, the architectural and

24

engineering phases, to take into considerations such

25

as energy efficiency in the building design, even
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orientation, the type of materials used, the type of

2

data networks involved in the case of MIS and other

3

things.

4

CIP projects, Jay's area will continue to grow and

5

develop into a more fruitful productive position.

6

And here's Jay to explain his division.

7

~.
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And so beyond just the monitoring of our

MR. BUZIANIS:

Good afternoon, Council Members.

Right now

8

the main projects that we're working on in CIP are

9

the completion of the Lanai Police Station, which

10

you're all familiar with, as you all funded that.

11

We're looking at the new proposed project for Kihei

12

Police Station, the possibility of the Molokai Fire

13

Station, the remodeling of the Lahaina Fire Station.

14

We're in the process of completing the West Maui

15

Senior Center, which should be about another seven

16

months if we don't have any more major rains, and

17

getting the Napili Park Phase II project off and

18

running.

19

The lowest priority I have right now is the

20

Wailea Fire Station.

That's pretty well complete.

21

There's three items that we're still negotiating

22

that the contractor feels like they should have

23

extra money for, which partially they should have

24

some extra money, but we're in negotiations, so we

25

can't close that project out until those things are
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resolved.

2

working on right now as far as projects.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

But that's the main things that we're

Thank you for your comments.

Members,

4

questions for Mr. Buzianis this afternoon?

5

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Mateo?

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

here.

12

will you?

Yeah, hi, Jay.

Thanks for being

Do you oversee the DSA's CIP coordinator, or

13

MR. BUZIANIS:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

Mr. Molina?

What does DSA mean?

Administration.

16

MR. BUZIANIS:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Development Services
Used to be LUCA.

No.
Okay.

So you don't work together

18

on any of these project.

19

here earlier and with their -- they have $150,000

20

for the Lahaina Fire Station that doesn't lapse till

21

December.

22

lapses June 30th, but is that the money you're using

23

for the Lahaina Fire Station improvements or is it a

24

different money?

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Fire Department was in

For some reason I think they think it

Mr. Buzianis.
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MR. BUZIANIS:

That is the money that they have proposed

to use for the remodel work at the Lahaina station.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

MR. BUZIANIS:

So you're handling that?

They've asked for some assistance on that

5

back in November, which I spent about three days

6

over there helping them with that.

7

just maintenance that they're looking at.

8

also looking at trying to do a shed of some type for

9

the boat that they have over there.

And it's not
They're

So we gave them

10

some guidance back in November and December and then

11

after that they have held off going further with it.

12

Why, I'm not sure.

13

we'll get back to you when we want to push further,

14

but that was the money that we were planning on

15

using.

16

was lapsing in June, but it does not lapse.

17

checked during the lunch hour.

18

till the end of the year.

They have just said, you know,

And they had advised me that they thought it

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MR. BUZIANIS:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It does not lapse

Yeah, December.

Yeah.
Okay, thank you.
Chair.

Mr. Chair.

I'm sorry.

Go ahead.

Yes, Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Were you going to go over the

2

Lanai Fire Station stuff since Jay's here now or was

3

that another day?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

9
10

sorry.

I was going to utilize this time.
Okay.

Excuse me, the Lanai Police Station.

Yeah.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean the police station.

I'm

I got fire on my mind today.

Mr. Pontanilla, you had a question first?

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah, thank you.

Jay, do you

11

get involved in the change order process or

12

processes for projects that the County has, the big

13

projects?

14

MR. BUZIANIS:

I get involved in the change order process

15

for the projects that I'm working on.

For projects

16

like LUCA or Parks where they have another project

17

manager or a construction manager, I don't get

18

involved in them unless they're -- you know,

19

somebody's really having a battle.

20

calls me in to help work through them, then I'll get

21

involved, but not too often.

And if Mr. Regan

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Let me ask some basic

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

24

questions, please, Jay.

And, again, I really

25

appreciate what you do for the County.
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1

save us thousands of dollars in -- in costs.

You

2

know like the Lanai Police Station, I think Mr. Pat

3

Miyahara was one of the people assigned to assist in

4

construction management, and of course we have your

5

services.

6

us as part of the general contract to go and get an

7

outside firm that we would hold accountable to do

8

the management for us on projects of a certain

9

scale, whether it be the big stuff or the small

Is there a point where it is better for

10

stuff, and that you oversee those -- those

11

consultants that specialize in construction

12

management, since they can be on the job every day

13

of the project, instead of like the Lanai project?

14

I think Mr. Miyahara was able to be there once a

15

week, once every other week.

16

MR. BUZIANIS:

Any comments?

Council Chair, I think what you're saying

17

is what's needed in the County, and I've been

18

pushing for this for a long time.

19

done either through a County employee or through,

20

like you say, an outside firm that we hire to do it.

21

I've been very nervous on the Lanai station, and

22

we're very fortunate, so you all know we've got one

23

really good contractor over there, probably the best

24

I've dealt with in 15 years.

25

contractor there, we would be in trouble over there

And it has to be

Without that
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1

because we do not have the oversight on that project

2

that we should have.

3

job with the little bit of money and little bit of

4

time he's got and the station looks great.

5

want to pass this picture down while we're on that.

Now, Pat's been doing a good

And I

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

7

MR. BUZIANIS:

These pictures were taken yesterday and

8

emailed over so you can see just what it looks like

9

right now, and the project has gone very well.

As

10

you all know, we were underfunded from day one.

11

had 3.8 million to do it and we've scrimped and

12

saved and we're going to bring it in probably, if

13

you give us this extra money that the Police has

14

asked for, we'll probably bring it in around 4.2.

15

That's where we were at when we started, was 4.2,

16

and the project almost died because we couldn't come

17

up with the money, but the Police, you people, Jack

18

was able to come up with enough money from here and

19

there that the project got off the ground and it's

20

going.

21

that project will be completed on time, one of the

22

first projects I think that I've done that's going

23

to be done on time, and it's going to be done very

24

nice.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We

It's going to be completed -- I would say

And, again, thank you for being very
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1

candid, because that is what this Committee needs to

2

make the right decisions.

3

MR. BUZIANIS:

Chairman.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Buzianis, yes.

5

MR. BUZIANIS:

I'd like to add one thing that I really

6

have been pushing for, and Mr. Taira has also been

7

very supportive of this and Jack, you've got to come

8

up with a central project management program here in

9

the County to stop some of the waste that we're

10

having in our projects.

11

it should stay with each department, some people

12

think that it should go outside and hire, but we

13

have got to come up with some ways to bring it down

14

home here and make us responsible for these

15

projects.

16

have different contracts.

17

standards.

18

different, and the contractors out there are going,

19

geez, what are we doing?

20

Parks and I have to do this.

21

have to do this.

22

to do this.

23

Now, some people think that

Each department is responsible.

We each

We each have different

We each have different, different,

You know, I deal with
I deal with LUCA and I

I deal with Public Works, I have

We need to get it centralized to where we got

24

one project management arm here and they take over

25

the project at a certain point after the departments
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have said here's what we want to do.

2

poor Fire Chief come in today here this morning and

3

he's talking about building a fire station the same

4

as Wailea for $3.2 million.

5

That was two years ago.

6

fireman.

7

and they don't have anybody there to assist them.

8

We've got to get that done here.

9

about it and talked about it for eight years that I

10
11

know of.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And I watch

Wailea cost us 4.2.

I mean, he's a good

He's a Fire Chief, not a project manager,

And we've talked

Some day it's got to happen.
Thank you for that comment.

I think we

12

have experienced enough reviews of change orders.

13

We've seen some projects that have change orders

14

totaling almost one-third of the original contract

15

costs.

16

throughout the years of their disappointment in the

17

need for a lot more resources, financial resources

18

to complete a job that is basically 90 percent done.

19

So of course we're going to finish it and it's

20

costing us tremendous amounts of additional dollars.

21

So I appreciate your comment.

22

sector, I can tell you, I understand what you're

23

saying.

24

I think some of the members have made their comments

25

already regarding how can departments do X, Y, Z and

I think members have made various comments

Coming from private

I truly understand what you're saying.
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they're asking for enough money only for X and yet

2

they have all these other projects.

3

appreciate that.

4

And so we

Let me quicklYr though -- and againr I think

5

you helped us understand r but are there some areas

6

where the project is not simpler JaYr butr you know r

7

let's take Fire.

They want to put 15 lockers in

8

Wailuku station.

Obviously we don't need a special

9

management contractor to do that kind of

10

construction management r butr you know r where would

11

you say we should look at it as maybe helping to

12

standardize where it makes sense to have that kind

13

of special on site day-to-day ability to review the

14

work being done?

15

like I saYr you know, I -- you know, Lanai

16

had maybe 3 r OOO free inspectors r because everybody's

17

watching that station being built on that island.

18

It's in the heart of the city.

19

am quite pleased too with the progress r and I think

20

it's going to be a beautiful flagship for the County

21

when it's done.

22

( '..
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You know r because I can say -I

you've

And like you said r I

But does it take a $4 million project to have

23

that kind of requirements r or would you saYr you

24

know r in your opinion anything over half a million

25

dollars should have some kind of management
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provision in the contract?

2

asking you as someone who is in the industry, works

3

with construction, has 15 years with the County's

4

experience, do you have any helpful comments for us?

5

MR. BUZIANIS:

I don't know, but I'm

Two things that you need to look at in a

6

project is first, the complexity, and if it's a

7

pretty complex project and it could only be

8

$400,000, you've got to have somebody there at least

9

every other day.

But if you're doing 200 miles of

10

asphalt paving on a flat desert, you may not need

11

any project manager.

12

factor that you have to look at.

13

always the best measurement.

14

those things into account, the dollar and the

15

complexity of the project.

16

would start out with is a million dollars.

17

over a million dollars, you've got to have a project

18

manager.

19

project manager, but he should not be more than 2

20

percent of the cost of the project or 3 percent or

21

$50,000 and then go find that project manager.

22

a million dollars is pretty -- and that's really

23

rough.

So the dollar is the second
The dollar isn't

You have to take both

A rough rule of thumb I
Anything

Then you've got to say, okay, I want this

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, I understand.

25

MR. BUZIANIS:

You've got to take into account the
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complexity of the project.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And again, we appreciate that

3

type of comment.

Because these are the things that

4

is going to help base our decisions on as we look at

5

additional approvals for CIP.

6

back to the Lanai Police Station, and again,

7

Department has put forth I guess its request of

8

about $300,000 more to finish the project, with a

9

slight cushion of unanticipated contingency.

Quickly, just to get

We

10

have a list that I guess you've helped provide

11

through the Department of Police for us.

12

believe you also have a copy.

13

questions regarding this major CIP for Lanai and the

14

change orders?

15

Members, I

Any of you have

Ms. Tavares, you had a question?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, of course yesterday I had it

16

and today I don't, but I do recall the one that I

17

wanted to ask a question about, and that had to do

18

with the Maui Electric issue about the electrical

19

pole placement.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Changing the source site, right?

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Changing the site of that, and it

22

seemed a little weird that the contractor would take

23

the word of the Lanai person without getting a

24

verification in writing of what that was going to

25

be.

Oh, thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Buzianis, you had any comments?

2

MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah, Charmaine, what happened over there

3

is the electrical subcontractor for the architects

4

went to the on-site representative for Maui

5

Electric, which he was directed to buy Maui Electric

6

on Maui to go speak with.

7

representative.

8

be fine to corne to this pole here.

9

way they drew the plans.

He spoke with that

That representative says this will
So that l s the

Then when it corne time to

10

go hook up to the power and they applied for that

11

hookup, Maui l s engineering division, who 11m

12

probably not a favorite friend of, says, no, we l re

13

not going to let you hook up there.

14

whoa, whoa, whoa, you already said that we could

15

hook up there by this person.

16

well, that person donlt work here no longer, so his

17

authority is not valid.

18

sayst well, that l s what they told me.

19

everybody says this is what happened, and so 11m

20

sure nobody l s lying.

21

And we said,

Well, they said,

So our electrical engineer
I mean,

As I looked into that and researched that I

22

found out that the engineers here never did look at

23

the plans when they were submitted by the design

24

engineer, electrical engineer.

25

the Lanai person to say, yeah, that l s fine, and

They just relied on
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that's what we went by when we bid it.

2

having to go back to Maui Electric and they're

3

wanting a ton of money to hook it up, and we're, you

4

know, trying to refuse paying that and they're

5

refusing hooking us up.

6

involved to try to squeeze them a little bit, and I

7

don't know if he's had any success, but I know Maui

8

Electric is probably pretty hard to get success with

9

once they decide something.

10
11

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So now we're

And Jack's even gotten

Does Maui Electric require to sign

off on the plans?
MR. BUZIANIS:

What we do is at the beginning of the

13

project, when we've got the plans probably 90

14

percent done, 80 percent done, we send them out to

15

all the agencies, Verizon, Maui Electric, all the

16

county agencies and say, okay, before we finalize

17

it, please look these over.

18

something that we should change.

19

Maui Electric.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Tell us if you can see
No comments from

With the design as you guys are

21

trying to install or the electrical contractor was

22

trying to install?

23

MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah.

So we -- two things happened, is one

24

the electrical engineer for us talked to Maui

25

Electric, and two, we sent down the plans for their
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final review.

2

comments and the guy on Lanai says, oh, yeah, that's

3

fine.

4

The plans that we sent down got no

Hook up here.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

What does the change in the hookup

5

amount to, from going from pole X to pole Y instead?

6

Is that what it is?

7

MR. BUZIANIS:

The big cost is is we had planned to go the

8

original pole to building, and now to go to that

9

same pole there's not enough power.

So we've got to

10

bring power from a different pole over to a new

11

pole, and then to go under ground with that power

12

means you've got to go around a retaining wall that

13

we've already poured that's already completed.

14

so it becomes expensive to try to reroute the power.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

everything involved with that.

17

running lines on the pole.
MR. BUZIANIS:

And

Oh, so there's excavation and

16

18

It's not just

Okay, I see.

And we're still having a hard time getting

19

a decision out of Maui Electric, and, you know,

20

we're almost ready to start paving the parking lot.

21
22

r-..
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Don't pave it yet.

you for the explanation on that.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank

And then --

One -- one quick question.
Okay, follow up on that one.

So, Jay, this is the retaining wall at the
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backside of the building?

2

where you're talking about.

3

enough times.

4

Nice wall.

Okay, I know exactly
I've been on the site

The wall's there, people.

Nice wall.

We don't want to break that walL down.
'~

5

MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah, we cannot.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I don't know if you wanted

8

to just go down the whole list of the change orders

9

and get

I just -- I didn't understand some parts.

10

Like why would we need to do a roof truss redesign?

11

It wasn't in the original design?

12
13

MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah, can -- have you got time?

I can go

down each change order.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Why don't you do that, because

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, then we know

Because, again, that way it will be easier

17

for us to make a decision on approval of the

18

additional funds requested to finish the project,

19

Jay.

20

MR. BUZIANIS:

Okay.

The first change order was the

21

two-inch waterline for the sprinkler system, and the

22

sprinkler system being the fire sprinkler system

23

inside the building.

24

enough money to do the fire sprinkler system in the

25

building or the connection.

We originally did not have

Police and you people
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1

finally gave us enough money to squeeze the

2

sprinkler system inside the building, but that was

3

for future.

4

the Police wanted that sprinkler system in there so

5

that down the road if they got money then they could

6

come back and hook it up.

We don't have to.

It's not code, but

Well, that don't make sense because you got

7

8

to come back and hook it up, you got to dig up

9

everything.

So now we decided, hey, let's put it in

10

now.

The money that I had from my budget last year

11

to do some work at my office down there I gave to

12

the Police to put that system in.

13

first change order.

14

to give me that money back.

15

budget, I'll get it back.

16

present.

So that's the

Okay, they said they're going
If you approve their
If you don't, then it's a

17

The second one is the radio system, and that

18

basically follows the same line, is originally they

19

did not have the tower figured in because they

20

thought they would come back after the project was

21

completed, request new money from the next year's

22

budget to put in the tower for the radio system.

23

And again, that money came from the same place

24

because I wanted to get that built now.

25

want to wait and come back next year and try to tear
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1

things up to build it.

So those two things are

2

change orders that have already been completed.

3

money was borrowed from Peter and supposed to be

4

repaid, but hopefully if they get approved, it will

5

get repaid.

The

The next one is the Maui Electric change that

6
7

we just talked about, and that one we're going to

8

fight.

9

Jack knows, we fought for three years over Wailea

I've never won one with Maui Electric.

10

Fire Station.

11

did win by some luck, that would not be needed and

12

that money would be returned to the General Fund.

15
16
17

So if we

The water meter from Lanai Company, that all

13
14

We finally had to give in.

As

depends upon how much pull the Chairman has.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Can you explain that $30,000 change order,

please, Jay.
MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah, the station does not have a water

18

meter.

The old station has a water meter and we can

19

transfer that meter from the old station to the new

20

station, but it's too small.

21

connection and we have a meter, two separate items.

22

I think it's going to be easy to get Lanai Company

23

to give us a free connection because we already have

24

a connection.

25

too small for the new station, so somebody's got to

So we have this

The meter from the old station's way
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1

buy this new meter.

2

cough up the money to buy that.

3
4

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

What kind of size meter are we looking at

there r Jay?
MR. BUZIANIS:

I don't think Lanai's going to

Three inch?

I'd have to look at the specs r but it's two

6

or three.

It's a pretty good-sized meter.

7

Lanai Company is in a real good mood r we get that

8

for free and that money would be returned.

9

know those meters are expensive and I don't know if

10

they're going to be in that good a mood.

11

that's --

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

16
17

So if

But I

So

Can I ask about the water meter?

Yes r rna' am.
Why would a police station require

a larger size water meter?
MR. BUZIANIS:

This station -- you mean compared to the

old station?

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah.

Mainly because this station's probably six

20

times bigger r plus we've got a lot more accessory

21

buildings r plus we got a fire system r plus we got

22

more landscaping and it's substantially bigger.

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And is Civil Defense supposed to

be in this building too or Civil Defense operations?
MR. BUZIANIS:

Not reallYr but probably.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

More than likely, if we follow past

2

practice, if Civil Defense does kick in, that will

3

be the center of all activity.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

MR. BUZIANIS:

Okay.

Yeah, this building is going to be used for

6

a lot more things than just the police station, but,

7

you know, we're funded as a police station, so we

8

have to

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, I just was wondering why you

10

would need a bigger meter, because we don't have any

11

more personnel in there.

12

MR. BUZIANIS:

It's going to be --

It's got -- it's got showers.

It's got

13

more toilets.

14

room.

15

toilets and stuff in, so the number of fixtures in

16

there are a whole lot

17

there now.

18

plans.

19

we're going to require you to have.

20

that's what they do.

21

and our engineer look at it and they said here's the

22

size of meter you're going to need.

23

~.
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It's got I believe a small workout

It's got cells

good cells that have

a lot more than what's over

So the Water Department looked at the

They said here's the size of meter that

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Here on Maui

So we had them look at it here

So we going to sell our existing

24

meter and then use some of that money to pay for

25

this new one?
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1

MR. BUZIANIS:

Use it out on your farm.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So do we have to buy the meter from Lanai

3

Water Company?

4

of Water Supply?

5
6

MR. BUZIANIS:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

meters.

9

MR. BUZIANIS:

10

11
12

13

That would have to be answered by Pat

Miyahara.

7

Can we get our meter from Department

He's negotiating that.
We have a complete Department that has

I'm pretty sure Lanai Company, they

wouldn't care where we got it.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Truss redesign, did you respond to

that one already?
MR. BUZIANIS:

No.

The truss redesign is going to be one

14

of those battles that we're going to have to fight

15

right to the end.

16

architect.

17

ducting up through those trusses as designed.

18

it come time to put those ducts into the building,

19

there was not enough room.

20

go from rigid duct work to flexible duct work, which

21

is cheap, cheap, or redesign the trusses to get it

22

through.

23

duct work because it's not very efficient, has a

24

tendency to build up mold, and it has a tendency not

25

to give you the flow that you really want.

The trusses were designed by the

The subcontractor bid the job to run the
When

So you have two choices,

Now, I don't particularly like flexible
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1

trying to get them to redesign the trusses as they

2

should have been to start with and put in rigid duct

3

work there.

4

This is a very good question as to who's

5

responsible for that.

Now, the contractor bid the

6

building saying I'm going to provide your building

7

with air conditioning, and here it is, finished

8

product.

9

messed up or is the architect responsible because

Is he responsible because the architect

10

they designed a building that the contractor can't

11

put in what he's supposed to put in or are they

12

putting in a product that we never specked?

13

those three things have got to be resolved, and

14

we've been in discussions and it hasn't been

15

resolved yet, but we're getting closer.

So

If -- if that gets resolved, this money could

16
17

be returned too, but we've got to provide for it

18

just in case it don't get resolved.

19

have to pay for it up front, go to some kind of a

20

legal action or an arbitration to get it resolved.

21
22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I mean we may

Because don't the architects carry

an errors and omissions insurance?
MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah.

I've never seen anybody collect on

it, though.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Maybe we could be a first.
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MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah, and I think we should be a first.

If

2

this

3

this is not our responsibility at all, zero, and

4

they're going to have a hard time getting me to sign

5

off on this one.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MR. BUZIANIS:

Because it's not our fault.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The additional retaining wall, please, Jay.

9

MR. BUZIANIS:

That's something that Pat told me and I

10

if what Pat's telling me on this is true,

Okay, thank you.

don't know what that is.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

30,000.

13

MR. BUZIANIS:

Okay.

Telephone service, an additional

Yeah/ the telephone service, whenever we

14

design a project, we design it without telephone and

15

without computer wiring.

16

there so that you can put in the telephone, that you

17

can put in your security, so that's all designed in

18

there, but we don't provide for the telephone

19

itself.

20

at the fire station, what's needed at the police

21

station, what's needed at the DMV as far as

22

telephones is all different.

23

project the department that's building the building

24

has got to go out and bid for whatever telephone

25

service they want.

We design it with ducts in

Now, the reason for that is what's needed

So at the end of the

And so we pretty much as far as
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1

building the building stay out of it and let the

2

departments vie it at the end or start bidding it

3

near the end.

4

in there or the conduits are in there so they can

5

get it in, but that is for them to go get their

6

phone system to meet their needs.

We make sure that the duct works are

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

8

MR. BUZIANIS:

The security service upgrade, we had a bid

9

Security service upgrade.

on the project and that security firm that was

10

supposed to do the work, we come to find out that

11

there was another contract that happened at the same

12

time.

13

that this contract was bid.

14

certain security firm.

15

contract with another security firm to do all the

16

security for the County.

17

within 30 days this all happened of each other.

18

what happens now is the firm that has Danny·s

19

contract wanted to put the system in because they

20

have a contract to do it.

21

well, we have a system in.

22

awarded the contract.

23

got into a battle there as to who had the right and

24

who was legally right for it.

25

So nobody was at fault.

It just so happened

It was awarded to a

At the same time Denny had a

I mean, this was like
So

Our contractor says,
We bid it.

We·ve been

We want to put it in.

So we

We finally got that resolved to where Denny·s
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1

firm is going to put it in.

2

withdraw.

3

pre-order back charge adds up to about $15,000.

4

Denny thinks he's got money in his 'fund to pay for

5

th~s

6

again, this is one of those things that I want to

7

put it in there now.

8

does have funds to do it, goes back to General Fund.

9

But if you don't have the funds, then we don't want

10

to leave the project without the security in there.

11

And we tried everything possible not to use the

12

ones, and

13

and said, you know, we have a contract with you and

14

we have to honor that contract.

15

contractor was so busy he was willing to back out of

16

it.

17

Our firm's going to

But Denny's firm and supposedly a

15,000.

So we may not need that money, but

If we don't need it, Denny

but Denny's company threatened lawsuit

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Luckily our

Maybe we should ask Denny.

18

Because the contract was for present and future

19

County buildings?

20

MR. BUZIANIS:

My understanding is that it is for present

21

and future County buildings.

22

Denny?

23

MR. SCHWIND:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Is that correct,

That's correct.
How can you get bid on something that

doesn't exist and the type of service required?
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1

Well, that's a question we're going to send to

2

legal.

That's ridiculous.

3

MR. BUZIANIS:

I can't answer that one.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, that's not your problem, Jay.

5

our problem.

6

of the Department?

Fire sprinkler alarm, is this an elect

7

MR. BUZIANIS:

Yes, you're right.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, we understand the electives.

9

15,000?

10

MR. BUZIANIS:

11
12
13

14

That's

The

The 15,000 for the computer, cable TV,

wiring hookup is similar, same as telephone.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And, again/ the contingency for

anything else totally unexpected.
MR. BUZIANIS:

Yeah/ and that's my pay raise Jack

15

promised.

The undetermined there is -- we're at the

16

stage now in the project where we're almost

17

completed, but as you get into the fine tuning of

18

the whole project, like building your own house or

19

anything else, like the DMV, the Wailea Fire

20

Station, there's going to be things that you see

21

that maybe weren't designed in but you're -- obvious

22

and say, wow, we should do that now.

23

County's going to get more for their money.

24

not going to be like a change order where somebody

25

messed up.

So the
It's

If this 100,000 is spent, it will be
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1

something that's going to be more for the project

2

than we originally thought we were going to get.

3

we're going to get our money's worth.

4

to do it before you put the Sheetrock up or before

5

you asphalt the parking lot or before you pour the

6

concrete, because if you don't do it now and you do

7

it in two years or three years, this 100/000 turns

B

into 300/000.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
MR. BUZIANIS:

So

But you need

So sort of contingency.

It's a contingency.

Hopefully we don't

11

need it.

You know, it's like the Wailea Fire

12

Station.

We had $B million.

13

1.6 million underneath that, but we had 1.6

14

contingency in there but we didn't need it/ so it

15

all comes back.

16

100,000 of this will come back/ but I don't want to

17

get caught without it.

1B

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We brought it in at

And hopefully -- I'm in hopes that

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, can I ask you, Jay/ were you

20

involved in the beginning of this project, from the

21

beginning?

22
23

MR. BUZIANIS:

By beginning meaning land swap, no, I was

not involved in the land swap.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR. BUZIANIS:

No, from the construction part.

Construction and design.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

MR. BUZIANIS:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Or the design part?

Yes.
So why -- why wasn't the equipment

4

for the telephones and the computers and all that

5

included in the bid?

6

tables and chairs and computers included in the bid?

7

MR. BUZIANIS:

Because I don't -- were there

Normally for construction projects you're

8

doing just a construction project.

9

building.

You're doing a

You're not going to worry about the

10

furniture.

11

furniture design, nor the type of telephone system,

12

nor your computer system.

13

going to be done by the department and Greg King.

14

computer system's going to be done by the Department

15

and Jacob.

16

need it.

17

things.

18

I mean, I'm not going to worry about the

The telephone system's

Cable TV, you may need it, you may not
So we do not get involved in those kind of

They're more personal.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

It would be like

I guess what I mean is they don't

19

have a budget for this as they're producing the

20

project or promoting the development of the project?

21

MR. BUZIANIS:

Normally the projects I've done like for

22

Wailea and for Finance, they have their own budget

23

for those things, yeah.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR. BUZIANIS:

But Police didn't?

No, but Police did not.

They do not.
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1

it's easy -- again, it's easy to start into a

2

project and go, you know, I want to build this

3

building.

4

building was ever going to be built, to be honest

5

with you.

6

ever got off the ground.

7
8

9

Actually Police didn't think this

I don't think they even thought it would

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, we had our doubts too for a

while.
MR. BUZIANIS:

I think everybody did.

So I think they

10

just messed up.

11

messed up and just didn't budget for them.

12

I mean, bottom line, I think they

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I mean, I think this is

you

13

know, this is the reason I guess when you were

14

talking about different departments doing things

15

differently, this is one of the areas -- because I

16

recalled in the Parks Department when you build a

17

building, it's the building and the equipment in the

18

building.

19

they may be -- no, they werenlt even bid separately.

20

They were bid together with the construction of the

21

building.

22

bid included the kitchen appliances, the tables and

23

chairs, the fire extinguishers, the telephone, you

24

know, everything was included in the bid.

25

not been I guess consistent throughout the County of

We don't do those separately, even though

So like at Wailuku Community Center, the
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1

how these things are -- are specked out and bid out.

2

Okay.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Okay.

Mr. Buzianis, maybe one thing that

4

the members may want to consider for future major

5

CIP projects, since Police has some additional

6

stations they would like to build, Fire has stations

7

they would like to either replace or build, and

8

listening to your comments with the Lanai project

9

and from the members, is there maybe an advantage

10

more for a turnkey project, whereby we're paying for

11

a complete construction and

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Design build.

Design build.

Yeah, design build, you know, the turnkey
when the contractor says

14

where, you know, once

15

we're completed, you can go in and start operating

16

from the facility already.

17

advantage versus how we seem to be doing things,

18

which is bid the building and then let's see if

19

Council will give us money for 50 chairs, 50 desks,

20

50 phones, 50 computers?

21

MR. BUZIANIS:

Does that have an

Any comments?

One of the big benefits of design build is

22

what you said, and that is you go out, people say

23

here's what we're going to bid and here's what we're

24

going to build and when you're done, you're done and

25

you know your costs are right up front.
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1

with design build is it's very difficult without you

2

putting up some money/ big money/ to start with to

3

get anybody to even bid it.

4

go through a lot of work to design/ get bids/ before

5

they can even make a presentation to you.

Because they've got to

So that's the only negative to it is you're

6
7

going to have to

like if you were all contractors

8

and I wanted you to build this room and I'd done it

9

on a design build/ I've got to give each of you at

10

least $50/000 for you to go out and hire somebody to

11

do it/ or you're not even going to bid.

12

especially in Hawaii now.

13

right now of doing the Lanai station/ I'm not sure

14

I'd get anybody to even bid it.

15

that to do a design build/ I don't -- I don't know

16

who I could get to do a design build right now

17

reasonable.

18

expensive but much, much more cost controlled.

19

that's the difference.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And

If I was in the process

Everybody's so busy

So design build is usually more

Thank you for your comment.

21

Counsel.

22

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

So

Corporation

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just

23

wanted to provide some clarification on the question

24

that was asked regarding the security system.

25

just had spoke with Denny just to confirm.
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1

meant by when he said that the contract is for

2

current and future buildings is that the County had

3

made a decision that it was going to go with this

4

particular system, so what it means is that in the

5

future when we have future

6

want to use that same system, because, you know, the

7

access cards and everything would work, but we have

8

to enter into another contract to get the system

9

installed.

future buildings, we

This one contract that we're talking

10

about does not -- the scope does not include, you

11

know, future buildings.

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And that would be the contract with

American Executive Security, Inc.?

14

MR. SCHWIND:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

As the subcontractor (inaudible)
Yeah, I'm sorry, Denny, we're going to need

16

you on the record, please.

17

the record identify yourself, please, Mr. Schwind.

18

MR. SCHWIND:

Thank you.

Please for

My name is Dennis Schwind, Mr. Chair.

The

19

contract that you're referring to is a contract

20

Du-Watts Electric, who was the prime contractor when

21

we went out for a Countywide security system back in

22

2001.

23

which Security Resources was the subcontractor and

24

became the Countywide hardware and software standard

25

that we're using for access control and closed

I believe the contract was awarded in 2002 in
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1

circuit television systems in various County

2

facilities.

3

security company as prime and the electrical

4

contractor as the sub.

5

with the electrical contractor as the prime and the

6

security system as the subcontractor.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Some proposals came in with the

Okay.

This particular one came in

The reason why it's interesting for

8

us is of course Police indicated to us that they

9

were planning to utilize a security system that was

10

15,000 -- if I remember correctly, Mr. Schwind,

11

$15,000 cheaper or less expensive for something

12

that

13

much more using the contractor we have now if they

14

basically would be providing what the County will

15

need for the current facilities?

16

respond?

17

MR. SCHWIND:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. SCHWIND:

if it was appropriate.

Why would it cost so

Are you able to

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Schwind.
It's not an apple-to-apple comparison,

20

because we're bringing in different technology.

21

We're bringing in technology that provides microchip

22

technology within each of the security badges that

23

allows the card to be used in not only the Lanai

24

Police Station, but the Lahaina Police Station,

25

Wailuku Police Station.

It also can be used for
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1

biometric accessibility.

For example, the vault

2

area and the telecommunications area down at the

3

service center has biometric finger print reader on

4

it, using that technology.

5

we're using there also serves this need for the

6

biometric system.

So the technology that

So it's not, again, an apple-to-apple

7

8

comparison.

There were also some differences in the

9

original cost proposal from the subcontractor for

10

Western Engineering and in the final proposal that

11

we got from them when they compared against Security

12

Resources, but by and large it's due to the change

13

in technology.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well, thank you for your comments.

15

Quick, Members, any questions for Mr. Schwind before

16

we wrap up the Lanai safety project?

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
right?

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21
22

Mr. Schwind's coming back, though,

Ms. Tavares.
We're going to have an opportunity

to talk to Mr. Schwind about the security system?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, I was going to take a short recess and

23

then continue the security system and then also the

24

responses of -- from the Department, any questions

25

regarding the responses from the Department and
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1

Mr. Kulp, and I believe we'll be able to wrap up

2

more or less around 4:00 p.m. to allow Mr. Nishiki

3

his Committee's requirements.

4

five-minute recess! Members, to stretch and then

5

we'll get back and wrap up the day.

6

(Gavel) .

So we'll take a

Recess.

3:02 p.m.

7

RECESS:

8

RECONVENE:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3: 17 p.m.

(Gavel).

Okay.

We shall bring this

10

Committee meeting back to order.

We do have

11

responses back from the Department! both -- again!

12

Members! with an April 2nd transmittal -- or date

13

upon the documentation.
Since we were talking regarding Lanai project

14
15

and the security system subject did come up! why

16

don't we finish up that discussion before we move on

17

to the responses on the other April 2nd

18

communication.

19

with us at this time.

20

that document available to you! Members.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if -- thank you.

Mr. Schwind is

Let me ask if all of you have

The thick one or the --

It's the thick one! which has as an

23

attachment.

The amendment to the contract C197

24

1973 regarding smart card! and then since we have

25

Mr. Schwind to help provide some responses to your
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up to members that may have a question regarding the

3

American Executive Security, Inc. program as well as

4

if there's any questions regarding the contractor

5

Du-Watts Electric and its ability to perform.

6
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7
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8
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MR. SCHWIND:

Mr. Chair, no comments.

Ready to answer any

questions.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

13

questions?

You can pass.

14

like additional time.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members?

Mr. Carroll,

I'll return if you would

Mr. Kane?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Yeah, in regards to that --

Microphone, please.

Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Sorry.

You know what, Jay had

2

spoken about the security system, that the County of

3

Maui, we do have a contract with someone in regards

4

to security and the security system for the Lanai

5

station should come from that contract.

6

any area in the contract that states that it needs

7

to be part of Maui County that provides that

8

security system?

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Is there

Mr. Schwind.

10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

11

MR. SCHWIND:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. SCHWIND:

For all new facilities.

The contract -- Mr. Chair.
Yes, please, Mr. Schwind.
The contract refers to the number of

14

facilities throughout the three-island County area.

15

In addition, it refers to the capabilities that

16

assist them to be able to support doors, which each

17

door would be considered a control point, and that

18

the specifications required the system to support I

19

think up to 20,000 employees.

20

behind the original purchase of the security system

21

was to purchase the system that became the

22

Countywide standard that had the capability of

23

supporting not only this building, which was the

24

original customer of the system, but facilities on

25

all three islands.

So that the concept

We expanded to the Lanai Police
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1

Station, the Lahaina Police Station, the service

2

center, and this building also.

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares, questions?
So the system that you've

6

designed, that entry system, I heard you say in

7

response to the earlier question was that the

8

security systems would then be the same for Lanai

9

and Maui and Molokai so that the access to the

10

building would be controlled by a system on this

11

card entry kind of thing for

12

a police officer on Maui loses their card and

13

somebody picks it up and they know that all the

14

systems use the same card, they can access the

15

station on Molokai and Lanai with that card?

16

what kind of system breaches, I guess, protection

17

breach protection is built into this?

18

be different codes for each station?

19

MR. SCHWIND:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. SCHWIND:

okay.

So let's say

Or

Or would it

The -- Mr. Chair.
Mr. Schwind.
The concept behind a Countywide security

22

system is that based on programming, the same card

23

can be used to open multiple -- open the doors at

24

multiple facilities based on the authorization of

25

that particular department head.

In the case of our
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1

Finance Department r the Finance Director has

2

authorized County employees -- non-Finance County

3

employees access to the County building from 7:30 to

4

5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

5

will not work on SaturdaYr Sundaysr or holidays.

6

each card can be uniquely programmed to provide

7

access depending on the individual that's in

8

authority to authorize the access of each of those

9

cards.

That same card
So

In high secured areas r the need to have a

10

supplemental code would be the biometric system in

11

which the card will not open a secured area unless

12

it's accompanied by the correct fingerprint.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. SCHWIND:

Okay .

There are also other safeguards r which are

15

the combination of the card plus a key pad r so it's

16

a combination of both.

17

soon as the card is lost or misplaced r it can

18

instantaneously -- instantaneouslYr that's a big

19

word, sorry

20

notified -- or in the case of Police Department r

21

once their security administrator is notified that

22

the card has been lost r just due to a programming

23

changer the card will no longer work.

24

safeguards built in.

25

Also r the policy is that as

be deactivated.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So once I'm

So there are

So these ID cards that you
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1

recently arranged for County employees to have, the

2

ones with our pictures on it, are these the same ID

3

cards that are going to be used for this system?

4

MR. SCHWIND:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. SCHWIND:

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Schwind.
Yes, right now we are issuing a combination

7

of ID cards, picture IDs, and security cards.

For

8

example, the lifeguards in Kihei are issued an ID

9

card but it's not a security card.

It looks the

10

same, but it will not open any doors.

11

that provide security, again, would be a card that

12

would be issued for the Police Department or for our

13

Finance Department.

14

second floor that opens up the service center down

15

at the Maui Mall.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

The cards

The same card will work in the

So if we have a -- we have this

17

one ID card, the one we have now, and you put a key

18

entry system or card entry system in this building,

19

will it be on the same ID card or will we have to

20

have two cards?

21

MR. SCHWIND:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. SCHWIND:

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Schwind.
It will be the same card.

That's one of the

24

things we looked at when we were looking at bringing

25

in the system.

Right now the County is using ID
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cards at the Police Department, Fire Department,

2

Liquor, Prosecutors, Finance, and Water Department,

3

so they all have separate cards.

4

to access those five facilities, you'd have to have

5

five separate cards.

6

your card will open the Finance Monday through

7

Friday 7:30 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.

8

card.

9

building and to other facilities, based on the

And if you needed

In this case, for example,

So it's the same

As we expand the system throughout this

10

Director in that facility authorization, the same

11

card can be used to access those other facilities.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

MR. SCHWIND:

Thank you.

Mr. Chair.

Plus, one of the other advantages, if I

15

could add to that, is the system also accounts for

16

who's accessing the facility at what time.

17

we ever get to the point where we have a security

18

guard, we can actually see the photograph off of the

19

card appear on the operator's counsel for sight

20

verification, should we ever need to get to that

21

point, but basically right now, because we're only

22

carding in and not carding out of the door -- for

23

example, if someone comes into Finance at 5:30 in

24

the morning on Saturday morning, the system will

25

show that Dennis Schwind came in at that time, but
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1

it doesn't -- because you don't card out, it doesn't

2

know what time I left the building, but that is a

3

functionality or capability of the same system

4

should we ever get to that point.
The Police Department are going to use that

5
6

technology in their evidence room where you have to

7

both card in and card out.

8

you cheat, if you walk out behind someone, your card

9

will not work because you carded in and you didn't

And if you piggyback, if

10

card back out.

So there's a lot of safeguards built

11

into this system that we're just kind of using the

12

surface of right now.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. SCHWIND:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

the question.

18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

No.

Telepathy occurred.

Terrific.

Mr. Carroll, do you have a

question for Mr. Schwind?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Mateo?

No, I don't.

Mr. Molina?
No.

Mr. Ni shiki ?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yes.

Are you going to expand

2

the card key or the smart cards to places like, you

3

know, our wells so that we know, you know, when

4

those places are entered and who entered?

5

MR. SCHWIND:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. SCHWIND:

Mr. Chai r .
Mr. Schwind.
Yes, let me give you a brief synopsis of

8

where welre going with this system.

9

this building.

I'll start with

We have -- welre in the process of

10

finalizing a contract to expand the system to the

11

first and third floor before June of this year.

12

Welre also looking at, again, the Lanai Police

13

Station.

14

And also welre looking at the back end of the War

15

Memorial where Parks Department has some staff and

16

they keep -- there's a lot of personnel records down

17

there, their mail, and a lot of times there's no one

18

in that area.

19

for this year.

20

I know that's an issue in this Committee.

So welre looking at those three areas

In regards to other facilities, the Homeland

21

Security Agency required that our Water Department

22

do an accessibility -- vulnerability study that was

23

completed in December.

24

identifies certain areas that need to be monitored

25

with closed circuit television.

Part of that study

And I canlt go into
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1

a lot of details, but the same system will be used

2

to monitor remote site storage facilities, pumping

3

stations for the Water Department.

4

looking at non-water facilities, wherever therels

5

chemicals stored.

6

at a lot of our pools and stuff like that, putting

7

surveillance cameras in those facilities.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Welre also

For example, chlorine is stored

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Any other questions for Mr. Schwind?

10

I think he gave very good responses to your

11

questions, and I appreciate your comments.

12

else, Members?

13

as the program continues to be implemented, if you

14

would be kind enough to give Council periodic status

15

reports on the implementation progress of the

16

program, we would appreciate it.

17
18

('""-
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MR. SCHWIND:

We would just ask Mr. Schwind that

Mr. Chair, I would appreciate some

additional funding for

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. SCHWIND:

Anything

105

if possible.

Have you requested it?
Yeah, somehow it doesnlt make it through the

21

budget process, but we are looking at homeland

22

security monies for next year, but any additional

23

monies would help me in terms of the 4th, 6th, and

24

9th floor in this building.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Four -- 4th is --
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2

MR. SCHWIND:

Somehow 100,000 rings a bell.

I'm not sure

why.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. SCHWIND:

4th floor is departments of?
Housing and Human Concerns, GIS.

6th floor

5

is a kind of a challenge.

6

Services, Economic Development, Procurement, and

7

MIS, and as you all know the 9th floor is the

8

Mayor's Office and Corporation Counsel.

9
10
11
12
13
14

(".
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

It has Personnel

I think you missed -- I think you missed

the floors that would have made the difference.
MR. SCHWIND:

Well, we did -- we did an assessment on your

floor and the cost figures are forthcoming.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Didn't hear seven and eight, so -- but

thank you for your comments, Mr. Schwind.

15

MR. SCHWIND:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You're welcome.
It is much appreciated.

17

else for Mr. Schwind?

18

for your presence this afternoon.

19

MR. SCHWIND:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, anything

If not, thank you very much

Thank you.
Okay, Members, let us continue to move on.

21

I believe we can wrap up.

We have the other

the

22

second transmittal from Mr. Kulp regarding

23

preliminary questions that are raised from the March

24

18th, 2004 meeting.

25

numbers with a bold response comment back from the

You see the questions under the
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Department.

2
3

comments?

4

Mr. Kane?

5

Anything on Number I?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Carroll?

Mr. Chair, did you intend to ask for

6

a clarification of this response of Number 1 as our

7

Chair?

8
9

10

~..

Members, questions regarding the responses or

CHAIR HOKAMA:

If none of the members was going to ask,

the Chair was going to entertain those type of
questions to the Director.

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. KULP:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

1111 yield.

Okay.

Mr. Mateo?
I yield too.

Mr. Molina?
Same.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?

Okay.

No.

Follow your lead, sir.

Thank you.

Mr. Director.

Yes, Chair.
The question that was provided to you was

regarding an Organizational Systems Officer with a
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1

proviso, which in the Budget Ordinance restricts the

2

use of the E/P count as well as the funds.

3

like to ask, one, how was it reallocated and under

4

what authorization was that reallocation done?

5

MR. KULP:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. TAIRA:

I would

I will defer to my First Assistant to explain.
Mr. Taira, your comments, please.

The LTA position at -- the Organizational

8

Systems Officer was reallocated to a Clerk Typist

9

III.

Primarily in terms of the greater need for the

10

Department at the time for a temporary clerk.

11

you know, the Office of -- or Department of

12

Management has one secretary and the rest is

13

professional staff in one form or another.

14

As

Insofar as the limitation, it just -- here we

15

have a problem in the sense that -- we interpret

16

that to mean a limitation as to the

17

exceed, as opposed to not be less than.

18

words, an EM5 level is a pricing concept and not a

19

classification concept.

20

position at a higher level.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

not to
In other

So we didn't price the

However, the language was specific

22

in that the personnel position would -- shall be

23

only used for an Organizational Systems Officer.

24

how would you interpret that that can be used for

25

something else?
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MR. TAIRA:

From program management standpoint, it has

2

been my understanding, working with the program

3

management idea since it was installed under

4

Lingle's Administration, that the E/P count and the

5

salary total were the only limitations.

6

classification powers to the Council would be

7

exceeding, I think, its authority, but this is a

8

legal question that has to be answered by

9

Corporation Counsel.

To render

Even those classes that we

10

recommend to be established in the budgetary session

11

is not definite because classification is strictly a

12

DPS process and it's in their (inaudible) that the

13

class be established.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Corporation Counsel, response?

15

MS. FUJITA-VILLAROSA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I did send

16

an email out to try to gather more information on

17

this topic, but I haven't gotten a reply back, but

18

just from looking at the language, you know, if --

19

if, for instance, DPS deemed that this

20

classification wasn't proper, then the

21

position would just not be established or the

22

Department can come back for an amendment to the

23

budget.

24

into it, because I don't know any of the history

25

behind this or how it was actually accomplished.

But beyond that, I would need to
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I would ask Staff to forward the

2

formal request to Department of Corporation Counsel,

3

and I want you to highlight Section 20 of the Budget

4

Ordinance, which is a County law that states whoever

5

intentionally or knowingly violates this ordinance,

6

shall be fined not more than 1,000 or imprisoned not

7

more than 30 days or both.

8

understood.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

(-'.
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And I want that clearly

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
Also, can I get a clarification from

the Managing Director's Office?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Proceed, please.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Based on the interpretation that you

15

just described and because you folks went ahead and

16

moved forward, was there any consultation?

17

you've stated yourself, Mr. Taira, that this is a

18

legal question.

19

Corporation Counsel prior to proceeding with this

20

with this move?

21

MR. TAIRA:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. TAIRA:

Because

Was there any consultation with

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Taira.

In answer to Councilmember Kane's question, I

24

do not believe there was a consultation at this

25

point.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay.

Staff, I would also request that you

3

work with Corporation Counsel.

4

up the language, so be it.

5

documents.

6

think we made policy clear.

7

and not interpreted.

We'll lock it up in the

Any other comments on question I?

I

It is to be implemented

Question 2, Members, Organizational Systems

8

9

If we've got to lock

Officer is no longer requested.

However, a Clerk

10

Typist position is proposed.

11

filled?

12

response is Clerk Typist III that they've converted

13

is still vacant.

14

controlled by the E/P count, request for funding

15

should not be considered an expansion.

16

not required to fund either, Members.

17

the Department?

18

MR. KULP:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. KULP:

Is the position

Should this be considered expansion?

The

Since expansion is currently

And you are
Comments from

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

We interviewed quite a few people to fill this

21

position and did not find an applicant that we

22

thought at this time was what we wanted to see so we

23

didn't fulfill the position this year, and we

24

request that you fill it next year because as our

25

demands for secretarial and clerical assistance
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2

increases, the position would be fully utilized.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

So what is the Department's current ongoing

3

efforts with DPS?

4

available to you, Mr. Kulp?

5

MR. TAIRA:

Are you looking at other options

We have requested the Department of Personnel

6

Services for a list.

7

office at the moment, but we have not finished with

8

the interviews at this point, primarily because of

9

our budget requirements demanding all our time.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We have a list on -- in our

Questions by the member regarding Number 2?

11

Seeing none.

12

to the Department was explain the difference between

13

the Organizational Systems Officer and a Management

14

Analyst.

15

their opinion an OSO is of a higher level than that

16

of the requested Management Analyst.

17

an OSO would be supervising a Management Analyst.

18

Any additional comments, Department?

19

MR. TAIRA:

The third question that was provided

You see the response, Members, that it is

Conceptually

If I recall correctly, the OSO that you folks

20

recommended at an EM5 level is much, much higher

21

than the Management Analyst that -- priced at an

22

SR-24.

23

as a super journey level classification being able

24

to do the hardest and most difficult type of

25

management analytical work.

The SR-24 is what they classify in DPS term

Concurrently, it is
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1

part of the ELlS concept, because not only must we

2

integrate the data to produce the information that

3

we require, we also need to review the business

4

processes that we are currently using and to see

5

that we improve it, improve the work flow,

6

streamline the process, et cetera.

7
8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Questions, Members, on this response by the

Department?
MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

I'd like to add a little bit more to what

12

Mr. Taira just said.

13

will work with -- at least it is conceived that he

14

would work with the State's direct -- Assistant

15

Director of the Hawaii Small Business Development

16

Center, Mr. Rian Lau.

17

working in the area of measurable management.

18

The Management Analyst also

In this -- he would be

Currently that particular program is being

19

installed and instituted in the County of Kauai.

20

They're in the preliminary stages of it.

21

been working at it for several months now and are

22

having the beginnings of success.

23

with their Public Works Department to try to improve

24

efficiencies.

25

Analyst will begin to absorb the technology, as we

They've

They're working

It is our hope that the Management
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1

go through the process of trying to upgrade our

2

front line management and our workers with better

3

management technologies, so they can make better

4

decisions and improve our efficiencies, that this

5

person will then be able to take that same

6

technology to department after department as he or

7

she becomes more familiar with it.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Any other -- anyone has a

question regarding the Department's response?
Number 4, explain the difference between a

10

11

CTO, or Chief Technology Officer, and a Chief

12

Information Officer, or CIO.

13

paraphrase, the CTO is technology oriented.

14

believe the CIO is more business oriented.

15

believe that the CIO would be of a senior management

16

position, while a CTO, or the technology officer,

17

would be at a lower level.

18

don't implement our policy that will be true.

19

Comments, Department?

20

MR. TAIRA:

Briefly, Members, to
They
They

And that is if they

As -- as mentioned earlier, ELlS is a key

21

component of this entire drive.

The idea very

22

basically is to be able to gather data from

23

independent databases that are scattered throughout

24

the County, real property tax, for example, or

25

Planning Department information or Public Works'
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1

database and what have you, and to be able to

2

extract the data in a meaningful way so that the

3

data can be presented as an information to the

4

managers.

Right now this is not possible.

The CIO in addition to being more business

5

6

oriented will be the visionary in terms of what type

7

of information would be necessary and meaningful to

8

the managers of the -- of the department, as well as

9

Council.

The CTO, on the other hand, would be the

10

one who says to do what you want, we need these

11

things and become more hardware/software oriented

12

and knowledgeable, whereas the CIO would be the one

13

to determine the type of information, the manner of

14

presentation as we envision it.

15
16

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you, Department.

Any questions

or comments regarding the Department's comments?
Okay, Number 5, before we bring this up, the

18

Staff is checking with Corporation Counsel because

19

of the new Office of Information Practices and the

20

ability of this body to properly protect certain

21

personnel positions regarding certain specific

22

information.

23

Corporation -- or First Deputy Ms. Villarosa-Fujita

24

whether this information can be public or is it

25

required to go in executive session.

Staff is checking with Deputy

So we will
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skip that Number 5 at this time.

2

We had a question 6, request an explanation

3

of funds under repair and maintenance services and

4

contracts, 42-446, professional services, 60,OOOi

5

miscellaneous, 80,OOOi rentals, 35,000.

6

response, Members, highlighted on page 3 by the

7

Department, you see their breakdown of their totals.

8

Understand Rand M they have janitorial service for

9

CIP office in our annex, continued security

In the

10

projects, and renovation of second floor space of

11

the former Wailuku Police -- Post Office, excuse me.
Professional services 35,000 is for the next

12
13

phase in design of building security, 25,000 for ADA

14

litigation.

15

is for a measurable management training and 30,000

16

is for an ELIS consultant.

17

it is for a rental of 1,000 square foot of space for

18

increased staff expansion of Managing Director's

19

Office and MIS that will require such space.

20

Mr. Kulp, any comments on -- on Number 6?

21

MR. KULP:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. KULP:

Out of the 80,000 miscellaneous, 50,000

Under rentals of 35,000,

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

Clearly we need to keep Jay's office clean,

24

because he'll be coming in with muddy boots.

25

security projects are ongoing, and we need to move
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forward.

2

Denny, and we know the value of them, at least I

3

hope that the value of them has been projected

4

correctly.

5

We heard the explanation earlier from

The second floor of the post office offers us

6

an opportunity to do two forms of storage.

One is a

7

secured storage area and the other is a less than

8

secured storage area.

9

itself, but the secured storage would be for

The building is secured in

10

prosecutors to use.

11

would be the mauka side of the building.

12

side, which just has the windows on it, we would

13

open it for a more open storage for general storage.

14

The reason we want to move to the second floor is

15

we're having a water problem down in the basement

16

and it's causing us a lot of problems, periodically

17

damaging records and causing other associated

18

problems with it.

19

And we're visualizing that
The other

If we could renovate that second floor, we

20

could seal the doors on the one side and put locks

21

on it; therefore, making it so that only the people

22

from the Prosecutor's Office and other authorized

23

individuals could get in.

24

in most of the fixtures, at least the conduits are

25

in place.

We could hang up lights

It may be a relatively simple renovation
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1

to get the thing -- get the areas powered up for

2

lighting.

3

storage

4

need five lights, six lights down there, four or

5

five lights on the mauka side and several

6

receptacles fired up.

7

should allow us to do that and make that facility

8

more usable for our people and protect our records,

9

and a lot cheaper than going out and renting another

10

t

And on the makai side

t

for the general

the same type of area, we think we maybe

And we feel that $20,000

facility to put our records in.

11

The professional services, $35,000 for the

12

design, that would be the design I believe for this

13

building on the different floors.

14

construction.

15

it.

16

that we have to have vis-a-vis -- well, I believe

17

it's the Skaff case.

18

$80,000 miscellaneous, which is split between

19

measurable management and the ELlS program.

20

$50,000 was somewhat referred to here earlier with

21

Mr. Lau and the Small Business Development Center.

22

This would afford us the opportunity to -- you know,

23

I believe working at least two different departments

24

this year and try to get numerous people started in

25

this direction, which I hope in the future will

It is not for the

It is just the engineering side of

The ADA litigation is an ongoing litigation

Is that correct?
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1

provide great returns to the County of Maui in both

2

the improved performance by our employees and also

3

lower costs.

4

provide some guidance as we begin ramp up on the

5

project.

And $30,000 is an ELlS consultant to

The final 35,000 speaks for itself.

6

We're

7

going to need some space to rent, to be able to put

8

some bodies in and -- as we expand out over the

9

course of the year.

We feel that this will be

10

adequate, because most of the -- as we hire people,

11

they won't all come on the first day.

12

over the course of the year as we hire people on,

13

and this should be able to do us for this first

14

year.

15
16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It will be

And, Mr. Kulp, can you tell us where you

would be considering that rental site to be?

17

MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

We haven't identified.

We've looked around at

20

some of the commercial property and found this as

21

a -- as a typical rate for square footage and not

22

unusual, and therefore, we use it as a -- as a rule

23

of thumb number.

24

picked out, nor do we have a contract signed.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We don't have a particular place

Would this include the CAM?
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MR. KULP:

I believe, yes.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, any questions

3

regarding the response from the Department regarding

4

Question No.6?

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, on the miscellaneous,

8

80,000, that measurable management training, you

9

held up some paper and you had a reference to

10

Mr. Lau.

11

have a copy of it?

12

MR. KULP:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. KULP:

15

What is that you were holding up and do we

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

I just received this fax a few minutes ago.

can have a copy made and distribute it to everybody.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

Mr. Chair.

18
19
20

I

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I would like to see that,

We will ask Mr. Kulp for his

assistance in being able to duplicate that document.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And then on the ELlS system, I

21

don't know if we were -- if we even need to go back

22

to that again, but, you know, I haven't read -- read

23

it over lately.

24

looking for regarding that program is to look at the

25

tie in of all of our existing databases, what's its

I guess what I'm looking -- I'm
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1

relationship to KIVA.

2

really doesn't have a relationship with GIS, or

3

maybe it does.

4

that this is some program that we need at this time.

5

Who needs the information to cross over that much

6

that we can't -- you know, I guess what is the need

7

for this?

,,-..

In other words, I'm not convinced

I mean I haven't heard from anybody in the

8
9

We already found out it

community about not being able to get certain

10

information.

And the most -- I think the most

11

requests that I get have to do with the KIVA system.

12

So I'm not -- I guess I don't understand exactly how

13

this -- this system or this program is going to be

14

so valuable for us, and I really don't want an

15

explanation today on this.

16

if there's some kind of a flow chart or some kind of

17

a chart representation of how this will integrate or

18

what is the -- I guess my question is what is the

19

benefit to the public for doing this system?

20

will be the public's benefit?

21

my question.

22

the benefit to the departments in the County of

23

Maui?

24

this -- if we can get that information about this

25

Mr. Lau, that would be helpful.

I would like to have

What

That would be I guess

And then my second question is what is

Yeah, those are the two about that.
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1
2

security project, the 35,000 and the 20,000, it's

3

55,000, is this the money that Mr. Schwind would be

4

overseeing as far as those systems?

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. KULP:

7

8
9

Mr. Kulp, if you can please respond.

Mr. Chair, yes, they would be down in his

Department.

He'd be using them.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So is this the money he thinks is

not in the budget?

10

MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

This is not the money that he has -- that is in

13

his Department that he was referring to as

14

additional monies.

15

construction.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MR . KULP:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ye s .

That would be monies for

Oh, construction money?

Ye s , rna' am.
Okay.

So the 20,000 is not for

19

construction, the first one?

20

design phase?

21

MR. KULP:

It's still in the

I think -- I believe that is the continuing of

22

repair and maintenance of the systems that we have

23

in place, the 20,000.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

So the 35,000 would be the

design?
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MR. KULP:

That is correct.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES:

4

MR. KULP:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. KULP:

Excuse me, Mr. Chair.

Okay, thank you.
Thank you for that information.

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

Councilwoman Tavares asked some penetrating

7

questions vis-a-vis the ELlS system there, and if it

8

is possible in a very short manner if I could ask

9

Mr. Ching to come up and just address those

10

directly those questions about the value to the

11

public and the value to the community in the County

12

I would appreciate it if he could do that right at

13

this time, if the Chair so sees fit.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I would prefer Mr. Ching help prepare a

15

written response, because I want him to -- because I

16

would like to expand on that request.

17

forward it to you because I would like to have

18

Mr. Ching be able to tie in under the office of the

19

Mayor we have the existing program called E-Tech,

20

which has a relationship to Alice also under the

21

Mayor's program area.

22

of your Details, under the Mayor's Office, Members,

23

you also will see that there is two executive

24

assistants for E-Tech.

25

would be -- in the expansion of Ms. Tavares'

And if you look on page 12-20

And so part of the request
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question r would be what is the E-Tech role in ELlS?

2

And that way I think maybe Mr. Ching can then

3

provide a better response and tie in, again, the

4

role with Department of Management.

5

MR. TAIRA:

Mr. Chair.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

MR. TAIRA:

Mr. Taira.

As a reminder r Mr. Ching and Mr. Verkerke

8

distributed a document on ELlS complete with

9

diagrams r and I think there's a flow chart in there r

10

if I'm not mistaken r showing you how all the various

11

databases would be converged and would be

12

manipulated to provide reports in the various what

13

we term datamarks r depending upon the information

14

that you requested.

15

to give you an oral presentation at your convenience

16

to answer all these questions regarding -- regarding

17

ELlS.

18

I'm sure Mr. Ching will be glad

This warehousing system is -- concept is

19

although very old r in a sense it's ten or 15 years

20

old r the technology and the methodology is

21

relatively recent and it is getting a lot of

22

interest nationwide.

23

data from various databases and to present it in a

24

format that is

25

interpret, and it's uniform along databases so that

The idear again, is to grab

is easy to read, easy to
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we can do that.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Mr. Taira.

Mr. Taira is

3

correct, Members.

You have a March 17th document

4

that we received in Budget and Finance I believe

5

through Mr. Verkerke or MIS.

6

the Chair is happy to have Staff provide that for

7

you.

8

allocate time to be able to entertain a discussion

9

between Mr. Ching and anyone else the Committee

So if you need copies,

And then in response we'll -- the Chair will

10

requires in the continuation of this before a

11

decision is made regarding this request.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

One second, please, Mr. Kane.

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, regarding the -- I have the

15

handout there, and actually what I was going to ask,

16

who wrote this?

17

MR. TAIRA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. TAIRA:

Was it Mr. Verkerke?

It was a joint

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Taira.

It was primarily authored by Mr. Ching.

We

20

all had a hand in it in terms of reading over it,

21

editing, and adding to it, but based -- the basic

22

work is Mr. Ching's.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Well, you know, you guys got to

24

help us a lot.

And, you know, I sort of briefly

25

went through this, very briefly.

That's why I
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didn't want to get into in depth discussion really

2

now, but I still go back to, you know, the County of

3

Maui does what it does because we're supposed to be

4

serving its community.

5

technocrats, those of us that are sitting here.

6

represent the general public.

7

this document down to Kaahumanu Center and showed it

8

to the people who were working around this center

9

and ask them any of you -- can you read this and

We

If I were to take

10

tell me what I should do about it as your

11

representative, I would have a really hard time

12

expecting any kind of intelligent answer from

13

people.

14

~

And we are not the

So what I'm asking is because, you know,

15

given the pressures of the budget and other things

16

that the Council is doing, if there can be a

17

simplified version of this presented to us that

18

focuses, like I said, on, first, what is the benefit

19

to the public at large and, secondly, what is the

20

benefit to the departments.

21

to know about silos and all that kind of stuff.

I

22

just need to know what the heck is the benefit.

I

23

mean, now that I know what metadata is, that's all

24

the I want.

25

sitting here can tell me you understand this

You know, I don't need

And if any of the members here --
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1

document, please have dinner with me and explain it

2

to me.

I'd be happy to.
I mean you folks

But, you know, I just

3

4

realize the amount of paperwork that we get during

5

this budget process, and we don't have the time or

6

the expertise to go through a document like this

7

that's very -- has a lot of technical terms in it

8

and it's trying to justify something that I'm sure

9

is justifiable, but I can't see it.

10

And that's why

I asked if it could be discussed later, Mr. Chair.

11

MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

We will make sure that there is a document

14

that's much clearer than this to provide to you to

15

explain what the ELIS system is.

16

this is a tremendous opportunity, and we will create

17

something that will explain it layman's terminology.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

I would appreciate it.

Thank you very much.

20

appreciated, Managing Director.

21

questions?

22

We firmly believe

Your comment is much
Members, any other

Mr. Kane?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

No, Mr. Chair.

Earlier I

23

interjected, and I apologize.

I wanted to echo

24

Member Tavares'

25

and I did spend time reading through this, and it

because I too read through this,
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1

didn't respond to the initial request of how it

2

benefits the public.

3

lot of -- you know, and I saw some hands go up in

4

the air when the question was first asked, and maybe

5

because this is a day -- an everyday thing that they

6

live, but as Member Tavares stated, and I'll

7

reiterate it as well, we represent the pUblic.

8

all we ask is something that's layman's terms,

9

people can read and understand and what they're

10

It talks about a

So

going to benefit.
Because, quite frankly, there's hundreds of

11

f'

It doesn't.

12

thousands of dollars that are being asked for here,

13

hundreds of thousands of dollars.

14

needs to understand and we as representatives of the

15

public need to understand how we can justify these

16

types of requests.

17

to this department and to the Managing Director'S

18

office to make sure that they're clear in explaining

19

this to us.

20

mad if we say no, bottom line, simple.

21

I think it's important that we get it in layman's

22

terms.

23

explanation is understandable and something that we

24

can agree to and we can see the benefit that you

25

folks are proposing to us, then that's great and the

And so the public

And so it's up to the -- it's up

Because if you don't, then don't get
So I echo.

And if it's something that through your
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1

public will benefit, but until you do so, then we

2

have communication problems.

3

unfortunate, because then everybody loses.

4

MR. KULP:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. KULP:

And that's

Mr. Chair.
Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Yes, Mr. Kulp.

I concur with the Council Chair that clarity,

7

simplicity is the beauty of understanding, and we

8

need to do a lot better job on this than we have at

9

this point.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Again, thank you for your -- your comment,

11

and we will look forward to an addendum, if

12

anything, that will, again, help bring down the

13

concept to a more elementary level.

14

mean that derogatorily, but a basic level so that,

15

yes, it's a much easier

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

And I don't

User friendly.

Thank you.

That's a good terminology from

the --

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

User friendly.

-- from the technology, user friendly.

Okay.

Council friendly.
Anything else on Number 6, Members?

23

If not, I would like to go back to Number 5.

24

the -- we have requested some guidance.

25

Counsel has informed us that we are able to speak
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1

about Question No.5, which is regarding the First

2

Assistant to the Mapaging Director.

3

Is it an appointed position?

4

the position is appointed.

5

proposed salary?

6

85,000.

7

and functions.

8

the Department.

The response is:

Yes,

If so, what is the

The salary is currently set at

We asked for a brief explanation of duties
You have a list that is provided by
Any additional comment?

Well, first of all, just so we can maybe

9
10

understand regarding the salary, Mr. Kulp, in an

11

appointed position, what -- is it based off some

12

kind of salary schedule or how is the basis set for

13

the figure that is provided?

14

MR. TAIRA:

I happen to be in a unique position.

Based

15

upon Corporation Counsel's opinion, my salary is not

16

set by Salary Commission.

17

is between negotiation of -- between myself and the

18

Mayor.

19

~

The question:

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It is not classified.

It

Okay, you've heard it from Mr. Taira

20

himself, that it is a negotiable amount set between

21

an agreement between the Mayor and whoever is the

22

First Assistant to the Managing Director.

23

questions?

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Chair.

Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Isn't the First Assistant position

title equivalent to a Deputy Director?
MR. TAIRA:

That's correct.

The law specifies that you

4

can have a First Assistant or a Deputy Director.

5

However, the Charter just says Directors and

6

Deputies.

7

opined that my salary was not within the purview of

8

the Salary Commission.

9
10

11
12

Consequently, the Corporation Counsel

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

position even appointed?
MR. TAIRA:

Other than the fact that it's allowed by law,

both by

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. TAIRA:

15

say.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

allow it?
MR. TAIRA:

State law?

State law and by Charter, I don't know else to

16

18

So under what authority is this

And where in the Charter does it

The Managing Director can establish necessary

19

positions and staff, to paraphrase the section of

20

the Charter.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

MR. TAIRA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

MR. TAIRA:

Can establish?

Yeah.
Okay.

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Chair.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm sorry.

One second, Members, please.

I'm trying to

3

review the Charter myself.

4

Department of Management, so I'm going to need to

5

Mr. Taira, is there a specific place that you would

6

be able to direct us where this ability is?

7

MR. TAIRA:

I don't see it under

Mr. Chair, in the Charter it just says in the

8

organization there shall be a Department of

9

Management consisting of the Managing Director and

10

the necessary staff, and then in the HRS and under

11

76, 77-2, I believe, it allows for a department head

12

to -- to be appointed as well as a First Assistant

13

or Deputy Director.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, I just ask because I kind of

16

recall way back when the problem that the Parks

17

Department had trying to get a Deputy Director of

18

Parks, and so I'm a little bit

19

it that well, so I'll just wait.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

well, I don't know

Any other questions?

21

Okay, Mr. Kane, we will -- I will be happy to

22

recognize you.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Kane.
The reason for the March 31st
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1

correspondence back to you and us as the members

2

from the Mayor that includes the minutes of the

3

Salary Commission, was that to highlight or

4

supplement the response to this question as far as

5

the discussion regarding the Salary Commission's

6

authority?

7

determined as -- because of the decision that was

8

made with respects to the issue of a Deputy Managing

9

Director versus -- and I know that there's

And in this case what was ultimately

10

Transportation stuff in there, but it seems like it

11

also helps us to understand the discussions that

12

went on between the Mayor's Office, the Managing

13

Director, and their discussion with the Salary

14

Commission to determine this position.
More specifically, Mr. Chair, in that handout

15
16

there's a portion here that states that the County

17

Council acknowledged -- and forgive me, because

18

that's where I was going over to your Staff,

19

Mr. Chair, but I highlighted it, so give me a

20

second.

21

some point -- and I'm assuming it must have been

22

last year -- in its discussions during its budget

23

sessions last year, that it states it was determined

24

that the position was already authorized and funded

25

by the County Council and that the Salary Commission

Anyway, it acknowledges that this body at
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1

was only being asked to set the salary of the

2

position.

3

where they were kind of struggling between the

4

Managing Director asking the commission regarding

5

the request from Administration to establish a

6

salary for a new Deputy Managing Director position.

7

Now, what was the back and forth was if it's a

8

Deputy Managing Director, then Salary Commission has

9

jurisdiction.

And this position would be -- and this is

If it's a First Assistant, then there

10

is no jurisdiction.

11

stated, Mr. Taira; that's correct?

12

MR. TAIRA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. TAIRA:

And that's what you just

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Taira.

That's correct.

To give you further

15

background, there was a concern in the Charter to

16

succession.

17

was used as opposed to Deputy.

18

purposes, other than the succession, I believe I

19

have the -- I serve and function as a Deputy

20

Director.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Consequently, the term First Assistant

Okay.

For all intents and

Because there's also a point

22

here that -- where Mr. Kulp provided background for

23

the Deputy Managing Director position and assured

24

the commission that the position would not include

25

the duty of standing in for the Mayor as outlined in
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the County Charter.

2

MR. TAIRA:

That's correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So can you clarify?

Because what you

4

just said sounds like you just contradicted what was

5

said.

6
7

MR. TAIRA:

That's what I meant.

The -- if you look at

the County Charter, there's a succession --

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. TAIRA:

Correct.

-- in case the Mayor goes and this kind of

10

stuff.

11

Managing Director in there, and that was Mr. Kulp's

12

concern, that if you did establish a Deputy Director

13

position, it would -- it may require a Charter

14

amendment, if that's the will of the people, but

15

so in order to avoid that, we used the term First

16

Assistant.

17

Well, there is no Deputy Director -- or

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

And then it's just back to

18

this -- so my question is -- and I believe this is

19

the discussion of Mr. Kulp, that it was determined

20

that the position was already authorized and funded

21

by the County Council.

22

to that, Mr. Kulp?

23

minutes, June 13th, 2003 meeting, which is page 2.

24

So, Members, it's kind of in the middle of this

25

March 31st, if you're interested in following along

Can you provide some clarity

And I believe this is summary
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with this discussion.

2

MR. KULP:

Mr. Chair.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. KULP:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

MR. KULP:

Mr. Kulp.

These are minutes from a year ago.
Yes.

And without looking at them, I'd have to review

7

them to remember the context of this.

In regards to

8

what you -- this discussion is, the key point, the

9

pivotal point, the keystone of it was the idea of

10

succession, and the Deputy Directorship indicate

11

would indicate almost a successionairy position.

12

And that was not to mislay the people, so we decided

13

that First Assistant was much cleaner terminology

14

not to confuse anybody.

15

succession after the Managing Director is the

16

Finance Director.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Because indeed the

Is there any official

18

communication from the Corporation Counsel's Office?

19

Because it seems like they were in the middle of

20

this whole discussion about what was authorized and

21

what wasn't.

22

way, Mr. Chair.

23

important that we have -- that -- for the purposes

24

of this question that was asked, that this kind of

25

helps us understand what evolved and how this thing

And it's on that same page, by the
That -- again, I think this is
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came about.

2

MR. TAIRA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4
5

Mr. Chair.

Counsel?
MR. TAIRA:

But is there a response?

Or some communication from Corp.

Mr. Taira.

We do -- we do have a written Corporation

6

Counsel opinion regarding the powers of the Salary

7

Commission over that of a First Assistant.

8

PersonallYI I would have loved to be under the

9

Salary Commission l but --

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

MR. TAIRA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

N0 1

I guess

-- I'm the odd ball in this organization.
Yeah.

My question l though

I

is not

13

the authority of the commission l but the -- if there

14

was a determination as to the actual titling.

15

Because at one point in this discussion, continues

16

in here

17

that she states that it would be inappropriate --

18

could not be used to describe the position.

19

I'm sorrYI forgive me.

20

Ms. Fujita-Villarosa.

21

name specificallYI but it was as a result of an

22

earlier interpretation from Corp. Counsel that First

23

Assistant to the Managing Director could not be used

24

to describe the position.

25

are summary minutes.

l

and I believe it's from Ms. Fujita-Villarosa l

Let me retract.

And,

It wasn't

It wasn't pointed out her

And unfortunately these

They're not verbatim minutesl
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1

so we're just -- we're doing the best we can with

2

what we have.

3

Anyway, Mr. Chair, I apologize for dragging

4

this issue out.

Quite frankly, you know, whatever

5

the intent is of the Chair in the question itself --

6

I think what you've provided us unintentionally or

7

intentionally, I don't know, that this document

8

for -- primarily for Transportation, the Department

9

of Transportation also is providing us with some

10

very interesting discussion regarding this position

11

that the Administration seeked out to establish as

12

far as the First Assistant or a Deputy, which is

13

described back and forth.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

But I'm done, Mr. Chair.

Okay, thank you.
Sorry for rambling on this, but it's

interesting, what's going on in here.

17

MR. TAIRA:

Mr. Chair.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. TAIRA:

Mr. Taira.

In response to Council Chair Kane's statement,

20

he's getting it from the last sentence or so of the

21

first -- or the third paragraph for the Deputy

22

Managing Director's position, and in context, if the

23

Salary Commission was to determine my salary, then

24

the term First Assistant to the Managing Director

25

could not be used.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

4

No, I understand that.

Okay.
And just to finalize.

You made that

distinction earlier.

5

MR. TAIRA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's correct.
First Assistant, they have no

7

authority.

Deputy Director, then they have

8

authority.

Correct?

9

~..
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MR. TAIRA:

That's correct.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
And maybe I can just bring it back

12

to a more basic level, Members.

One, part of the

13

reason why you have this document before you and its

14

attachments is because at the March 23rd meeting we

15

did bring up the initial discussion regarding

16

Department of Transportation.

17

people, which is a Director and Deputy and one

18

support staff.

19

concerned, in my opinion of what I've read, was

20

regarding what are they directing?

21

not set policy'regarding the direction that the

22

Department will move forward.

23

with the Department of Management, as well as

24

Department of Transportation, the Charter states

25

that there shall be a Director and necessary staff.

They have three

Of course the Salary Commission was

Because we have

And, again, while
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~,

If you believe that we need to have clarity

2

as far as the checks and balances of County

3

government go, which is the legislative branch, that

4

is us, the Council, versus the Administration and

5

the Mayor, and that you believe in the separation of

6

powers, then what we are asking for as far as

7

information is part of that fundamental checks and

8

balances of government and that you're doing your

9

job as well as the Administration is doing their job

10

in what they believe is the correct approach to

11

addressing the needs of each department.

12
I
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I would say, Members, that while State law

13

provides us the basic framework, if you believe it

14

is necessary to clear up this type of discussion

15

between difference in the legalities of a Deputy

16

Director versus a First Assistant, then we need to

17

draft and consider enacting ordinances that will

18

bring further clarity and definition on how we

19

expect to approach this types of situations and how,

20

then, the Administration or the executive branch

21

will then implement those directives.

22

So, again, I just want to bring it back more

23

to the basic fundamental branches of this County

24

government, and that as the Council through its

25

Budget and Finance Committee that we are in action
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1

this afternoon what is basically a review and

2

exercising of those basic checks and balances that

3

the people require and expect us to perform.

4

that basic.

5

It's

Obviously you may obviously you may have

6

additional questions

7

will not consider entertaining that this afternoon.

8

The Chair intends to adjourn.

9

I think what you've brought up and some of the

l

but the Chair will not have

And, again, Members,

10

comments, there's definitely a difference of

11

opinions on the principles of the fundamentals of

12

this County government between executive and

13

legislative branch.

14

viewing public they may be wondering what we have

15

been discussing, and I again share these comments

16

because it is part of what they require us to

17

perform in the establishment of a new budget for the

18

County of Maui for the Fiscal Year 2005.

19

So I share that, that in our

Any questions, Members,at this time?

Again,

20

the Chair is open to asking Manager Kulp and the

21

required resources of his Department with

22

appropriate lead time to please make themselves

23

available, should you require additional comments.

24

We already

25

regarding Mr. Ching's ability to respond to

the Chair is already recognizing, one,
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1

questions regarding ELlS, and, again, as it relates

2

to the E-Tech program in the Office of the Mayor.

3

Anything else?

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane.
So is there going to be a follow

5

to -- follow through with the original request by

6

Member Tavares on written response to ELlS and the

7

public's benefit to it?

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.
Thank you.

And I will make that available to all of

11

you as soon as we receive documentation transmittal

12

from Managing Director Kulp.

13

If not, Mr. Kulp, the Chair will afford you a

14

closing comment, if you have any.

15

MR. KULP:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. KULP:

Okay, anything else?

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Kulp.

Mr. Chair, Council Members, people of the

18

public, thank you very much for looking over our

19

proposal to you, our budget.

20

that there's a lot of hard work put into this.

21

think it's a good budget.

22

that are ambiguous or arcane.

23

grant us what we've asked for here.

24

think you'll be happy with what we produce over the

25

next year.

We hope you realize

We will clarify the areas
We hope that you will
If you do, I

Thank you very much.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank your Mr. Kulp.

2

Members?

3

reconvene.

4

9:00 a.m.

5

adjourned.

6

7
8

If not r thank you.

Any questions r
We do recon -- not

We do meet again tomorrow morning at
This meeting of April 7thr 2004 is hereby
(Gavel).

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused: JAJ and WKN)
ACTION:
ADJOURN:

DEFER pending further discussion.

4:22 p.m.
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I
SS.

3
4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.
I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

13

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 4th day of May, 2004, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
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